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1 Introduction
Quantum mechanics has both puzzled and fascinated people with counter-intuitive phe-
nomena. Examples are quantum superposition, entanglement and teleportation [1]. Su-
perposition is the situation where a single particle can be in multiple states, e.g. positions,
at the same time. Entanglement induces correlations between quantum particles that
are stronger than classically allowed. Finally, quantum teleportation allows to transfer
properties of a quantum state from one particle to another particle, without physically
moving them. Quantum physics does not only intrigue the general public: scientists too
are struggling with the description of physical systems with quantum mechanics. A no-
table example of a scientific struggle is to fully describe a large and complicated quantum
system, such as a molecule, in full detail. Loosely speaking, anything more complicated
than solving a particle in a box or a hydrogen atom already becomes challenging to do
analytically with pen and paper.

The idea that small quantum systems can be simulated on computers, but that larger
systems quickly become intractable for computers, led Yuri Manin in 1980, and shortly
after Richard Feynman in 1982, to conjecture that a well-controlled quantum system can
be used to simulate other quantum systems [2, 3]. This realization is considered to be
the origin of the concept of quantum simulators and quantum computers. It inspired the
development of the first quantum algorithms in the 1990’s such as prime factoring [4] and
unstructured search [5]. Furthermore, the first quantum error-correction schemes were
proposed to correct for noise on the fragile quantum states [6].

Nowadays, the field has evolved substantially and quantum simulators and quantum
computers are expected to contribute to many different fields. Typical examples for
applications of quantum systems are biochemistry [7], quantum machine learning [8], and
a quantum internet to connect to and communicate between quantum computers [9]. With
ever increasing expectations of quantum simulators and computers, the focus is now on
developing devices that can actually implement all these ideas. However, the feasibility
of full-fledged quantum simulators and computers is still under debate.

Even if a fault-tolerant quantum computer will turn out to be feasible, they will require
millions of qubits and improved control over these qubits to meet the high expectations.
The current state of the art is far more sobering than the current expectations: only systems
with about 50− 100 qubits are reported [10–12]. This is still far away from millions of
qubits required for fault-tolerant computing. The current small quantum devices are
typically referred to as noisy, intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) devices. The noise in
such devices disturbs the fragile quantum states and the number of qubits is still too small
to implement any quantum error correction scheme.

It was expected that NISQ devices would help the development of future quantum
systems in a fewways. Firstly, it encourages the development of better quantum systems by
showing quantum simulators and computers can actually exist. Secondly, it was expected
that NISQ systems will enable quantum simulations that would give some kind of quantum
advantage, or quantum speedup compared to classical (super)computers. Unfortunately,
at the moment this seems unlikely as most of the current technology is still too noisy
[13]. This does not mean that NISQ devices are not interesting and entirely useless! They
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encourage to study the limits between quantum and classical simmulability. This has so
far been an interesting and rewarding endeavor, both for obtaining new theoretical insights
and as a guide to set up new experiments.

An interesting and fundamental problem that can be tackled with a NISQ system
is investigating the so-called Shor’s trilemma. This trilemma is a contradiction at a
fundamental level among three well-understood and established fields of science and
important axioms in these fields. These fields are: computer science, complexity theory
and quantum physics.

The first field of Shor’s trilemma is computer science. One of the central concepts
in computer science is the Turing machine, a mathematical model of computer that is
considered to apply to all types of computation. This axiom is formulated by the ’Extended
Church-Turing thesis’, which states that "a probabilistic Turing machine can efficiently
simulate any realistic model of computation" [14]. In other words: all computational
problems that are efficiently solvable by realistic physical devices, are solvable by a
probabilistic Turing machine [15]. Consequently, computer science insists that all types
of computers are the same at a fundamental level. Hardware specifications can drastically
vary from one computer to the next, but all types of computers are bound to a similar
scaling for a specific task, meaning there can only be a polynomial speed-up in alternate
computer architectures.

The second field is complexity theory, a branch of mathematics. Complexity theorists
have good reason to believe that the complexity classes P 6= NP, meaning that there are
certain computational tasks that are easy to verify, but not necessarily easy to solve. An
example of such a computational task is the famous problem of factoring a large integer
into its two prime factors [4]. This mathematical problem is strongly believed to be
either in NP or even NP-intermediate and is at the foundation of public-key cryptography
protocols such as RSA.

The third field involved in Shor’s trilemma is quantum physics. Quantum physics
predicts the existence of quantum computers that can solve some specific computational
problems much faster than their classical counterparts. Perhaps the most famous example
of all quantum algorithms is Shor’s algorithm [4]. Shor’s algorithm allows to efficiently
factor a large integer into primes. Efficient means the algorithms run time scales polyno-
mially when the problem size is increased.

Now the trilemma becomes apparent: if a quantum computer can indeed execute
Shor’s algorithm efficiently, then it must be a realistic physical computational device.
Accordingly, the extended Church-Turning thesis now implies that there must be a clas-
sical algorithm that can do the prime factorization efficiently; after all all realistic forms
of computers are essentially the same. However, this would imply that computational
complexity is not well understood as it claims that prime factorization is a computation-
ally hard problem that cannot be solved efficiently. Alternatively, it is possible that there
is no classical computer that can efficiently factorize primes, which would disprove the
extended Church-Turning thesis. Finally, it could be that quantum computers are simply
not possible, maybe because of some still unknown fundamental limitation to the amount
of noise that disturbs the fragile quantum states. Regardless of which concept turns out to
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be wrong, at least one of the fields misunderstands some central concept of their field.
Finding out which of these three axioms has to yield is currently an active field of

research by various quantum platforms. The strategy in these experiments is to find
some computational task, no matter how useless or obscure, of which the computational
complexity is well understood and that is known to have an exponential scaling in run
time. Aaronson and Arkhipov introduced in 2011 the idea of boson sampling [15] to
do exactly that. Soon afterward, a similar experiment was proposed for superconducting
qubits: random circuit sampling [16]. Both proposals require about 50 not too noisy
quantum particles to interact randomly and then sample from the resulting quantum state.
It is shown that calculating the probability of even a single possible outcome is classically
infeasible, whereas a (noisy) quantum system can sample from the distribution on the fly.
Note that these experiments do not simulate some other physical (quantum) system, they
simulate an abstracted version of themselves.

The computational complexity of both boson sampling and random circuit sampling
is well understood and there is a clear exponential gap in run time predicted between
the classical and quantum devices. Hence, an experimental demonstration of this can
provide evidence for the existence of quantum computers and provide evidence against
either the extended Church-Turing thesis, or against complexity theory. The first small-
scale experiments appeared around 2013 with only a handful of modes and three or four
photons [17–22]. From 2017 and onwards, quantum photonics made a huge steps forward
with first a 5 photon and 5× 9 low-loss but not tunable optical network [23]. Two years
later, this was already improved to 20 photons and an fixed interferomter of 60 modes
in free-space [24]. First experiments with around 50 noisy quantum particles have been
reported in recent years for both quantum photonics [11, 25] and superconducting qubits
[10, 12].

Photonics is nowadays one of the leading platforms for quantum computation and
quantum simulation since it is the second platform to have a claim on achieving a quantum
advantage [11, 25]. The other claim is from Google’s superconducting transmon qubits
[10]. Compared to other platforms, photonics has a few distinct advantages. Firstly, single
photons behave fully quantum mechanically at room temperature, negating the need for
cryogenics. Secondly, photonics has a huge bandwidth compared to electronics. This is
especially useful for machine learning [26]. Thirdly, quantum photonics can benefit from
developments in the telecom industry, meaning that components developed for telecom can
be used for quantum photonics. Finally, even if optical quantum simulators and computers
turn out infeasible, quantum optical links and control will still be required. For example,
to control trapped ions [27] or for establishing quantum communication links [9]. Hence,
technological progress towards optical quantum simulators will always be useful.

Developments in the field of quantum photonics can be divided into two categories.
Firstly, there is a constant push towards better hardware that allows generating more and
better photons, to improve single-photon detectors and to improve the control of the photon
interference for an ever-increasing number of photons. This has now sufficiently matured
such that the first companies are founded that are commercializing these technologies.
Secondly, the maturing technology is being used for NISQ simulations and proof-of-
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principle experiments. This thesis explores both hardware aspects from a theoretical
point, and it explores some initial proof-of-principle experiments. The next sections in
this introduction give a more detailed introduction to these fields.

1.1 The required hardware
Any possiblemultiphoton quantum interference experiment that can be thought of, requires
three types of hardware. Firstly, a multiphoton source to initialize the quantum state.
Secondly, some kind of (non)linear interferometer and thirdly single-photon sensitive
detectors. The exact nature of each component can vary from experiment to experiment,
but in all cases, the hardware will be similar and comparable.

The lack of universal fault-tolerant optical quantum computers highlights the lack of
hardware of sufficient quality. The current development on and towards NISQ-devices are
believed to help push state-of-the-art hardware to what is eventually needed for quantum
computers and quantum simulators. This section will give a brief overview of the current
state-of-the-art hardware of photon sources and interferometers. The description of single-
photon detectors is outside the scope of this thesis.

1.1.1 Single-photon sources
Anymultiphoton experiment requires amultiphoton source. Multiphoton sources typically
consist out of multiple single-photon sources, or a single demultiplexed single-photon
source. Regardless of the technology and implementation, there are some universal
requirements for multiphoton sources [28].

The first requirement is high photon indistinguishability, which is needed to guarantee
the quantum behavior of the photons when they interfere. A second prerequisite is the
ability to generate one and only one photon. A third requirement is to generate the photon
in a single spatial mode. This is needed when the photons are coupled into a single-
mode fiber (SMF). If the spatial mode of the photons is not the standard Gaussian state,
then projecting the photons onto the SMF can induce spatial-frequency correlations that
reduce the indistinguishability of the photons. Finally, single-photon sources should be as
deterministic as possible so that many single photons can be generated simultaneously.

Three smaller requirements for multiphoton sources can be identified. The first is
high brightness: so that any experiment has sufficient statistics. The second is that the
photons can be generated at telecom wavelength, either 1350 or 1550 nm, as this would
enable optimal use of the available telecom technology. The third one is to have a
small spectral linewidth. A small linewidth, or long pulse, reduces possible frequency-
dependent behavior of the optical components and reduces the effect of dispersion in
time-bin experiments.

There are a few potential candidates to build a multiphoton source. Traditionally,
spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) has been the workhorse of quantum
optics [29] and it is still used for leading experiments [11]. SPDC generates pairs of
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photons by exploiting a χ(2)-nonlinear interaction. Operation around 1550 nm is not only
possible, but 1550 nm is also the ideal wavelength to create indistinguishable photons
given the phase-matching properties of the crystal [30]. A limitation of SPDC is that it
generates pairs of photons probabilistically, which makes scaling to many photons hard,
but not impossible since one photon can be sacrificed to herald the presence of the other
[31, 32]. Despite the widespread use of SPDC, there was concern that in the long run,
SPDC is not suitable to generate many single photons of sufficient quality [33–35]. To
date, the largest experiment with SPDC used 12 photons [36].

SPDC sources generate in good approximation a single photon when the second
generated photon is used as a herald. However, there are cases that use both generated
modes of an SPDC source. This type of operation does not generate single photons
Fock states, but a thermally distributed Gaussian state. The advantage of Gaussian state
generation is that it allows formore input photons ormodes for the same number of crystals.
The price is that the number of photons remains uncertain. This type of operation has
currently the record for the highest number of photons, namely 113 photons generated by
25 nonlinear crystals operated in parallel [11]. However, the computational complexity of
Gaussian experiments remain an open question.

A strong competitor to SPDC is quantum dot sources. These sources consist out of an
artificial atom, a quantum dot, often inside an optical cavity. When the quantum dots is
excited, it typically emits a single photon. Quantum dot sources have proven to efficiently
generate many photons at around 700− 900 nm with a narrow linewidth, but only as a
single-photon source. The exact properties of each quantum dot vary and subsequently
photons from different sources are distinguishable. Thus far, quantum experiments up to
20 photons from a single quantum dot source have been reported [37], even though there
are claims over quantum dot devices generating more than 100 photons [38].

A third option is spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM) [39]. SFWM is similar to
SPDC, but it uses a χ(3) nonlinearity, meaning that the generation rates will be much
lower. However, it can easily be implemented in integrated optics at telecom wavelength,
allowing integration of the photon sources with integrated optical networks. This has only
been used in smaller, proof-of-principle experiments [40].

1.1.2 Large optical networks
In the experiments described in this thesis, the single photons created by SPDC are
subsequently sent through a linear optical network. In general, there are requirements for
these networks.

The first two requirements are the preservation of photon quality and low loss for the
given functionality, which is especially important if the network grows in size. An example
of the first requirement is material dispersion in a loop for a time-bin experiment. As the
photon travels through the network, it accumulates chirp and hence becomes increasingly
distinguishable compared to photons arriving in the time loops at later times. The second
requirement is obvious as typically experiments fail when (all) photons are lost. However,
the loss is always specified per unit length and the optical length for a certain functionality
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is platform depended. For that reason, the loss per functional unit cell is both a proper
metric for comparing systems and engineering target [41].

A third requirement is tunability. Tunability is needed to perform different experiments
on the same network and hence makes the network suitable for a variety of experiments.
Being able to switch and tune the network at high speeds is especially advantageous as it
would allow for measurement-based quantum protocols or fast data processing [42, 43].

There are various methods to implement optical networks. Traditionally, researchers
have used free-space optics to implement optical networks. Free-space optics works well
for small experiments, but in larger experiments with many modes it will become increas-
ingly difficult to maintain alignment and stability over a prolonged time. Furthermore,
the footprint increases quickly to sizes larger than available on optical tables. Therefor
it is perhaps surprising that the current largest optical network (144 modes) is entirely
constructed with free-space optics. However, this network has about 50% transmission
per photon and is not tunable since the network consists out of many semi silver-coated
glass plates glued together [11]. The use of this network is restricted to boson sampling
and it remains an open problem if the high losses allow for an efficient classical simulation
strategy.

A different approach could be to use multimode systems such as (thin) scattering
systems or a multimode fiber. Although such networks also lack tunability, they easily
incorporate millions of modes which is unrealistic for any other platform in the foreseeable
future. Thick scattering systems are inherently lossy, but a surface scatterer or multimode
fiber can provide access to many modes with low losses. Hence, it can be an interesting
network for boson sampling and random number generation, at least until other platforms
have sufficiently matured.

In the long run, integrated photonics is probably the most promising candidate as it
can allow for large, fully tunable networks with a small footprint produced at an industrial
scale. Currently, only a few examples have been reported in literature. The largest fully
tunable networks reported networks are still around 20 modes, but this number is expected
to grow significantly in the foreseeable future. A big advantage is that both photon sources
and single-photon detectors can be integrated into such networks [44, 45]. Furthermore,
integrated photonics can profit from the ever-going advances of the semiconductor and
lithography industry. A small downside is the inevitable absorption and scattering losses
in the waveguide when the systems become larger. This might be mitigated by doing
measurement-based protocols [43].

1.2 Proof-of-principle experiments
It is already possible to perform various types of experiments with the current NISQ
hardware. However, these experiments are fully simulable on a standard desktop as the
number of photons and modes is limited. Hence, these experiments typically serve two
purposes. Firstly, they are proof-of-principle experiments that introduce novel ideas and

See Chapter 5 for an overview of reported photonic networks
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concepts that can later be used for larger systems that are no longer traceable on (standard)
classical computers. Note that experiments beyond proof-of-principle are unlikely for
NISQ devices [13]. Secondly, these experiments highlight the quality of the current state-
of-the-art technology. In other words, not the signal but the (lack of) noise is what is
important.

The following sections introduce a few experiments that are described later in this
thesis. All experiments are carried out on a fully tunable 12-mode interferometer with a
transmission of ∼ 60% (2.2 dB) per photon [46].

1.2.1 High fidelity control over the network
The high control fidelity over the network is an obvious requirement for larger networks
and quantum experiments. But a large, well-controlled network with proper access to all
input and output channels is a platform that can be used for muchmore than quantum optics
alone. An example is a long-standing open problem of wave transport through disordered
media, such as electron transport through nanowires, photon transport to scattering media
ormultimode fibers, and phonon transport [47, 48]. In all these types ofwave transport, one
can ask how the transmission efficiencies are distributed for all transmission eigenchannels
of the network. Transmission eigenchannels are the eigenmodes of the transmissionmatrix
that describes the scattering system. One would naively expect that those transmission
efficiencies are clustered around itsmean, e.g. such as in aGaussian distribution. However,
this has been proposed that these transmission efficiencies are distributed in a bimodal
distribution [49, 50].

Despite considerable experimental effort, this distribution has not yet been experimen-
tally shown. It turned out that the problem preventing the observation of the bimodal
distribution was the need to properly access all input and output modes of the transmis-
sion matrix [51–53]. This is no simple feet for electrons -because of their small size- or
photons -because of limited NA in any experiment. A large, fully tunable network with
well-defined modes, such as a tunable integrated photonic interferometer as needed for
boson sampling can be used to experimentally observe the bimodal distribution.

1.2.2 Certification of entanglement
Certifying a quantum experiment that is beyond the capabilities of current classical com-
puters to simulate, is a nontrivial problem since it is not possible to compare the experi-
mental results with a numerical simulation. A good example of when this is problematic is
boson sampling, which is designed to be intractable for classical computers [15]. Hence,
certifying that the boson sampling experiment succeeded requires statistical analysis of a
limited data set that can be obtained and analyzed in polynomial time [22, 54–56].

In a more general case, it is important to be able to certify multiphoton entanglement in
a single measurement with a computationally efficient data analysis and realistic resources.
Such a tool would allow to probe whether the input photons indeed interfered with each
other and whether the photons remained indistinguishable from each other. The latter is
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by no means trivial as, for example, small path length differences in a large network can
quickly accumulate to a path length difference larger than the photon’s coherence length.

1.2.3 Thermalization of pure quantum states
The last possible experiment explored revolves around a paradox between quantum and
thermodynamics: the thermalization of a quantum state in an isolated system. The
underlying problem of thermalization is the paradox that the global entropy of an isolated
quantum state remains zero overall unitary (energy conserving) transformations, while
thermalization is known to occur since it maximizes the entropy. So how can a well-
defined quantum state thermalize in a closed, isolated system?

This paradox is resolved by realizing that local observers lack knowledge of global
correlations [57]. It has been suggested that global entanglement drives local entropy
maximization, i.e., local thermalization is the result of global quantum entanglement. So
far this has been experimentally tested with cold atoms in an optical lattice [58]. These
cold atoms experience a Bose-Hubbard interaction inside the optical lattice, which causes
them to thermalize. However, the nature of these experiments is inherently irreversible as
it is required to measure after a specific time τ to observe the thermal distribution.

A more powerful approach is to test the thermalization on a quantum system that is
reversible. For this, the time needs to be simulated. This is possible by realizing that the
time evolution is nothing but a unitary transformation of the Hamiltonian H acting on the
entire system:

U = e−iHτ , (1.1)

where U denotes the unitary time evolution. This approach does not only allow to
dial certain time, but it also allows to undo the time evolution with the inverse of U.
By undoing the time evolution, one can verify that the quantum particles have not yet
become entangled with the experimental apparatus, which is otherwise challenging. By
the process of elimination, one must conclude that the thermalization must arise from
local entanglement if the quantum particles show thermal distribution when they are
entangled and if these particles are shown not to be entangled with the environment, i.e.
the experimental apparatus.

1.3 Thesis outline
This thesis explores all aforementioned themes that are relevant for multiphoton interfer-
ence. The first theme of the thesis are possible high-dimensional networks for multiphoton
interference. These are chapters 2 and 5. The second theme revolves around single-photon
sources, both theoretical limitations of SPDC and a characterization of our multiphoton
SPDC setup for telecom wavelengths. These are chapters 3 and 4. Finally, the third theme
combines the first two by showing three integrated quantum-optical experiments. These
are described in chapters 6, 7 and 8.
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Chapter 2 explores a different way of realizing a low-loss and high-dimensional net-
work, namely via surface scattering. Specifically, the use of boson sampling is considered.
This solves the current open problem in boson sampling [11] by combining access to thou-
sands of optical modes while maintaining low losses. Even though the surface scatterer is
not universal, it still allows the implemention of boson sampling and hence functions as a
benchmark for the advancement of single-photon sources and single-photon detectors.

Chapter 5 describes and characterizes a more conventional method to implement op-
tical networks, namely integrated photonic waveguide networks. This photonic processor
is realized in silicon nitride and has a record number of 12 input and 12 output modes that
are all coupled to each other. Furthermore, the network is fully tunable. The extend of the
tunability is investigated and the preservation of the quantum nature of single photons is
studied.

Chapter 3 explores the fundamental limits of SPDC sources for boson sampling from
a computational complexity point of view. Thus far, the optimal trade-off between photon
imperfectionswas not known. Using the latest theoretical developments it became possible
to find the trade-off between the main imperfections, namely loss and distinguishability
[59]. This framework gives a lower limit to the number of photons that interfere quantum-
mechanically for a given set of imperfections. This allows optimizing the photon sources
explicitly for the computational complexity of boson sampling.

Chapter 4 continues on the work of Chapter 3: it describes and characterizes a current
four-photon SPDC source and all related hardware. This description of the setup is the
foundation of the third and last part of the thesis: the proof-of-principle experiments.

Chapter 6 solves a long-standing open problem of wave transport through disordered
media, namely the consequence of open scattering channels on transmission eigenvalues.
This chapter does not only show the predicted distribution, it also confirms the theoretical
predictions that full access to all input and output modes are necessary to observe this
distribution [51–53]. On a more abstract level, this chapter does not only show that
integrated optics can be used to study different types of physics, it also marks the point
that integrated optics is sufficiently developed to actually perform such experiments.

Chapter 7 shows a computationally efficient protocol to certify multiphoton distin-
guishability in a tunable network by means of a simple two-mode correlator [55]. For this,
a matrix is found that maximizes this two-mode correlator when (partial) indistinguishable
photons are injected. The notion that this matrix is optimal in the space of all matrices is
important, since it implies the protocol to be one-sided device-independent. That is, the
hardware -the interferometer- does not have to be trusted to implement the correct matrix.
When the device indeed implements the ideal matrix incorrectly, then this will inevitably
reduce the two-mode correlator. Hence the two-mode correlator is guaranteed to give a
lower bound to the certification of distinguishability.

Chapter 8 explores the thermalization of a quantum state in a closed system: an
integrated photonic processor. This experiment shows that local thermalization is the
result of global entanglement with the unobserved remaining universe. The experiment
is also reversible since the integrated processor allows to directly implement any unitary
transformation on the input state. Reversibility is useful as it eliminates the need for
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homodyne and heterodyne detection is to certify if the global state generated by the
network has indeed thermalized [60].

Finally, Chapter 9 contains a summary of all results in this thesis and is complemented
with the outlook for possible future directions.



2 Boson sampling in low-depth
optical systems

Recently, the world has seen the first claims of a demonstration of a quantum advantage
[10–12, 25], i.e. the first systems in which a quantum computer outperforms a classical
one at some specific, well-defined computational task. These systems represent a major
milestone on the road toward applications of quantum computing for tasks beyond those
that can be carried out with classical computers.

Boson sampling is a protocol to demonstrate a quantum advantage using quantum
interference in linear optics [15]. In boson sampling, n indistinguishable photons are
created at photon sources and sent through a linear optical network whose transformation
matrix is chosen uniformly according to the Haar measure. The task is to generate samples
from the output distribution of this interferometer when measured in the Fock basis. For
a sufficiently large optical system, the probability distribution is given by permanents
of matrices that are very well approximated by identical and independently distributed
(i.i.d.) Gaussian elements. This distribution is believed to be hard to sample from for a
classical computer, with the computational cost scaling as n2n for the best-known classical
algorithms [61], which places the boundary of a quantum advantage at n ≈ 50 photons
[62]. At the same time, a linear optical network can natively implement this computational
task throughmulti-photon interference and thereby generate samples from the target output
distribution efficiently.

Since this protocol was proposed in 2011, there has been major progress on its ex-
perimental implementation. This started with smaller-scale boson sampling experiments
[18–21, 24, 36, 63, 64] to the current state of the art experiments, which consists of a 144
mode Gaussian boson sampler [32, 65] with 25 two-mode squeezed photon sources [11].

The challenge in carrying out these experiments is to adhere as closely as possible to
the original boson sampling protocol, and not introduce any imperfections, which may
give rise to classical simulability. The general physical picture is that noise degrades the
level of quantum interference in these systems, opening up the way for either a direct
simulation [59, 66–71], or spoofing a benchmark test [72, 73].

The strongest imperfection in large-scale boson sampling experiments is photon loss,
which is an imperfection where not every photon that is generated in the sources ultimately
results in a detection event in one of the detectors. For all proposed variants of boson
sampling, loss is an imperfection that degrades the strength of quantum interference,
although only for some variants it is known how to use this fact to construct an efficient
classical simulation [69]. Finding ways of improving the optical transmission of boson
sampling experiments is therefore an urgent problem. This is especially true since, in all
current implementations of boson sampling, the number of optical components that must
be traversed grows linearly with the width of the optical circuit, and hence the optical loss
grows exponentially with the circuit size [67].

The content of this chapter is adapted from the following submitted paper: R. van der Meer et al.,
arXiv:2110.05099.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.05099
https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.05099
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Figure 2.1 The network. A schematic of the proposed network with 4 input modes. a) The
mathematical description of the physical apparatus as shown in b). The apparatus consists of two
lenses and a thin, rough surface in between the lenses. The random interference pattern as observed
on the detector (c) is known as speckle.

Another imperfection that plays a role in large-scale boson sampling experiments is
detector blinding, which occurs when the number of modes m is comparable to the number
of photons n, meaning that a significant fraction of photons will end up in identical output
modes, which is termed a collision. In this situation, if threshold detectors are used at
the outputs, some photons are not detected, which constitutes an imperfection that can be
used for simulation [74]. In order to avoid collisions, the number of optical modes must
scale as m ∝ n2, a scaling that is typically not obeyed in experiments [11, 25, 75].

In this chapter, we present a simultaneous solution to the problems of optical loss
and detector blinding by proposing a constant-optical depth circuit that is scalable to the
required thousands of optical modes. This circuit can be realized in the form of a thin
optical scatterer (e.g. a ground glass plate) placed in a 4 f -configuration in the simultaneous
focal point of two lenses (see Fig. 2.1). We make use of the fact that a lens implements a
Fourier transform on an almost arbitrary number of optical modes - up to 1 million modes
per mm2 [76] - to conveniently realize a network with three components and constant
optical loss in the system size. When a Fourier transform is implemented as pairwise
mode interactions, e.g. in integrated optics, the number of required interactions per mode
in the circuit scales as the logarithm of the number of modes involved. [77, 78]. This
platform is a simplified version of an universal method to implement any arbitrary transfer
matrix [79]. We estimate that the overall efficiency of this protocol will be 85− 90%,
which would be sufficient to defeat all currently known classical simulation algorithms for
boson sampling.

The price of this low-tech implementation is a complete loss of reconfigurability of the
optical system. Furthermore, the fact that our scattering system scrambles the phase of each
incoming k-vector in an identical way induces an additional constraint to the transmission
matrix U, namely that it must be of circulant form, i.e. that each row of the sampling
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matrix is a copy of the previous row shifted by one entry. These additional correlations in
the sampling matrix could prima facie affect the computational hardness of the protocol.
The bulk of this work is concerned with presenting a combination of numerically and
theoretical results which provide evidence that these additional correlations disappear in
the appropriate limits of large numbers of photons and modes, thereby making our system
suitable as a low-loss implementation of boson sampling. We name our proposal circulant
boson sampling after the circulant nature of the scattering matrix.

Our work is organized as follows: we start in Section 2.1 with some physical arguments
based on concepts from scattering theory. Then, Section. 2.2 formally introduces the cir-
culant boson sampling and identifies the problems which need to be solved to guarantee
the computational complexity. Section 2.3 gives an informal overview of the main results
on demonstrating the computational complexity. Sections 2.4 and 2.5 show the detailed
results in which we show how circulant boson sampling maintains computational com-
plexity. Finally, Section 2.6 addresses the technical feasibility of the system and focuses
on the required hardware.

2.1 Thin scattering systems
In this section, we will use some concepts from scattering theory to build up physical
intuition for circulant boson sampling. For this, we start with a short description of thick
scattering systems and then introduce the circulant network.

Perhaps counterintuitively, disorder is a desirable feature in many classical optical
systems, where a high number of independent optical modes are needed. An example
is in microscopy, where a diffusor is used to convert a point source into quasi-uniform
illumination. Functionalizing disorder to achieve new optical applications is an active
field of research [47, 76, 80].

A crucial factor that determines the properties of a scattering system is how often light
is scattered while traversing the medium. Everyday optical systems in which scattering
plays a role are typically multiple-scattering (‘thick’) systems, examples of which are
white paint and milk. In multiple-scattering materials, incident light scatters many times
on average before it diffuses out of the material. Repeated scattering events collectively
scramble the polarization of the incoming light and effectively erase all directionality, i.e.,
the light is scattered in all 4π directions.

Even in thick optical samples, the output distribution pattern is not uniform when
pumped with coherent light. The random paths which the light takes through the sample
are coherent and hence undergo interference. This random interference leads to a pattern
of spatial intensity variations, which is referred to as speckle. An example of speckle is
shown in Fig. 2.1b).

The properties of speckle patterns have been extensively studied [48, 76, 81]. A key
property of speckle is its high degree of randomness. Random interference of many
independent optical paths causes a complex Gaussian distribution of the elements of the
scattering matrix. This is observed experimentally through the Rayleigh distribution of
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the optical field strengths leading to an exponential distribution of the intensities of the
speckle pattern [48, 81, 82]. In the limit of thick optical systems, small submatrices of
the scattering matrix approach an i.i.d. Gaussian distribution, as the scattering effectively
erases all structure and only a part of all transmission modes can be observed. The fact that
the matrix elements are i.i.d. Gaussian distributed turns out to be precisely the requirement
for the computational complexity of boson sampling [15].

Unfortunately, boson sampling also requires a low-loss optical system, and for this,
thick scattering systems are not suitable [83–85]. The ultimate reason for this is that in
a multiple-scattering system the light is scattered over a 4π solid angle, which makes a
collection of all the light scattered from the sample experimentally infeasible.

The network proposed in Fig. 2.1, which uses a single thin scattering layer, can be
thought of as a system that combines the high degree of randomness of a thick scattering
system with low optical loss. Such a system still grants access to a large number of modes,
but at the same time reduces the losses since all the light will be transmitted over a small
spread of spatial angles [81].

Unfortunately, having only one layer of scatterers does not allow for the same degree
of mode mixing as is the case in thick scattering media. The consequence of this is
that while the individual matrix elements in the scattering matrix all follow a Gaussian
distribution (in the language of scattering theory ‘exhibit fully developed speckle’) [86],
they exhibit significant correlations (in the language of scattering theory: they strongly
exhibit a memory effect), and it is not given that the distribution of submatrices of such a
matrix approaches an i.i.d. Gaussian distribution. It is precisely these additional circulant
correlations that are the subject of this work.

2.2 Boson Sampling

In this section, we will first introduce boson sampling. Then, we will introduce a few
key arguments from its original proposal [15] regarding the hardness of boson sampling,
followed by our proposal for a modified protocol based on circulant matrices. A compre-
hensive and more in-depth discussion on boson sampling can be found in [87].

In a boson sampling experiment, n indistinguishable photons are injected in n distinct
input modes of an m×m random lossless interferometer (m > n). The photons interfere
as they propagate through the interferometer, resulting in an output probability distribution
comprised of (m+n−1

n ) entries.
Assume without loss of generality that the photons are incident on the first n input

modes of the system, such that the input wave function is given by:

|ψin〉 = |1〉
⊗

n |0〉
⊗

m−n , (2.1)

and let the transmission through the interferometer be described by a complex unitary
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matrix U ∈ Cm×m drawn from the Haar measure. The output state is then given by:

|Ψout〉 =U |ψin〉

∑
s

Ps

∣∣∣n(s)
o,1 , n(s)

o,2 , ..., n(s)
o,m

〉
, (2.2)

with s a particular output configuration and Ps its corresponding probability amplitude
[88]. Finally, n(s)

o,m denotes the number of bosons in the output channel m given this
configuration s. The probability associated with a certain outcome Ps is given by the
interference of how the n input photons can end up at that specific output configuration s.
This is given by the permanent of an n× n submatrix UT relating the used input modes
to the output configuration [15, 88]

Ps =
perm(UT)√
n(s)

o1 !, ..., n(s)
om!

, (2.3)

with the submatrix UT = Uρ,s, with ρ the input configuration as defined in Eq. 2.1. The
denominator is a normalization term and perm denotes the permanent. The permanent is
defined as:

perm(U) = ∑
σ∈Sn

n

∏
j=1

Uj,σ(j), (2.4)

with σ summing over the set of all permutations Sn.
The computational complexity of boson sampling ultimately derives from the conjec-

ture that approximate sampling over the probability distribution given by |Ps|2 is computa-
tionally hard, if UT is given by a matrix of i.i.d. Gaussian entries. The intuition behind the
choice of this family of matrices is that i.i.d. Gaussian matrices have no internal structure
which a classical algorithm could exploit to achieve a speedup.

For the matrices UT to be close to i.i.d. Gaussian, two conditions must hold. First,
any n-by-n submatrix of U must converge to a matrix of i.i.d. Gaussians in the limit of a
large number of modes. The intuition here is that as the submatrix becomes smaller with
respect to the overall matrix U, the unitary constraint becomes less dominant, removing
any correlations between the matrix elements. Aaronson and Arkhipov were able to
show that if U is drawn uniformly according to the Haar measure, then for a scaling of
m ∝ n5log2 n, an n-by-n submatrix is close to i.i.d. Gaussian.

The second requirement is that the output distribution must actually be made up of
n-by-n matrices drawn from U, avoiding repeated rows or columns in UT. These arise
when photons emerge from the same optical mode, which is termed a collision. The
probability of collisions must be made arbitrarily small, a condition which is satisfied for
Haar-random matrices when m ∝ n2.

To argue the hardness of our proposed protocol, wemust show that these two conditions
hold (perhaps with different polynomial scaling in the number of modes) for our proposed
family of sampling matrices. Our goal in what follows will be to provide evidence that
the intuition from sampling over Haar-random matrices holds also for circulant matrices,
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namely that the additional correlations which are introduced by the constraints on the
matrices decay when the number of modes is made large enough with respect to the
number of photons.

In our protocol, the only change we make compared to the original proposal [15] is
the family of optical circuits over which we sample. Instead of Haar-random matrices, we
now sample over matrices of the form Uc = FΦF−1, where F is an n-by-n Fourier matrix
with the appropriate normalization and Φ is a diagonal matrix whose entries are given by
Φjj = exp (iφj), with each φj chosen independently on the interval [0, 2π]. The resulting
matrix has the form:

Uc =


c1 c2 . . . cm
cm c1 . . . cm−1
...

...
. . .

...
c2 . . . . . . c1

 , (2.5)

with cj ∈ C, and is called a circulant matrix. Note that this matrix has only m unique
elements since each row or column is a repetition of the previous one where all elements
have been shifted by one position. These additional correlations are an additional obstacle
in letting the elements of a truncated matrix UT approach i.i.d. Gaussians.

2.3 Overview of results
In this section, we provide a general overview of our results. Our strategy to argue the
computational complexity of circulant boson sampling is to closely follow the proof for
standard boson sampling [15]. To this end, we must show that (1) truncations of circulant
matrices should approach i.i.d. Gaussians with polynomial scaling in n and m and (2) that
there is a polynomial scaling between n and m in which the no-collision condition holds.
In this section we provide an informal overview of the main results on these two points.
For both points, we rely on a combination of numerical and analytic results to provide our
evidence.

A crucial fact about our system is that the output configurations are not equiprobable,
unlike the Haar-random case [89]. This is due to the fact that repeated entries in the
sampling matrix give rise to higher order moments of matrix elements in the expected
value of the permanent. This fact means that the symmetry arguments employed in [15, 89]
are not available to us.

Truncations - analytical result We show that the variation distance ∆C between the
probability distribution of submatrices of circulants and the i.i.d. Gaussian ensemble is
upper bounded by

∆C ≤ Ć
n2
√

m
(2.6)

For some universal constant Ć > 0.
Truncations - numerical results We provide evidence that the eigenvalue spectrum

of a truncated circulant matrix strongly resembles that of a truncated Haar-randommatrix.
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In particular, we provide numerical evidence that the fidelity between the eigenvalue
distribution of a Gaussian and truncated circulant matrix remains constant at m ∝ n
scaling.

Furthermore, we provide evidence that the convergence of permanents of truncated
circulant matrices to permanents of i.i.d. Gaussian matrices have the same scaling as
the convergence of permanents of truncated Haar matrices to permanents of i.i.d. Gaus-
sian matrices. This is another, independent piece of evidence for the convergence of
submatrices of circulant matrices to i.i.d. Gaussians.

No collisions - Analytical resultsCollisions in the matrix elements reduce the compu-
tational complexity of boson sampling. The original proposal uses Haar-randommatrices,
where every photon ‘blocks off’ a single potential output mode for the remaining photons
(namely the one which it occupies). In circulant boson sampling, the cyclic nature of
circulant matrices means that each photon blocks off n adjacent modes as well.

We show that ifwe assume all outcomes in the boson sampler are equiprobable averaged
over all circulant matrices (which is only approximately true for circulant matrices), a
scaling of m ∝ n3 is required to achieve a constant probability of an outcome with
repeated elements in the matrix (i.e. a collision).

No collisions - numerical results We use a Monte-Carlo simulation to provide evi-
dence that the m ∝ n3 scaling inferred from our simplified calculation assuming equiprob-
able outcomes also holds when we take into account the fact that not all outcomes are
equiprobable.

2.4 Truncations approach i.i.d. Gaussian

In this section, we provide evidence that sufficiently small truncations of circulant matrices
become close, in variation distance, to a matrix with i.i.d. Gaussian elements. To this
end, we follow the strategy of the original boson sampling proposal [15]. Their approach
has two steps. Firstly, they showed that a polynomially small submatrix of a larger, Haar-
random unitary matrix becomes approximately Gaussian distributed. Then this result was
used to prove the stronger statement, namely the multiplicative bound

pS(X) ≤ (1 + O(δ))pG(X), (2.7)

∀X ∈ Cn×n andwith pS and pG the probability density functions ofHaar randomunitaries
and i.i.d. Gaussians, respectively.

In the following subsections, we will first show that the submatrix of a circulant
matrix approaches the i.i.d. Gaussian ensemble additively. Unfortunately, we were unable
to prove the multiplicative bound from the additive bound. As additional evidence of
convergence, we study both the eigenvalue spectra of truncated circulant matrices and
the average outcome of permanents of truncated circulant matrices. Both approaches
independently provide insight to the convergence to i.i.d. Gaussians.
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2.4.1 Analytical results
We first present our analytical results providing evidence that the distribution of n-by-n
submatrices of non-identical elements (i.e. without repetitions in the elements) converges
to an i.i.d. Gaussian distribution.

Rather than looking at a submatrix, we can limit ourselves to a single vector containing
all elements of the submatrix. The vector has a length of d = m2 and thus corresponds to
the submatrix. The goal is to show that the effect of the unitary constraint on this vector
becomes negligible for some suitable scaling of the length of the vector. For this first step,
we use theorem 1.1 of [90].

Theorem 1. Let Rn be a real Euclidian n-dimensional space of vectors x = (x1, . . . , xn)
with the norm ||x||22 = ∑n

i=1 x2
i and the scalar product 〈x, x〉 = ||x||22. Let X1, . . . , m

be independent random vectors with a common mean E(X) = 0. Write S = ∑m
j=0 Xj.

Throughout we assume that S has a degenerated distribution in the sense that the covari-
ance operator, say Σ = Cov(S), is invertible. Let Z ∼ N(0, Σ) be a Gaussian random
vector with the same covariance matrix as that of S. Let C be the class of all convex
subsets of Rn. Then there exists a universal constant C > 0 such that

∆C := sup
A∈C
|Pr{S ∈ A} − Pr{Z ∈ A}|

≤Cn
1
4

m

∑
j=1

E(||Σ−
1
2 Xj||32),

(2.8)

where Σ−
1
2 stands for the positive root of Σ.

We now show how we can apply this Theorem to the case where we pick n elements
of a vector of length m which is the Fourier transform of a vector of random phases.
Let Φ1, . . . , Φn be i.i.d. uniform on [0, 2π]. Fix k1, . . . , km ∈ {1, . . . , d}. For j =

0, . . . , d− 1, define X(m)
j to be the vector containing all matrix elements

X(m)
j =

1√
m


wjk1

m eiφj

...
wjkn

m eiφj



=
1
m



cos(φj + 2π
jk1
m )

sin(φj + 2π
jk1
m )

cos(φj + 2π
jk2
m )

...
sin(φj + 2π

jkm
m )


∈ R2n,

(2.9)

where the first line is a column vector whose elements are given by a discrete Fourier
transform applied on the vector of phases φj, and wjkl

m = 1√
m exp (−2πij

m kl l). The second
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line expands the space by a factor two by splitting up the real and imaginary part of the
previous line.

The X(m)
j are independent and clearly, E(X(m)

j ) = 0 for all j = 0, . . . , m − 1.
Furthermore, it can be checked that (under some assumptions on k1, . . . , kn, see [91])

Cov(
m−1

∑
j=0

X(m)
j ) =

1
2

I2n. (2.10)

This covariance matrix is clearly invertible, hence we can apply Theorem 1 to obtain:

∆C ≤Cn
1
4

m−1

∑
j=0

E(||(1
2

I2m)
− 1

2 X(d)
j ||

3
2)

=2
3
2 Cn

1
4

m−1

∑
j=0

E(||X(m)
j ||

3
2)

=2
3
2 Cn

1
4

m−1

∑
j=0

E
(√

1
m
( n

∑
l=1

cos2(φj + 2π
jkl
m

) + sin2(φj + 2π
jkl
m

)
)3)

=2
3
2 Cn

1
4

m−1

∑
j=0

E
( n

3
2

m
3
2

)
= 2

3
2 Cn

7
4 m−

1
2

≤Ć

√
n

7
2

m
.

(2.11)

For a universal constant Ć > 0. In other words, the unitary constraint is upper bounded
by n2
√

m .

This result gives evidence that the number of modes must scale as m ∝ n4 to hide
the unitary constraint. This shows the submatrix-of-circulant approaches the i.i.d. Gaus-
sian ensemble additively. Unfortunately, unlike the case of Haar-random matrices, there
appears to be no easy way to use the additive bound to prove the multiplicative bound.

2.4.2 Eigenvalue spectra
In the original boson sampling proposal, the multiplicative bound was found by examining
the eigenvalue spectra. [92–95]. Inspired by this, we carry out a Monte-Carlo simulation
of the eigenvalue spectra. To this end, 106 truncated matrices of size n-by-n are obtained,
each from another Haar-random unitary and circulant unitary matrix of size m-by-m. Each
truncation is chosen such that repeated entries are absent, i.e., it implicitly assumes an
outcome without collisions. To quantify the similarity of the two distributions A and B,
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Figure 2.2 Fidelity with i.i.d. Gaussians. a) The convergence of the fidelity between eigenvalue
distributions in the case of 3 photons. The inset shows the case for 8 photons. b) Two examples of
the eigenvalue distribution for 3 photons when m = 9 and m = 1024. The inset on the bottom right
is a zoom-in on the peak of the latter.

we use the fidelity as given by: [6]

F(A, B) =
n

∑
j=1

√
P(A)jP(B)j , (2.12)

where P(X)j denotes the probability of the jth eigenvalue. Note that this Monte-Carlo
approach can only provide insights to the average fidelity between the eigenvalue spectra,
it does not lower-bound the minimum fidelity.

We start with a system of fixed photon number n = 3, where we show how the
fidelity of truncations of both Haar-random unitaries as well as circulant matrices with
the i.i.d. Gaussian ensemble approach unity as the number of modes is increased. Figure
2.2a) shows how the fidelity depends on the number of modes m at a fixed photon
number. Despite the differences between the truncated-Haar and truncated-circulant
matrix ensembles, it is striking how similar their approach to F = 1 is as the number of
modes is increased. That the distributions are indeed close is confirmed by the black points
in Fig. 2.2a), which show the fidelity between the Haar and circulant distributions, which
show that they resemble each other more than that either resembles the i.i.d. Gaussian
ensemble. The inset shows that this behavior remains when the number of photons is
increased, in this case to n = 8. The similarity of the fidelities as shown in 2.2a) is
illustrated by the two example eigenvalue distributions shown in Fig. 2.2b). Again, the
truncations of both the Haar-random and the circulant matrix are similar and in the limit
of m� n clearly converge to that of i.i.d. Gaussians.

So far, we have considered eigenvalue distributions of truncated matrices at a fixed
number of photons n as a function of the number of modes. The next thing to show is
how the ratio of modes and photons should scale for a fixed fidelity. This is shown in Fig.
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Figure 2.3 Convergence of fidelity. Convergence of the fidelity between circulant and Gaussian
truncations with a rescaled x-axis. The dashed line is a guide to the eye.

2.3, where the convergence of the fidelity between the circulant and Gaussian truncation
is plotted as a function of the number of modes m for a different number of photons n.
The x-axis is rescaled by the number of photons in order to emphasize the similar trend
of the fidelity for all photons. The graph suggests that the number of modes should scale
as m ∝ n, however, note that this is the result after averaging over the space of circulant
matrices; it is not the worst-case scenario. The deviation from the dashed line for a small
number of photons is the result of using a finite number of samples in the simulation. This
effect is more profound for small n as each random matrix only contributes n eigenvalues
to the histogram.

2.4.3 Permanents
Another, more direct way to investigate the effect of the circulant correlations on the
convergence to i.i.d. Gaussians is to look at the average outcome of permanents of
submatrices of Haar-random and circulant matrices. If the correlations disappear with
some suitable scaling of the number of modes and photons, the expected value of the
permanent of a submatrix of a circulant C must approach that of the i.i.d. Gaussian
ensemble X, which has E(|Perm(X)|2 = n!/mn. Having the average outcome of a
permanent of a submatrix of a circulant matrix approach this value is a necessary but not
a sufficient condition for the ensemble to approach that of i.i.d. Gaussians, but it can serve
to provide numerical evidence.

Figure 2.4 shows how the distance between the expectation values of truncations of
both a Haar-random unitary and a circulant unitary with the result of an i.i.d. Gaussian
scale with the number of modes, m. Each data point is the mean of 106 random instances
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Figure 2.4 Convergence of permanents. Numerical evidence for the convergence of the average
permanent for a various number of photons n as a function of the number of modes m. The red
squares show how the distance between the average permanent of truncated circulant matrices and
the result of i.i.d. Gaussian matrices diminishes with m and the blue triangles show the same for
truncated Haar matrices.

and the error bars denote the standard deviation. What is notable is that for each data point
where we have sufficient numerical resolution in our simulation (as indicated by the error
bars), the distance between Haar and Gaussian and between circulant and Gaussian differs
only by a constant value as the number of modes is increased.

This result reinforces the picture from our study of the eigenvalue spectrum, namely
that the submatrix-of-circulant distribution strongly resembles the submatrix-of-Haar dis-
tribution, which is known to converge to i.i.d. Gaussian in the appropriate limits. A full
proof would require a multiplicative version of the result of section 2.4.1.

2.5 No-collisions
The second prerequisite for our protocol is to show that the probability of observing
collisions (i.e. outcomes with repeated matrix elements) becomes small with appropriate
scaling of the number of modes m versus the number of photons n. In the case of a Haar-
randommatrix, this can be done fairly straightforwardly, because each outcome, regardless
of collisions, is on average equiprobable [89]. This reduces the problem to a matter of
combinatorics, namely of counting the number of desired (no-collision) outcomes versus
the number of total outcomes.

Unfortunately, for a circulant matrix, even in the limit where all elements are i.i.d.
Gaussian, the outcomes are not on average equiprobable. The reason for this is that
adjacent rows have repeated elements (see Fig. 2.5). These repeated elements have two
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n

2n-1

Figure 2.5 Illustration of the counting argument. The input photons (green) enter in the first
n modes. If one of these photons comes out of, for example, output mode n (red) then the other
photons cannot get out of the first 2n− 1 output modes. (Left) The red block indicates what output
modes are not allowed by 1 photon leaving. (Right) The forbidden regions by two photons may
overlap, as long as the used output modes (dashed lines) do not enter the forbidden region of the
other photons.

consequences: first, they have the effect that any outcome where two photons are detected
n modes apart will have repeated entries in its corresponding matrix UT, meaning that it
will certainly not be i.i.d. Secondly, an elementary calculation shows that these repeated
elements cause higher-order moments of Gaussians to appear in the calculation, which
affect the expected value, making some outcomes more likely than others.

To investigate the scaling of the no-collision condition with the number of photons and
the number of modes, we follow the intuition of the previous section and make use of the
fact that we have observed that the permanents of submatrices of circulant matrices without
repeated elements resemble submatrices of Haar-random matrices in their behavior. We
will start with a simple counting argument to find an analytical expression for the fraction
of desired outcomes. Then we follow this up with numerical simulations to show that the
intuition derived from this argument is correct.

2.5.1 Number of good outcomes
The number of desired outcomes, i.e., without circulant correlations, can be found by a
counting argument. For now, we assume for simplicity that all outcomes are equiprobable.
To show this counting argument, assume without loss of generality that the photons are
incident on the first n modes of the network. Each photon blocks exactly 2n− 1 output
modes: on both sides of the output mode the first n− 1 adjacent modes are not allowed
since they contain the same value in the matrix and another +1 because a photon also
blocks the its own output mode. See Fig. 2.5 for a schematic representation. These
blocked regions may overlap, as long as none of the output modes are in these regions.
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Hence, in this limit, the fraction of good outcomes is given by:

Ngood =
m!2n−1/(m− 2n2 + n2n−1)

(m+n−1
n )

, (2.13)

where the subscripts denotes the xth multifactorial, i.e. n!x = n(n− x)(n− 2x)(n−
3x).... Working out these terms and only taking the first two leading terms (nk and nk−1)
in both the numerator and denominator results in:

Ngood =
m(m− 2n + 1)(m− 4n + 2)(m− 6n + 2)...

(m + n− 1)(m + n− 2)(m + n− 3)...

≈
mn −mn−1 ∑n−1

j=0 j(2n− 1)

mn + mn−1 ∑n−1
j=0 (n− j)

≈
mn − 1

2 (n− 1)(n− 2)(2n− 1)mn−1

mn + 1
2 (n + 1)nmn−1

≈ mn − n3mn−1

mn + n2mn−1 .

(2.14)

Here the standard series ∑
j=n
j=0 n = n n−1

2 has been used. As we are interested in the
regime m� n, we can rewrite it as a Laurent series at m = ∞:

Ngood ≈
1− n3/m
1 + n2/m

= 1−
∞

∑
j=1

(−1)j n2j(n + 1)
mj

≈ 1− n3 + n2

m
+O( n5

m2 ).

(2.15)

This shows that the number of modes required to make the number of good (uncorrelated)
outcomes dominate the experiment scales as m ∝ n3. The n3 scaling is only a small
increase from the normal m ∝ n2 scaling to hide the collisions. This is remarkable because
there are additional correlations present in the circulant matrix and that a circulant matrix
only has n, not n2 unique elements.

2.5.2 Numerical results
The above derived scaling for the fraction of possible outcomes without circulant corre-
lations can be verified numerically. Figure 2.6a) shows a Monte-Carlo simulation on how
the fraction of correlated outcomes becomes small for some selected number of photons.
Each data point is the average of 5 · 106 samples, all drawn from independent instances
of circulant unitaries. The error bars denote the standard deviation corresponding to a
Bernoulli distribution. Each data set has a dashed line indicating the predicted 1

n3 scaling.
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Figure 2.6 Monte-Carlo of no-collisions. a) Monte-Carlo calculation of good outcomes for a
selected number of photons. The dashed line is the predicted scaling. Note that the numerical
results approach the theory for a large number of photons. Inset: the convergence to the fraction
predicted by the combinatorics (dashed line) at m/n3 = 50. b) Monte-Carlo calculation of the
number of good outcomes, multiplied with the average probability of a good outcome. The error
bars denote the standard deviation of Pgood. The dashed lines are guides to the eye showing the
∝ n3m−1 scaling.

The figure hints at a m ∝ n3 scaling, where the deviation for small photon numbers can be
understood as finite size effects and the fact that no uncorrelated output states are possible
when m = n2. These results confirm the scaling as predicted by the combinatorics of
section 2.5.1.

The next step to show no-collisions is to identify the probability of ending up with an
uncorrelated outcome and to show that this approaches 1 by increasing the total network
size m. Therefore we first identify the number of uncorrelated (good) outcomes, just as in
Fig. 2.6a, and then multiply that with the average probability associated with these good
outcomes.

Figure 2.6b) shows how the probability of obtaining a correlated outcome scales with
the number of photons and the number of modes. Each data point is the product of the
fraction of good outcomes, similar to Fig. 2.6a), and the corresponding average probability
of such outcome. Each sample is drawn from a circulant unitary and hence incorporates
the unitary constraint. Note that this is a more stringent scenario than derived above
in section 2.5.1. The error bars denote the standard deviation, where again a Bernoulli
distribution is used to estimate the uncertainty in Ngood. For each dataset -number of
photons-, there is a dashed line indicating the predicted m ∝ n3 scaling.
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2.6 Required hardware
In this section, we comment on the availability of the hardware needed to implement our
proposal.

A key experimental advantage of our proposal is that it removes the need for fiber-
coupled single-photon sources. For example, in photon sources based on parametric
down-conversion, a key source of optical loss is the coupling from the photons into an
optical fiber. In our protocol, the photon sources could directly illuminate the scatterer,
removing the need for fiber coupling and its associated optical loss.

To implement the random phases, there are three natural candidates: ground glass
plates, holographic plates, or spatial lightmodulators. The first candidate for implementing
such random phases, would be a surface scatterer such as a ground glass plate. This
naturally implements the phases by random height differences on the surface, which
corresponds to a relative phase delay. The second method is to use a holographic plate,
made of glass or polymer where the thickness varies throughout the plate. By varying
the thickness of the object locally, the light picks up a relative phase depending on the
thickness. This method also gives a fixed phase shift, but allows for some degree of
design. The transmission of a ground glass plate or a holographic plate is limited by the
impedance mismatch between the material used and air, resulting in reflection losses of
a few percent of the light. The third method is a fully tunable version of a phase-plate:
a phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM). A phase-only SLM typically consists of an
LCD screen in which every pixel can give a variable delay to the incident light on that
pixel, implementing a phase shift. As SLMs are versatile and induce low losses -up to
90% transmission efficiency-, SLMs are widely used in scattering adaptive-optics research
[76].

Once the photons went through the optical network, they must be detected. For this,
a single-photon sensitive camera is needed as the multi-photon interference manifests
itself in the transverse plane. Since lumping different output modes together will result in
decoherence of the interference pattern, the total number of modes from in the network
must be smaller or equal to that of the detector, and each detector pixel should correspond
with a diffraction-limited spot. Hence circulant boson sampling requires megapixel single-
photon cameras, which is the major technological limitation of our protocol.

Superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPD)s are a promising tech-
nology for such detectors. SNSPDs are reported to have record-high detection efficiencies
[96, 97] for a single detection pixel. Currently SNSPD based cameras are being developed
and up to 64 pixels are already reported on a regular basis [98–106]. The first kilopixel
detector is already reported as well [107], and current electronics architecture is known to
allow up to 225× 225 pixels [108]. The detection efficiency of these devices is limited
by the low fill factor on the sensor, typically ≈ 30% and relative low quantum efficiency,
which is typically in the order of ≈ 30− 40%. It is estimated that the fill factor, however,
can be improved to ≈ 90% with already existing technology [107]. Furthermore, the
detection efficiency can be improved greatly by also placing each of the detection pixels
inside an optical cavity. Note that this is the default method to boost detection efficiencies
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close to 100% in single-pixel SNSPDs [97].

2.7 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have described and theoretically analysed a free-space optical method
for implementing random matrices suitable for boson sampling in a way that induces
only minimal loss while making many optical modes accessible. We anticipate that this
method will be useful for high-optical transmission quantum advantage demonstrations in
photonics.





3 Spontaneous parametric
downconversion for boson
sampling

The next milestone in photonic quantum information processing is demonstrating a quan-
tumadvantage [10, 109], i.e. an experiment inwhich a quantumoptical systemoutperforms
a classical supercomputer. This can be achieved with boson sampling [15]. The aim of
boson sampling is, for a given input configuration of photons, to provide a sample of
the output configuration from an arbitrary unitary transformation. A photonic quantum
device that implements this consists of multiple photon sources, a large passive interfer-
ometer and single-photon detectors as shown in Fig. 3.1. This is believed to be easier
to implement than a universal quantum computer and resulted in a surge of experiments
[17–21, 23, 24, 36, 110]. These experiments require many almost identical photons and
practically no losses.

Spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) sources are a well-known method
of generating single photons. A major drawback of building an n-photon SPDC source
is the probabilistic generation of the photon pairs, meaning that generating n photons
simultaneouslywill take exponentially long. This resulted in doubt regarding the suitability
of SPDC for multiphoton experiments as the brightness can only increase at the expense
of a decreased purity [33–35]. Scattershot boson sampling improves on this by enabling
the generation of n photons in polynomial time using ∼ n2 sources in parallel [111]. The
photons, however, still need to be sufficiently identical.

A way to improve photon indistinguishability is spectral filtering. Unfortunately, this
comes at the cost of losses. Losses, too, are detrimental to multiphoton interference
experiments as they exponentially increase the experimental runtime [112]. Finding an
optimal trade-off between losses and distinguishability is a nontrivial task.

Previous work on optimizing the spectral filtering SPDC sources used restricting as-
sumptions to study the trade-off between spectral purity and symmetric heralding efficiency
[113]. Other work on designing SPDC sources has studied optimal focusing parameters
for bulk crystal sources and pump beam parameters [114], and phase-matching functions
[115]. However, the limitations of SPDC sources for boson sampling, or multiphoton
interference in general, have not been studied thus far.

Recently a new classical approximation algorithm for noisy boson sampling was sug-
gested which incorporates both losses and distinguishability [59]. This algorithm gives a
lower bound to the amount of imperfections that can be tolerated in order to still achieve
a quantum advantage. More importantly, since it incorporates both imperfections, it can
be used to trade-off distinguishability and losses. Furthermore, it showed that the best
source reported in literature [116] does not meet the standards needed for demonstrating
a quantum advantage experiment.

The content of this chapter is adapted from the following published paper: R. van der Meer et al., Phys. Rev. A
101, 063821 (2020).

https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.101.063821
https://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.101.063821
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In this chapter, we investigate the suitability of SPDC sources for scattershot boson
sampling from a complexity theory point of view with a minimal number of approxima-
tions. The model of [59] is used to find the optimal source and filter parameters for a
boson-sampling experiment. From this we determine a minimal overall transmission effi-
ciency which places a lower bound on the transmission by other experimental components.
We target, by convention, a 50-photon boson-sampling experiment [117].

While this is an exploratory study that does not consider all possible crystals, we note
that the fact that boson sampling is possible with any SPDC source is of interest. Therefore,
we limit ourselves to a few promising crystals since these are the most likely candidates
to demonstrate a suitable boson-sampling source. The considered SPDC crystals are:
potassium titanyl phosphate (ppKTP), fi-barium borate (BBO) and potassium dihydrogen
phosphate (KDP). KTP is a popular choice since it has symmetric group velocity matching
at telecom wavelengths [30, 118], which is favorable for obtaining pure states. The
photon generation rates of KTP sources are high as it uses periodic poling. Moreover,
periodic poling allows Gaussian-shaped phase-matching functions by means of Gaussian
apodization [119–123]. The second crystal, BBO, is known for generating the current
record number of photons [29, 36] and also generates photons at telecom wavelength.
However, it has asymmetric group velocity matching, resulting in a reduced spectral
purity. Finally, the last crystal we consider is KDP. KDP sources, which generate photons
at 830 nm, are known to generate one of the highest purity photons without filtering [124].

Our calculations consider Gaussian-shaped pulses to pump the SPDC process in a
collinear configuration. We assume the existence of only one spatial mode and do not
take into account focusing effects. This is a valid assumption for both waveguide sources
as well as for bulk sources without focusing. Focusing increases the number of spatial
modes and hence affects the spectral purity [114]. Furthermore, higher-photon-number
states are ignored, which is reasonable given the existence of photon-number-resolving
detectors [125]. The effect of multi-photon contributions are explored in Appendix 3.A.

3.1 Theory

3.1.1 SPDC sources
SPDC sources turn a pump photon into two down-converted photons, and hence produce
photons in pairs. For Type-II SPDC, the two photons from the pair each emerge in a
separate mode. Traditionally these modes are referred to as signal and idler. The SPDC
process can be understood by considering energy conservation h̄ωp = h̄ωs + h̄ωi as well
asmomentum conservation ~kp = ~ks+~ki, where p, s and i denote the pump, signal and idler
photons, respectively. Momentum conservation can be tweaked by quasi phase matching
by either periodic or apodized poling. Both energy and momentum conservation only
allow certain wavelength combinations and together they specify the spectral-temporal
properties of the two-photon state [126].

Birefringence results in an asymmetry between the signal and idler photon. This
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Figure 3.1 Scattershot boson sampling. A n-photon scattershot boson-sampling experiment has
n2 heralded single-photon sources. Each source can send a photon to one of the input modes of the
interferometer U. The other photon (dashed) is filtered (F) and is used as a herald.

leads to spectral-temporal correlations between the two. Such correlations reduce the
spectral purity Px = Tr(ρ2

x), where ρx is the reduced density matrix of photon x. When
no correlations exist, the photon state is factorizable and the photons are spectrally pure
[127].

A visual representation of the two-photon state is shown in Fig. 3.2. The spot in
the center indicates the two-photon state with what probability the photons are in this
region of the frequency space. This probability is also referred to as the joint spectral
intensity (JSI), which is related to the joint spectral amplitude (JSA) by JSI = |JSA|2.
The JSA describes the wavefunction of the photon pair as a function of the wavelength of
the photons and follows from energy and momentum conservation. The factorizability of
the JSA determines the spectral purity of the source.

We now proceed with a mathematical description of SPDC and subsequently the JSA.
The interaction hamiltonian for a collinear Type-II SPDC is given by [29]

HI = ih̄ηa†
s a†

i + h.c., (3.1)

where the conversion efficiency is given by η ∝ χ(2)Ep, with a†
x the creation operator on

mode x, χ(2) the crystals second-order nonlinear susceptibility and Ep the amplitude of
the pump field. From this interaction hamiltonian, the time evolution of the SPDC state
generation can be computed [128]

|ψ(t)〉 = sech(µ)
∞

∑
n=0

tanhnµ |ns, ni〉 , (3.2)

where the signal and idler modes are assumed to initially be in the vacuum state and with
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Figure 3.2 Joint Spectral Intensity. a) An example of a joint spectral intensity (JSI). The red
dashed line shows the Gaussian filter for both the signal and idler photon. The (anti)diagonal white
lines denote the region which satisfies phase matching (energy conservation). b) Sketch of two
different types of periodic poling. Top: standard periodic poling. Bottom: Gaussian apodized
aperiodic poling.

µ = ηt. In the limit of µ� 1, this can be approximated to

|ψ〉 ≈
√

1− µ2
∞

∑
n=0

µn |n, n〉 . (3.3)

This quantum state has an explicit frequency dependence which follows directly from
energy and momentum conservation. The energy conservation α(ωs, ωi) function is a
Gaussian pulse with a center wavelength ωp and bandwidth σp:

α(ωs, ωi) = exp
(−(ωs + ωi −ωp)2

4σ2
p

)
. (3.4)

The phase-matching function for a periodically poled crystal is given by:

φ(ωs, ωi) = sinc
(

kp − ks − ki − 2π
Λ

2
L
)

, (3.5)

with L the length of the nonlinear crystal and Λ the poling period. The sinc function arises
from a Fourier transform of the second-order nonlinearity, which is a rectangular function
in space. Another type of quasi phase matching exists, which is Gaussian apodization.
An example of both a standard periodic and a Gaussian aperiodic poling is shown in Fig.
3.2b). By varying the poling domain size, the side lobes of each sinc average out. This
leads to a phase-matching function: [119]

φG(ωs, ωi) = exp
(
−γ∆k2L2

4

)
, (3.6)
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where γ ≈ 0.193, such that the width of this phase-matching function equals that of Eq.
3.5. The parameter ∆k denotes the phase mismatch and L again the crystal length. The
energy conservation function together with the appropriate phase-matching function give
the JSA:

f (ωs, ωi) = α(ωs, ωi)φ(ωs, ωi). (3.7)

The two-photon state corresponding to this JSA can give rise to distinguishability.
This can be mitigated by spectral filtering. The overall two-photon state after filtering can
now be written as:

|ψ〉 =
∫ ∫

dωsdωi f (ωs, ωi)Fs,i(ωs, ωi)|1s〉|1i〉, (3.8)

where Fs,i(ωs, ωi) denotes a possible filter function on the signal and/or idler photon. For
simplicity, we ignore the vacuum and multiphoton states.

The spectral purity of the photon pair can be found with a Schmidt decomposition of
the JSA [129, 130]. From this follows a Schmidt number K which determines the spectral
purity

P =
1
K

. (3.9)

Physically, K is the effective number of modes that is required to describe the JSA (e.g.,
see [131]). When K = 1 the photon pair is factorizable. In this case, detecting a photon
as herald leaves the other photon in a pure state. In Fig. 3.2 this would manifest itself
such that the JSA becomes aligned with the axes. In case K > 1, detecting one photon
leaves the other photon in a mixed state of several modes. Hence, the remaining photon
has a lower spectral purity.

It is possible to improve the spectral purity by filtering the photons. The effect of
filtering can be understood as overlaying the filter function over the JSA. This is shown
with the dashed lines in Fig. 3.2. A well-chosen filter removes the frequency correlations
between the photons, but inevitably introduces losses, which in turn are detrimental for
boson-sampling experiments.

3.1.2 Classical simulation of boson sampling with imperfections

The presence of imperfections such as losses [67] and distinguishability [66] of photons
reduces the computational complexity of boson sampling. Classical simulation algorithms
of boson sampling upper bound the allowed imperfections. These classical simulations
approximate the boson sampler outcome with a given error.

We now present the model of [59]. This model approximates an imperfect n-photon
boson sampler where n−m photons are lost, by describing the output as up to k-photon
quantum interference (0 ≤ k ≤ m) and at least m − k classical boson interference.
Furthermore, this formalism naturally combines losses and distinguishability into a single
simulation strategy, thereby introducing an explicit trade-off between the two. In this
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model, the error bound E of the classical approximation is given by

E <

√
αk+1

1− α
. (3.10)

The parameter α which we will refer to as the ’source quality’ is given by

α = ηx2, (3.11)

with η = m/n denotes the transmission efficiency per photon. Losses in different
components are equivalent, so different losses can be combined into a single parameter
η [132]. The average overlap of the internal part of the wave function between two
photons is given by x = 〈ψi|ψj〉 (i 6=j). Therefore x2 is the visibility of a signal-signal
Hong-Ou-Mandel interference dip [133]. This indistinguishability equals the spectral
purity.

This model allows for optimizing the SPDC configuration by optimizing the source
quality of Eq. 3.11, which effectively trades-off the losses and distinguishability. Further-
more, from Eq. 3.10 the maximal number of photons k can be calculated by specifying a
desired error bound.

3.2 Methods
In order to find the best SPDC configuration for a selection of crystals, we run an opti-
mization over the SPDC settings to maximize α while varying the filter bandwidth. Since
we consider collinear SPDC, the optimization parameters are the crystal length L and
the pump bandwidth σp. Note that these parameters determine the shape of the JSA and
therefore the separability. The pump center wavelength is set such that group velocity
dispersion is matched [124, 134–136]. From our numerical calculations we observe that
the optimization problem appears to be convex over the region of the parameter space of
interest. We note that the optimization parameters are bounded, e.g., the crystal length
cannot be negative. A local optimization routine (L-BFGS-B, Python) was used.

The source quality α can be calculated from the JSA. The JSA was calculated numer-
ically by discretizing the wavelength range of interest (see Appendix B). The wavelength
range was chosen to include possible side lobes of the sinc phase-matching function. The
spectral purity is calculated from the discretized JSA using a singular value decomposition
(SVD) [137]. The transmission efficiency is calculated by the overlap of the filtered and
unfiltered JSA. In other words, only ’intrinsic’ losses are considered and experimental
limitations such as additional absorption by optical components or absorption losses in
the crystal are not taken into account. This is permissible since such experimental losses
are constant over the wavelength range.

The introduction of wavelength-independent losses does not change the position of the
optimum, as it only reduces the transmission efficiency. Wavelength-dependent losses can
be understood as an additional filter.
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Figure 3.3 Upperlimit of SPDC sources. a) The transmission efficiency per photon η and
indistinguishability x2 corresponding to the ideal SPDC settings at different filter bandwidths for
different crystals (see legend in b). The dashed lines are isolines, indicating howmany photons k can
be used for a boson-sampling experiment. The lines between the points are guides to the eye. The
indistinguishability and transmission efficiency together result in the source quality factor α = x2η.
b) The values of α and the corresponding number of photons k (right axis) as functions of the filter
bandwidth. In the legend R. denotes a rectangular filter, otherwise a Gaussian filter was used.

Realistic SPDC settings are guaranteed by constraining the crystal length and pump
bandwidth values in the optimizer. The crystal lengths are bounded by what is currently
commercially available. The pump bandwidth is bounded to a maximum of roughly
25 fs (∆ f ≈ 17THz) pulses. Such pulses can be realized with commercial Ti:Sapphire
oscillators. See appendix 3.C for the exact bounds and further details. Furthermore, we
consider Gaussian-shaped and rectangular-shaped bandpass filters. Rectangular filters are
a reasonable approximation of broadband bandpass filters.

In the calculations, only the herald photon is filtered. Also filtering the other photon
reduces the heralding efficiency. Typically the increase in purity is not worth the additional
losses, especially if finite transmission efficiency of filters are included.

3.3 Results
We now proceed by using the metric of [59] to compute the optimal filter bandwidth,
pump bandwidth and crystal length for KTP, BBO and KDP sources. The upper bound
for the error of the classical approximation (Eq. 3.10) is set on the conventional E = 0.1.

Figure 3.3a) is a parametric plot of the source quality α. The transmission efficiency
η is shown on the y-axis and signal-signal photon indistinguishability x2 on the x-axis.
The ideal boson-sampling experiment is located at the top right. Each point represents
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an optimal SPDC configuration that maximizes α for that crystal corresponding to a fixed
filter bandwidth. The black dashed isolines indicate the maximum number of photons k
one can interfere, i.e., they are solutions of Eq. 3.10 for a fixed E and α. The weak-filtering
regime is in the top left, and the strong-filtering regime is in the bottom right.

Figure 3.3b) represents the source quality α from Fig. 3.3a) explicitly as a function of
the filter bandwidth. The left y-axis indicates the source quality α. The right y-axis shows
the corresponding maximal number of photons k. Both graphs show that there is a filter
bandwidth that maximizes α. From this maximal αopt the minimal transmission budget
ηTB can be defined

ηTB αopt = α50, (3.12)

where α50 denotes the required value of α to perform a 50-photon boson-sampling exper-
iment. The transmission budget defines the minimum required transmission efficiency for
all other components together. This includes, for instance, non-unity detector efficiencies.
The maximal αopt for each crystal and the corresponding SPDC settings are shown in table
3.1.

The physical intuition behind the curves in Fig. 3.3a) is the following. In case of
weak to no filtering (top left in Fig. 3.3a)), the transmission efficiency is the highest and
the spectral purity the lowest. In this weak filtering regime, the crystal length and pump
bandwidth are such that the JSA is as factorizable as it can be without filtering. This can
also be seen in Fig 3.4. Examples of such JSAs can be found in Appendix A.

If we now increase filtering, we arrive at the regime of moderate filtering, at the center
of Fig. 3.3a). While increasing the filtering, the optimal crystal length increases and the
optimal pump bandwidth decreases. This results in a relative increase of the transmission
efficiency, since the unfiltered JSA is now smaller and ’fits easier’ in the filter bandwidth.
This is the regime with the optimal value for α.

In the case of stronger filtering, the losses start to dominate. The optimal strategy in
this regime is to make the JSA as small as possible, such that as much of the photons
can get through. By doing so, the ’intrinsic’ purity, i.e., before filtering, reduces since
this configuration does no longer result in a factorizable state. However, this reduction of
purity is compensated by the spectral filter. This is shown in Fig. 3.4, where the ’intrinsic’
purity decreases, but the filtered purity increases.

Furthermore, this physical picture also explains the differences between a rectangular
and Gaussian filter window. The first difference is that a Gaussian filter allows for higher
values of α and thus for more photons in a boson-sampling experiment. The second
difference is the optimal filter bandwidth. Both differences can be explained by noting
that a rectangular filter window ideally only filters out the side lobes. As a result, it cannot
increase the factorability of the ’main’ JSA, i.e., the part without the side lobes.

For the apodized sources, filtering does not significantly improve the spectral purity.
This is because the Gaussian phase-matching function does not introduce side lobes in
the JSA and therefore limits possible spectral correlations. The remaining source for such
correlations is group-velocity dispersion, which is small around 1582 nm [30].
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3.4 Discussion

It is well known that the spectral purity of symmetrically group-velocity-matched SPDC
sources is invariant to changes of either the crystal length or pump bandwidth, as long as
the other one is changed accordingly. However, Fig. 3.4 shows that relation no longer
holds when filtering is included. In the regime of strong filtering, α is dominated by the
losses. Therefore, the SPDC configuration which optimizes α inevitably is the one that
minimizes the losses. Hence the spectral purity reduces, but this is compensated by the
strong filtering.

In an experiment, the non-unity transmission efficiency of a filter at the maximum of
the transmission windowwill be an important source of losses. As a consequence, spectral
filtering is only useful when the filter’s maximum transmission is larger than αf/α0, where
αf denotes the filtered α and α0 the unfiltered case. If the filter’s transmission is lower,
then the gain in α is not worth the additional losses.

We note that the ideal filter bandwidths of Tab. 3.1 are larger than what is reported in
[113]. We attribute this difference to two points. Firstly, the model of [113] approximates
the sinc phase-matching function as a Gaussian. This eliminates the side lobes and hence
reduces the losses and it overestimates the spectral purity. As a consequence, smaller
filter bandwidths are optimal. Secondly, the model of [113] focuses on the symmetrized
heralding efficiency where both photons are filtered.
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Table 3.1 The values of αopt and the loss budget for a k = 50 photon boson-sampling experiment
for different crystals at a center wavelength λc. The corresponding SPDC settings (crystal length L,
pump bandwidth σp and filter bandwidth σf) are also listed. The mentioned bandwidths are FWHM
of the fields.

Crystal αopt ηTB λc L σp σf
(nm) (mm) (nm) (nm)

KDP 0.980 0.892 830 25 2.3 6
KDP R. 0.976 0.896 830 25 2.4 10
ppKTP 0.905 0.967 1582 0.5 21.34 80
ppKTP R. 0.882 0.992 1582 0.5 20.97 95
apKTP 0.999 0.875 1582 30 0.40 >10
BBO 0.911 0.961 1514 0.95 30 110
BBO R. 0.887 0.986 1514 0.94 30 130
R.: Rectangular filter window

3.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have numerically optimized SPDC sources for scattershot boson sam-
pling. Using the recently found source quality parameter α [59] we have investigated the
fundamental limits of popular SPDC sources for multiphoton experiments.

From the results of Tab. 3.1we conclude that SPDC sources allow the demonstration of
a quantum advantage with boson sampling. The most suitable source for boson sampling
is an apKTP crystal. Such a source can have a maximal source quality αopt = 0.99 and
has a corresponding transmission budget of 87%. This transmission budget is sufficient
to incorporate state-of-the-art[138–140] detector efficiencies and keep a small buffer for
additional optical losses.

The other two sources are asymmetrically group-velocity-matched sources. The KDP
source with a maximal source quality of αopt = 0.98 is a good alternative. The optimal
source quality for BBO is found to be comparable with ppKTP and less suited for a boson
sampling experiment. The fact that these asymmetrically group-velocity-matched sources
perform less than symmetrically matches sources is consistent with previous findings.

The limited tolerance for additional losses for the Gaussian apodized KTP source
suggests that both waveguide sources and bulk sources without focusing of the pump
beam are ideal. Such sources have a single spatial mode and thus do not suffer from an
additional reduction of distinguishability which is inevitable with focusing [114].

This work can be extended to other SPDC sources such as [141–143], four-wave
mixing sources [39] and to Gaussian boson sampling [32, 65]. The latter can be realized
by including the distinguishability between the signal and idler photons.
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Appendix 3

3.A Effect of multiphoton states on the purity
The main text assumes that the effect of multiphoton states are negligible to the state
purity for typical SPDC sources. In this appendix, we explore the validity of this claim by
deriving how the state purity decreases when these multiphoton states are included. We
start with the general two-mode state of SPDC, where we omit labels indicating the signal
and idler photon

|ψ〉 =
√

1− µ2
∞

∑
n=0

µn |n, n〉 , (3.13)

and then compute the density operator

ρ = |ψ〉 〈ψ|

= (1− µ2)
∞

∑
n,m=0

µn+m |n, n〉 〈m, m|

ρ2 = (1− µ2)2
∞

∑
n,m=0

µ2(n+m) |n, n〉 〈m, m| .

(3.14)

It is easy to compute the purity from the expression for ρ2

Tr(ρ2) =
∞

∑
x=0
〈x, x| (ρ2) |x, x〉

= (1− µ2)2
∞

∑
x=0
〈x, x| (µ4x |x, x〉 〈x, x|) |x, x〉

= (1− µ2)2
∞

∑
x=0

µ4x,

(3.15)

where x is a variable to compute the trace and µ is assumed to be real. This equation can
be simplified further by using the geometrical series (|µ| ≈ 0.01� 1)

Tr(ρ2) = (1− µ2)2 1
1− µ4 . (3.16)

Figure 3.5 offers a graphical representation of Eq. 3.16. It shows that the contribution
of multiphoton states in SPDC only reduces the purity slightly in the typical experimental
generation probabilities. A typical experimental value of µ = 0.01 results in a purity of
0.998, which confirms the statement in the main text that the contribution of multiphoton
states on the state purity is indeed negligible.
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Figure 3.5 Purity with multiphoton states. The reduction of state purity as a function of the
generation probability µ. The inset shows a zoom-in in the typical operational region of SPDC
sources.

3.B Optimal SPDC settings
The effect of the filter bandwidth on the optimal SPDC configuration (except for apKTP)
can be categorized in three different regimes. These regimes are the weak, moderate and
strong filtering regime. An example of the JSA of a ppKTP source in all three regimes
can be seen in Fig. 3.7.

The corresponding SPDC configuration parameters can be seen in Fig. 3.6. This
figure shows that in the weak filtering regime, the bounds on the crystal sizes and pump
bandwidth can be reached. Once such a bound is reached, the SPDC configuration loses
a parameter to optimize the JSA factorizability with, meaning that the general trend of
matching the crystal length and pump bandwidth cannot continue anymore. This limits
the purity. In case of ppKTP, the limiting factor is the crystal length, whereas in case of a
BBO source the maximum pump bandwidth is the limiting factor.

3.C Numerical stability
Weused a local optimization algorithm to find the optimal SPDC configuration for different
filter bandwidths. Each iteration of this algorithm computes the spectral purity and losses
by discretizing the (filtered) JSA. Such a numerical approach can fail and/or give wrong
results. The algorithm can fail because the problem is not convex or that it finds unphysical
results (such as a negative crystal length). The algorithm can give wrong results if the
discretization of the JSA is too coarse.

By bounding the parameter space we guarantee that the algorithm does not reach
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Figure 3.6 Optimal source parameters. The optimal pump bandwidth and crystal length as a
function of the filter bandwidth.

unphysical results. Furthermore, we note that optimizing over the whole parameter space,
i.e., the filter bandwidths, crystal lengths and pump bandwidths is not a convex problem.
This problem is solved by optimizing the crystal and pump properties each time for
different filter bandwidths.

The discretization of the JSA can cause numerical errors. Increasing the number of
grid points, i.e., increasing the resolution, decreases this numerical error. Increasing the
resolution results to a convergence of the result. Unfortunately, it is not directly known
how our numerical calculation converges to a reliable answer. How to a priori estimate
the numerical error for a given discretization is also unclear.

In order to show that our calculations have converged, we simply try different dis-
cretizations of the JSA. For every discretization, we calculate the corresponding source
quality α and observe how it is varies. Figure 3.8 shows that the numerical error originat-
ing from this discretization is small in the limit of more than 20002 (2000 per photon) grid
points. This confirms the validity of our calculations. Table 3.2 provides an overview of
all relevant parameters for the stability of the simulation.
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Table 3.2 The simulation parameters for each crystal. The bounds on the crystal lengths and pump
bandwidth are given, just as the range of wavelength over which the JSA is computed. The grid
points are the number of steps used to discretize the entire wavelength range

Crystal Crystal Pump Wavelength Grid Sellmeier
length (mm) bandwidth (nm) (nm) points constants
min. max. min. max. min. max.

KTP 0.5 30 0.1 30 1028 2136 20002 [144, 145]
BBO 0.5 40 0.1 30 1008 2093 20002 [146]
KDP 0.5 25 0.1 10 780 880 15002 [147]
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4 Multiphoton setup
The single photons used in the multiphoton experiments in this thesis are generated
by a multiphoton source. This multiphoton source should generate photons at telecom
wavelengths, in our case 1550 nm since all experiments in this thesis are performed on
an integrated quantum photonic chip that is optimized for this wavelength. We also
refer to this chip as an optical or photonic processor. Simply having photons at telecom
wavelengths is not sufficient, as quantum interference requires the generated photons to be
indistinguishable. Furthermore, the multiphoton source should generate these photons at
sufficiently high rates to guarantee feasible experimental run times. Simultaneously, the
contribution of higher photon states should be small. As shown in Chapter 3, spontaneous
parametric downconversion (SPDC) based on periodically poled KTP crystals makes a
suitable source for this type of experiments.

This chapter will give a detailed description of the multiphoton setup used for all
experiments described in this thesis. To this end, themultiphoton source and the associated
hardware will be described in some detail and the properties of the generated photons
will be discussed. Finally, the chapter concludes with an outlook, in which possible
improvements to the setup are explored.

4.1 Setup
A schematic of the multiphoton setup is shown in Fig. 4.1. The setup consists out of
two distinct parts. Firstly, there is the laser and some associated diagnostics to monitor
the laser’s performance. Secondly, there are nonlinear crystals to generate pairs of pho-
tons. This part consists out of two identical single-photon sources, each probabilistically
producing pairs of photons using SPDC. The source feeds into the optical processor on
which the various experiments are carried out. The second part of the setup consists of
the detectors and the time tagger. This last part is not shown in Fig. 4.1, as their exact
configuration depends on the particular experiment that is performed.

4.1.1 Multiphoton source
The photon source is pumped by a 150 femtosecond mode-locked Ti:Sapphire oscillator
(Tsunami, Spectra Physics), with a central wavelength of 775 nm, a linewidth of about
5.5 nm and a pulse repetition rate of 80 MHz. The average output power is almost 1W
and can be manually reduced further by the half-wave plate and polarizing beam splitter
immediately after the oscillator. A fraction of the pump power is tapped off by a beam
sampler (BS4) to monitor the laser’s performance with a calibrated photodiode (PD2:
PDA36A, Thorlabs) and a spectrometer (SP: USB 4000, Ocean Optics). Furthermore,
another photodiode (PD1: TDA 200, PicoQuant) is used to generate a trigger signal, which
can be used later to signal the time window in which photons are expected to arrive at the
detectors.

Before the pump light arrives at the nonlinear crystals, its beam size is expanded by a
factor 2 to about 3mm. This is required as focus parameters at the crystals are important
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Figure 4.1 The single-photon source. The average power of the pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser is
regulated by a half-waveplate ( λ

2 ) and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). The laser beam properties
are continuously checked using a photodiode (PD2) and a spectrometer (SP) by picking off some of
the light with a 96 : 4 beam sampler (BS4). Another photodiode (PD1) is a fast trigger photodiode.
After a beam expander (F1 and F2) the light is split by a 50 : 50 beam splitter into two paths.
Each path leads to a ppKTP crystal to generate two-photon states. The light is focused into these
crystals with lens F3 and collimated with F4. A PBS is used to separate the photons from the
pair and then the polarization of each individual photon is adjusted before they are injected into a
polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber. The fiber couplers for the signal photons and two mirrors of
the 2nd source are placed on a linear translation stage to control the temporal overlap. The long-pass
optical filter to remove the pump light and an optional spectral bandpass filter after the crystals are
not shown.
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to both the heralding efficiency as well as the photons purity [114]. The beam expander
consists of two lenses: F1 = −75mm and F2 = 150mm.

After the beam expander, the pump beam is split into two paths, each leading to a
separate nonlinear crystal. The first path goes straight through to the beam splitter (to
the lower crystal in Fig. 4.1). The laser light is focused onto the nonlinear crystal with a
lens (F3: 150mm). A second lens (F4: 200mm) is used to collimate the generated single
photons. Two longpass filters (FELH1200, Thorlabs) are used to filter out the laser light.

The nonlinear crystal is a 2mm periodically poled KTP crystal (ppKTP, Raicol Crys-
tals) with a poling period of 46.2 µm. The crystal is placed on a five-axis stage (New focus
9081, Newport) to accurately position the crystal with respect to the pump beam. This
crystal is cut of type II SPDC and therefore produces the signal and idler modes with an
orthogonal polarization

|ψ〉 =
√

1− µ2
∞

∑
n=0

µn |ns, ni〉 , (4.1)

where n denotes the number of photons and the prefactor µ depends on both the nonlin-
earity of the crystal and the pump power. The two modes are referred to as signal (ns)
and idler (ni). As discussed in Chapter 3, each SPDC source produces squeezed light of
which one is close to a Fock state when the other mode is used as a herald. At low pump
powers, the effect of multiphoton states on the purity is limited.

After the collimation lens, a polarizing beam splitter is used to couple each individual
mode into a polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber using a fiber coupler (F810FC-1550,
Thorlabs). The fiber coupler of the signal photon is placed on a linear motorized stage
(SLC-2475, Smaract GmbH), which is used to tune the temporal overlap of the photons
in the experiments.

The second path of the beam splitter goes to the second crystal. This path is an almost
identical copy of the first photon source, the only difference being the motorized linear
stage (SLC-2475, Smaract GmbH) before the second crystal. This stage allows to control
the temporal overlap between the generated photons between both crystals.

Once the photons have propagated through the experiment, they are routed towards the
detectors. There are 14 NbN superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPD,
Photon Spot). They have a detection efficiency of around 90% and a dead time on the
order of 50 ns. The detection efficiencies depend on the polarization [148, 149], hence
the photons go through a fiber polarization controller (FPC560, Thorlabs) before entering
the cryostat. The readout electronics of the detectors is a combination of PhotonSpot
electronics and self-made electronic circuits [150]. A time tagger (Time tagger ultra,
Swabian GmbH) is used to read out the detector clicks and to apply Boolean logic to
extract the coincidence clicks of the detectors and from the trigger pulses from photodiode
(PD1) if necessary.
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4.2 Generation rates
The setup is designed to generate many single photons simultaneously with a high purity.
For this, one of the photons needs to be measured to herald the presence of the other.
This is needed as the photons in each individual mode of an SPDC source are thermally
distributed [151], but detection of a photon in one mode projects the state of the second
mode into a good approximation of a single-photon Fock state. Hence, havingmany counts
is a necessary, but insufficient condition to operate an SPDC source as a single-photon
source: the heralding efficiency should be high too.

We start with examining the single rates. SPDC generates photons probabilistically,
which implies that if there is a 1% probability to generate a single photon pair, then
there is a (1%)2 probability for this to occur twice during the same excitation pulse.
Hence, SPDC also generates higher multiphoton states. The rate Rn to generate n photons
simultaneously from a single crystal is proportional to

Rn ∝ |〈ns, ni〉|2 = sech2(µ) tanh2n(µ). (4.2)

For µ� 1, this can be approximated to

Rn ∝ µ2n ∝ Pn
p , (4.3)

where Pp is the power of the pump field. This power law shows that the contribution of
multiphoton states, e.g. |2, 2〉, is small for sufficiently low pump powers.

Figure 4.2 shows the number of counts for both |1, 1〉 and |2, 2〉 states as a function of
pump power for the first crystal of the SPDC setup. multiphoton states are measured for 5
minutes at various pump powers in the range of 5 to 100mW. The multiphoton states are
measured using a quasi-photon-number-resolving detector consisting of a 1 : 3 PM-fiber
splitter (Opneti) with a standard SNSPD detector behind each output. The counts are
corrected for the relative detection and splitting ratios. The figure shows that the source
has a high generation fraction of |1, 1〉 states.

The |2, 2〉 states are predicted by eq. 4.3 to scale with twice the exponent of |1, 1〉. This
is tested by the fits (grey dashed lines) in Fig. 4.2. The fits are of the form y1 = A1x1B for
the |1, 1〉 states and y2 = A2x2B for the |2, 2〉 states, i.e. both fits have a related exponent
with the same variable B as a parameter. The exponent is found to be B = 1.05. These
fits agree with both data sets and hence confirm the validity of the approximation as given
in eq. 4.3.

Scaling the setup up to many photons requires more than just a high generation
probability. The generation probabilities in the previous paragraphs have been calculated
by the average number of pairs per excitation pulse. This is not sufficient as it is possible to
detect many pairs while still losing most of the photons, leading to only a single detector
click instead of two simultaneous clicks. The efficiency at which both photons of the
same pair can be extracted is given by the heralding efficiency. The heralding efficiency
measures how many coincidences are measured, compared to the single rates. Hence the
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Figure 4.2 Source generation rate. The generation rate of photon pairs and a higher multiphoton
state increases with pump power. The error bars indicate the standard deviation and are within the
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heralding efficiency is defined as

η =
Psi√
PsPi

, (4.4)

with Psi the coincidence rate and Ps and Pi the single counts for the signal and idler
photons, respectively. In this setup, the heralding efficiency is, on average, 46% for each
crystal. The heralding efficiency is limited by the losses is each arm. The losses are
dominated by the detection efficiency of around 90% and imperfect incoupling efficiency
into a single-mode fiber.

4.3 Spectral properties
Asdescribed in section 8, the indistinguishability of the photons generated bySPDCmainly
depends on their spectral properties. For the signal and idler photons of the same pair,
the indistinguishability follows from the overlap of their spectra. The indistinguishability
between photons fromdifferent pairs follows from the spectral purity, i.e. the factorizability
of the joint spectral intensity (JSI) [126, 127].

Figure 4.3 shows both the numerically computed as well as experimentally verified
spectral properties of the multiphoton source. Figure 4.3a) shows the numerically com-
puted JSI for our ppKTP multiphoton source. The corresponding spectral purity is 79.7%.
From the JSI, the ideal photon spectra are extracted as shown in Fig. 4.3b). The theoretical
spectra predict 98% identical photons from the same source.
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Figure 4.3 Spectral properties of the SPDC source a) Shows the theoretical JSI of the SPDC
source, it corresponds to a purity of 79.7%. b) Shows the expected spectra based on this JSI. Finally
c) and d) show typical experimentally observed photon spectra for crystals 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 4.3c) and d) show the measured spectra of the photons with a standard NIR
spectrometer (NIR-512, Ocean Optics). The error bars denote the standard deviation as
obtained from repeated measurements. The spectra are non-degenerate as the crystals are
operated at room temperature [152]. The FWHM of the photons is about 20 nm, which
is slightly less than that of the ideal spectra. Nonetheless, the high spectral overlap of the
photons spectra signals a high spectral purity of the photons.

4.3.1 Spectral purity
Measuring the degree of (in)distinguishability between two photons is done with a Hong-
Ou-Mandel experiment [133]. In such an experiment, both photons are incident on a
different input mode of a 50 : 50 beam splitter and the number of coincidences between
two detectors are measured. Each detector is placed behind one of the output modes of
the beam splitter. Let the matrix describing the beam splitter be given by

UBS =
1√
2

[
1 i
i 1

]
, (4.5)

Then the visibility of the HOM interference depends on both the ’quantum’ case where
both photons arrive simultaneously at the beam splitter

Q = |perm(UBS)|2 (4.6)

with perm denoting the permanent [88] and the ’classical’ case where the photons arrive
at a time difference longer than the photon coherence time

C = perm(|UBS|2). (4.7)

The total visibility is now given by [153]

V = 1− Q
C

= x2,
(4.8)

with x2 = |〈ψ1|ψ2〉|2.
Figure 4.4a) shows typical HOM dips for three combinations of two signal and/or idler

photons as measured on the optical processor [46]. The HOM dips with the missing fourth
photon are not measured since that photon is used as a herald anyway. The coincidence
rates reduces when the arrival time of the first photon starts overlapping with the arrival
time of the second photon. At perfect temporal overlap, the coincidence counts are
minimal and the photons are maximally indistinguishable. The visibilities are around
74% for photons from different pairs and about 94% when both photons from the same
pair are interfering. The full width half maximum of the HOMs dip is ∼ 300 fs (90 µm).
The observed visibilities are all about 4%. less than expected from simulations. This
reduction can be explained by a combination of multiphoton generation, focusing effects
and other imperfections in the setup which are not included in the numerical model.
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Figure 4.4 Typical HOM interference. The unfiltered HOM dips, on the left, are 73.7± 0.05%,
74.7± 0.07% and 93.2± 0.02%. The right plots are the HOM dips when a 25 nm bandpass filter
is used. In this case, the HOM visibilities are 89.4± 0.08%, 91.8± 0.05% and 94.4± 0.01%. All
data sets are measured at 40mW pump power. The error bars denote the statistical error and are
within the marker size.

Figure 4.4b) shows the same HOM dips, but now with a 25 nm spectral bandpass filter
(Edmund Optics) placed after the collimation lens. This broadband filter does not affect
the rates as the minimum transmission is≥ 90% and the filter only gently reduces the side
lobes of the JSI. The coincidence rate now goes down to 90% for photons from different
pairs. The HOM visibilities are still lower than the predicted HOM dip visibility of 96.8%
as predicted by a model calculation. The HOMvisibility of photons from the same pair did
not increase significantly with spectral filtering. This indicates that other imperfections
are now the main limitation for the photon purity. The outlook section explores possible
explanations and solutions to improve the photon purity.

4.4 Discussion
The current multiphoton source is sufficient for smaller proof-of-principle experiments.
It is a bright source with more than 300 kHz two-photon coincidence rate and a high
heralding efficiency of around 45%. The HOM dip visibilities of 94% for photons from
the same source and 75% for photons from two different sources indicate a good photon
indistinguishability. Furthermore, the unfilteredHOMdipsmatch nicelywith the predicted
98% and 79.7% visibilities from simulation. A heralding efficiency of 45% with a photon
purity of 0.9 results in α =

√
.45 ∗ 0.9 = 0.60. This results in a maximum number of

k = 11 photons that can meaningfully interfere. This is sufficient for all experiments
described in this thesis.
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The difference between the ideal and the observed HOM dips can be attributed to,
among others, slight misalignment, beam astigmatism and focusing effects [114]. The
first two effects induce spatial-temporal correlations in the two-photon field which reduces
the purity. The focusing effect into the ppKTP crystals also reduces the purity as there
are many k-vectors available in the focus and hence more downconversion frequency
combinations can be phase-matched. This effect is estimated to be only a few percentage
points.

There are some challenges for the current setup which might need to be addressed
for future experiments. For example, the 75% HOM visibility is not sufficient for some
experiments (e.g., the certification measurements of Chapter 8). This could be overcome
by spectral filtering. However, filtering increases the losses, meaning that the fourfold
coincidence rate will decrease even more. The gentle bandpass filter of 25 nm could be
sufficient to significantly improve the spectral purity to around 90%, while not drastically
reducing count rates. For future work, the source needs to be improved. Chapter 9.2 will
highlight some of the current challenges and possible ways of improvement to the current
setup.
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Appendix 4

4.A Detector settings
The performance of the detectors depends on the used settings. Table 4.1 gives an overview
of the used settings during the experiments in this chapter. The bias currents are set to
optimal detection efficiency. This corresponds to relatively high bias currents, which in
turn increases the number of observed dark counts. The corresponding dark counts are
typically around 150− 200 Hz, but this can be reduced by using the trigger diode as a
gate for the detection events to about 3 Hz.

The mentioned dead time is the manually set dead time of the time tagger, i.e., the time
in which the time tagger does not accept a new pulse. This is necessary to prevent the time
tagger to falsely detect counts on either afterpulsing or noise on the exponential tail of
the pulse. The difference in detector deadtimes is important as it quantifies the sampling
bias between various detectors. The procedure for determining the optimal values can be
found here [154].

Table 4.1 The detector settings used in the experiments. Note that detector 13 has not yet been
connected.

Detector Trigger Level Dead time Bias current
Volt ns µI

1 0.20 80 21.5
2 0.20 80 21.5
3 0.20 55 21.5
4 0.20 55 21.5
5 0.07 50 10.5
6 0.07 35 6.5
7 0.07 50 9.5
8 0.10 50 20
9 0.06 25 6.5
10 0.15 20 5
11 0.10 25 10
12 0.15 20 5
13 / / /
14 0.10 50 10



5 Integrated quantum
processor

Demonstrating a quantum device outperforming any classical computer on some compu-
tational task is a major milestone towards becoming a mature quantum technology. To
date, two quantum platforms have made a claim that their quantum device outperforms
any classical counterpart. The first is Google’s superconducting system and the second is
by USTC using photons [10, 25]. A second photonic experiment by USTC realized 144
modes with free-space optics and is inherently static, limiting the usability for other, future
experiments [11]. A low-loss and fully reconfigurable alternative is needed if quantum
photonics ever wants to become a mature and useful platform.

Integrated photonics is promised to be able to implement large and reconfigurable
optical networks while maintaining low loss. There are multiple ways to implement
such networks, but all networks are in essence a universal multiport interferometer that
links all input modes to all output modes in a reconfigurable manner [155]. These
photonic networks, or processors, have applications in many fields, such as quantum
information processing [19, 20, 43, 156–165], (quantum) machine learning [26, 166–
168] and radio-frequency signal processing [169, 170]. The quest is for a large low-loss
precisely programmable integrated photonic processor.

An integrated photonic quantum processor should fulfill various requirements. First
and foremost, it should preserve the quantum nature of the injected photons, i.e. the
processor should not induce decoherence. For photons, decoherence corresponds to
photon loss and an increased distinguishability between photons. Hence, a processor
should be low-loss and not unintentionally change any internal degree of freedom of the
photons. Furthermore, in order for the network to be universal: all input modes and output
modes should be connected and any unitary transformation from input to output modes
should be programmable. There are many different platforms to implement such networks
[45, 87, 155]. Table 5.1 provides an overview of reported integrated photonic processors
in literature.

This chapter introduces our scalable 12-mode integrated silicon nitride optical pro-
cessor. We characterize the processor’s losses and its performance for both classical and
quantum light. Specifically, both the fidelity at which the transfer matrices are imple-
mented and the extent to which photons preserve their quantum nature when propagating
through this network is studied. All experiments in this thesis are performed with this
12× 12 photonic processor.

5.1 The photonic processor
The processor is a forward-only network of stoichiometric silicon nitride (Si3N4, or SiN in
short) asymmetric double-stripe waveguides with the TriPleX technology [176]. A major
advantage of SiN waveguides is the low loss per functionality [163]. In our case, the
waveguides are designed for 1550 nm and have propagation losses are as low as 0.1 dB/cm
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Table 5.1 Overview of photonic networks. The platforms are silicon on insulator (SOI), silicon
nitride (SiN), femtosecond laser writing (fs lw). Not all reported processors state the fidelity at
which the network operates or the total transmission efficiency.

Platform Channels Fidelity Transmission Wavelength Reference
SiN 4× 4† - 0.16 1555 nm [171]
SOI 4× 4 - circulating 1550 nm [170]
SOI 4× 4 - 0.20 1550 nm [157]
SiN 4× 4 - 0.45∗∗ 1550 nm [172]
fs LW 5× 5 fixed 0.21 789 nm [20]
fs LW 5× 5 fixed 0.30 785 nm [21]
UV laser 6× 6 fixed - 830 nm [19]
Silica 6× 6 0.94†† 0.58 808 nm [156]
fs LW 6× 32 - 0.45 785 nm [165]
SiN 8× 8 0.91‡ 0.40 1550 nm [163]
SiN 9× 9 fixed - 780 nm [173]
Si 4× 12 fixed 0.09∗∗∗ 1550 nm [162]
Si 26× 26 0.98†† 0.16 1570 nm [159]
fs LW 13× 13 fixed 0.13 785 nm [54]
Si 16× 16 -‡‡ - 1545 nm [174]
Si 240× 240 -∗ 0.11 1500 nm [175]
SiN 12× 12 0.98‡ 0.57 1550 nm This work
† 8 modes when spectrally multiplexed
†† After iterative optimization
‡ Amplitude fidelity
‡‡ Only provides state fidelities
∗ Only on/off switching
∗∗ Excluding −15 dB loss per facet
∗∗∗ Losses include on-chip photon generation
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Figure 5.1 A schematical representation of the processor. The processor has 12 input modes
(left) and output modes (right). It consists of a forward-only mesh of 2× 2 unit cells as shown at
the bottom. Each unit cell has two heaters (yellow block) in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The
positions A, B and C correspond with those mentioned in Table 5.2.

and 0.5 dB per facet. The total losses are 2.5± 0.2 dB per photon, depending on the used
modes.

Figure 5.1 shows a schematical representation of the processor. Light incident at any
of the 12 input modes can be arbitrarily routed to any arbitrary output configuration by
appropriately tuning the networks of the unit cells. Each unit cell implements a pairwise
interaction between two adjacent modes with a tunable beam splitter [177]. These beam
splitters are realized using a balancedMach-Zehnder interferometer and two heaters. Each
heater is a 1mm platinum bar that can locally change the optical path length by thermally
changing the refractive index in the waveguide. The processor has a total of 66 unit cells
and 132 heaters to allow full reconfigurability.

5.2 Tunability
The precise control of the processor is important to ensure it programmability. Therefore,
we investigate the fidelity of a set of matrices. Now we put the focus on the cross-talk. The
heaters can be a double-edged sword. On the one hand, the heaters allow the processor
to be fully reconfigurable, but on the other hand, they limit the tunability by electric and
thermal crosstalk. This tunability can be improved by adjusting each heater for its crosstalk
with its neighbors.

The first characterization of the tunability is by investigating the fidelity at which
transfer matrices can be implemented that describe the relation from input to output
modes. For this, classical CW light from a 1550 nm superluminescent diode (Thorlabs
S5FC1005P) is injected into the input modes and an array of calibrated photodiodes
(Thorlabs FGa01FC) are used to detect the output signal. The amplitude fidelities are
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a)

b) c)

Figure 5.2 Amplitude fidelities. a) the top row shows four transfer matrices whose amplitudes
spell out ’Quix’. The bottom row shows the experimental realization of these target matrices with
the associated amplitude fidelities on top. b) A histogram of amplitude fidelities for 150 permutation
matrices with an average fidelity of FPerm = 0.992± 0.002, where the error margin denotes the
standard deviation. c) The histogram of amplitude fidelities of 100 Haar random matrices. The
average fidelity is FHaar = 0.98± 0.01, where the error margin again denotes the standard deviation.
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defined as F = 1
NTr(|U†

set| · |Uget|), where Uget denotes observed transfer matrix, Uset is
the target transfer matrix and the absolute signs indicate the element-wise absolute value
of the matrix elements.

Figure 5.2 visualizes that arbitrary transformations can be realized with a high ampli-
tude fidelity. Figure 5.2a) shows four examples of transfer matrices that spell ‘Quix’. The
top row shows the ideal matrix and the lower row the experimentally realized matrices
together with the fidelity. Figure 5.2b) and 5.2c) show the distribution of fidelities for
two different classes of matrices, namely permutation and Haar random matrices, respec-
tively. Both classes of matrices have a high average fidelity of around 0.985 and the lowest
observed fidelity is still above 0.93.

5.2.1 Preservation of quantumness
The processor is fully tunable and has low losses. The remaining requirement of the
network is that it preserves the quantumproperties of the photons as they propagate through
the network. Table 5.2 shows that the HOM interference visibility remains constant as the
photons propagate through the network. The locations A, B, and C correspond with those
indicated in Fig. 5.1 and the position of the linear stage of the signal photon

The processor should not just connect all input to all output modes with full tunabil-
ity, it should also preserve the quantum nature of the photons, i.e. the photons should
maintain their distinguishability as they propagate through the processor. For the quan-
tum characterization, a 2mm ppKTP crystal was pumped with 150 fs pulses to generate
collinear frequency-degenerate single-photon pairs, where each photon has an orthogonal
polarization. The photons are gently filtered with a 25 nm bandpass filter, which results in
photons that are approximately 94% indistinguishable. The generated photons are routed
to the chip via polarization-maintaining (PM) fibers. The output modes are connected to
superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors using PM fibers. More detail on the
setup can be found in chapter 4.

Figure 5.3 shows the quantum matrix characterization for a randomly chosen 12× 12
unitary matrix [178, 179]. There is a clear correspondence between the matrix amplitudes.
The reconstructed matrix phases are different from the target matrix, however, most of
these phases correspond with matrix elements that have a low amplitude. The observed
amplitude fidelity is 0.878 and full matrix fidelity F = 1

N |Tr(U†
set ·Uget)| = 0.61. One

limiting factor is the broad photon spectra, which is approximately 25 nm FWHM. The
broad spectral width of the photons makes them prone to the wavelength dependence
of the processor. For this reason, the amplitude fidelity measured above with classical
narrow-band light is higher and therefore high quantum fidelities should be reachable with
picosecond single photons.

5.2.2 Thermal photon source
Figure 5.4a) shows the observed dark count rates on 12 SNSPDs when all heaters are
tuned to the same voltage simultaneously. Each detector is placed behind one of the
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Figure 5.3 Quantummatrix reconstruction. On the top row, a) and b) indicate the experimental
observed matrix elements amplitudes and phases, respectively. The bottom row shows the target
matrix elements. The corresponding fidelity is 0.878.

Table 5.2 Preservation of quantum nature. The HOM visibilities and stage positions do not
change as the photons interfere at beam splitters further in the chip. The positions A, B and C
correspond with those indicated in Fig. 5.1. The error bars denote the statistical error.

Position Stage Visibility
(mm)

A 4.678 93.0± 0.04%
B 4.678 93.0± 0.03%
C 4.675 93.2± 0.06%
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Figure 5.4 Dark counts with heater voltage Top: the measured dark counts for each detector
(grey line) and the average (red) when all heaters on the chip are simultaneously set to a certain
voltage. No photons were injected into the chip. Bottom: the change of temperature on the chip
when all heaters are set to increasingly higher voltages.

output modes of the chip. All heaters are simultaneously swept from 0V to 14V, which is
the maximum voltage for each heater. The dark counts remain around 200Hz up to 10V.
Above this value, the dark counts increase to an average of 526Hz. Typical operation of
the chip requires an average heater voltage of 8.5V in the DMPK experiment, see Chapter
6.

Figure 5.4b) shows how the chip temperature slowly increases from the default 28.3 ◦C
when the thermal load is increased. The nonlinear behavior between the increase of
temperature and the increase of dark counts can probably be understood by the nonlinear
relation between the temperature and (spectral) radiance of Planck’s law of black body
radiation.

5.3 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have reported a low-loss fully reconfigurable 12-mode universal photonic
processor based on silicon nitride technology. The processor operates at 1550 nm with
an average loss of 2.5 dB. It has 132 heaters with which it can implement any transfer
matrix with an amplitude fidelity of F = 0.98± 0.01 and F = 0.87 for single photons.
Furthermore, the processor preserves the quantum nature of the photons, making it a
suitable plug-and-play platform for quantum technology. Even higher-fidelity quantum
implementations are feasible with some additional straightforward improvements.





6 Observation of open
scattering channels

Wave transport through scattering media is ubiquitous in nature and technology. Its
physics is essential in electron and phonon transport in quantum dots and nanowires
[180, 181], conductance fluctuations in electron transport [182], optical transmission in
multimode fibers [183, 184], the theory of acoustic waves [185–187], and fluctuations in
light transport [188–190]. An understanding of scattering physics, together with adaptive
optical technologies, allows us to exploit, scattering for various applications such as
wavefront shaping [80], physical unclonable functions [191–193], communication [194],
imaging [195–198] and to build spectrometers [199–201].

Open channels have a pivotal role in transport through disordered systems [47]. These
open channels are eigenmodes of the transmission matrix with full transmission through
an otherwise opaque medium [49, 50]. It is not just the case that open channels can exist
- one can easily imagine encountering a fully transmissive mode with an exponentially
small probability -, but rather that transport is dominated by fully closed and fully open
channels. This is because the distribution of transmission eigenvalues (more precisely,
that of the singular-values) is bimodal, with one peak at low transmission values and one
peak at high values, as indicated in Fig. 6.1a). This bimodal distribution is considered to
be one of the most spectacular predictions of random matrix theory [47], and remains as
yet unconfirmed in direct experiments.

Technologically, open channels underliemany of the applications of scattering systems.
For example, it is possible to increase the transmission to (near) unity in a disordered
medium by coupling the input light into one of the open channels. This allows for lossless
transmission through a very lossy medium. One can take this one step further by using
a spatial light modulator to ’undo’ the scattering and create a focus behind the scattering
sample [80]. As the transmission matrix is not unitary, simply applying some unitary
matrix with the spatial light modulator does not guarantee a high transmission; a high
transmission is only possiblewhen open channels exist [52, 53]. Furthermore, conductance
fluctuations in optical or electronic transport intricately depend on the existence of the
bimodal distribution and its higher-order moments [182, 188].

Despite the central role of open channels in transport through disordered media, only
indirect signatures for the existence of the bimodal distribution with the open channels
have been provided [187, 202–204]. The limiting factor in measuring the bimodal singular
values distribution in scattering media is the difficulty to individually probe and measure
all of the modes of the system [51–53]. This can be understood by realizing that long-
range mesoscopic correlations at the output build-up as the light gets randomly scattered
and interferes with itself. Missing modes imply losing this long-range order, which
ultimately leads to uncorrelated Marcenko-Pastur (MP) statistics. The open channels are
only observable when the number of controlled modes must be >≈ 95% of the total

The content of this chapter is adapted from the following submitted paper: R. van der Meer et al.,
arXiv:2110.04380.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.04380
https://arxiv.org/abs/2110.04380
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Figure 6.1 Mapping a scattering system with open channels.a) The bimodal distribution of
the singular values τ of the transmission matrix of a loss-free scattering system is described by
the DMPK distribution. The peak near τ2 = 0 (left, on red background) is caused by the closed
channels and the peak near τ2 = 1 (right, green background) is caused by the open channels. The
inset shows how light incident on a scattering medium tends to be fully reflected (red), but some
eigenmodes have a near-unity transmission (green). This system can be completely modeled by
a scattering matrix S that we simulate on a programmable optical network. b) A schematic of
the programmable optical network with 12 input and output modes that implements the scattering
matrix S. The top 6 output modes (red) correspond to the reflection modes of S and the bottom
(green) ones correspond to the transmission modes. On the bottom, a unit-cell of the network is
shown. Each cell consists of two 50:50 splitters and two thermo-optical elements for tunability.

number of channels [53, 205]. Despite considerable effort, experimental access to a
sufficient fraction of modes has so far not been achieved. Reimposing unitarity on only
the observed modes amounts to the assertion that the observed set of modes is decoupled
from all others, which is unjustified in the experimental situation of a scattering system.
Consequently, the second peak in the singular-value distribution has not unambiguously
been observed yet.

In this chapter, we report experimental proof of the existence of the bimodal distri-
bution with its open channels from a telltale high-transmission peak in the singular-value
distribution (SVD). We do so by mapping a scattering medium with exactly 6 input and 6
output channels to a 12× 12 scattering matrix implemented on a linear integrated optical
processor. We experimentally characterize the full transmission matrix using two-photon
interference as a robust readout technique. From this, we observe the bimodal transmission
singular value distribution. Profiting from the superb access and control over all modes
given by an integrated photonic processor, we observe that open channels are only visible
in the experimental eigenvalue distribution when all modes are considered.
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Figure 6.2 A sketch of the setup. A pulsed laser is used to generate pairs of photons in a ppKTP
crystal. The photons have orthogonal polarization and are separated by a polarizing beam splitter and
subsequently coupled into a PM fiber which is connected to the optical network. After the optical
network, the photons go through an SMF to the single-photon detectors via a fiber polarization
controller (not shown). To guarantee temporal overlap of the photons, one of the fiber couplers is
placed on a linear stage. A beam sampler is used to monitor the power using a calibrated photodiode
and the pump beam is filtered out after the ppKTP crystal (not shown).

6.1 Setup

We simulate our diffusive system on such a state-of-the-art 12-mode one-way integrated
photonic processor, shown in the inset of Fig. 6.1a) and schematically in Fig. 6.1b) [46].
On this network, an entire scattering matrix S is implemented, where the first six output
modes are treated as ’reflection’ modes and output modes 7− 12 as transmission modes.

The setup, shown in Fig. 6.2, generates pairs of photons in a Type-II degenerate
spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC) source with a 2mm periodically poled
potassium titanyl phosphate (ppKTP) crystal. This crystal is pumped by a femtosecond
mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics) which emits light at 775 nm
and has a linewidth of 5.5 nm. The generated photons are separated by a polarizing beam
splitter and then injected into a polarization-maintaining fiber which routes these photons
to the Si3N4 integrated photonic network (Quix Quantum BV). One of the fiber couplers
is placed on a linear stage (SLC-2475, Smaract GmbH) to achieve temporal overlap of the
photons inside the chip. The optical chip consists of 12 input and 12 output modes and
is fully tunable [46]. Once the photons have propagated through the chip, they are routed
towards the superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPD) (Photon Spot).
The relative detector efficiencies are obtained by sequentially sending the photons from
input mode 1 to each output mode by implementing permutation matrices on chip. The
relative counts on the detectors are directly proportional to the relative losses and detection
efficiencies at all output modes. A time tagger (Time tagger ultra, Swabian Instruments)
is used to read out the single clicks of the detectors and trigger photodiode (TDA 200,
PicoQuant) and their coincidences. The laser’s output power is constantly monitored with
a calibrated photodiode.

The single-photon source is pumped with 50mW, which results in an observed photon
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pair rate of about 210 kHz. The heralding efficiency, i.e. the probability of detecting the
second photon when the first is detected, is typically around 45%. The photons are 93%
indistinguishable. The detector dark counts are suppressed with the trigger photodiode to
an average of 3.1± 0.8Hz.

The integrated photonic chip is a Si3N4 network by Quix Quantum. The optical chip
consists of 12 input and 12 output modes with a Clements-type network, linking all input
and output modes with each other [177]. The matrices are implemented with an average
fidelity of F = 1

nTr(UtU∗e ) = 0.69± 0.07. The losses in the chip are low (<0.1 dB/cm)
[176] and dominated by the fiber-to-chip connections which are around 20% per facet.
Furthermore, any losses on the chip are uniformly distributed over the modes because of
the square geometry of the chip. This is important as it allows to divide out the optical
losses and describe the propagation of the photons through the chip by a unitary matrix
[206].

6.1.1 Methods
The natural mathematical framework describing this scattering physics is random matrix
theory (RMT). RMT replaces system-specific details with a scattering matrix S

S =

[
R T
T′ R′

]
, (6.1)

where the submatrices T and R are the transmission and reflection matrices, respectively.
This scattering matrix contains the appropriate statistical properties of the system, while
remaining agnostic to the microscopic details of the scatterer. This allows studying their
physics on any system that captures these statistics.

Characterizing such a matrix only results in six singular values, which is not sufficient
to accurately build up the entire bimodal distribution. However, a major advantage of
this network is that it is fully reconfigurable. For this experiment, we implemented a
total of 200 different scattering matrices by changing the voltages over all 132 heaters.
The scattering matrices are generated by a numerical simulation of a 12-mode scattering
system with appropriate settings. The simulation is based on the method of [207], as
described in more detail in Appendix 6.A.

Characterisation of the scattering matrices on the network is performed by sending
pairs of single photons into the network and sampling their output distribution with a
battery of SNSPDs. Although it would in principle be possible to characterize the matrix
with classical coherent light in an interferometrically stable setup, doing the readout with
single photons has the advantage that we do not need interferometric stability of the fibers
connecting the PIC network with the outside world [178, 179], a fact which arises from
the phase-insensitivity of the single-photon quantum state. Hence our readout method
is motivated by the quantum readout being more practical than the equivalent classical
method.

The matrix amplitudes are sampled by sequentially injecting single photons into each
input mode and measuring the output distribution. The photon flux is corrected for
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Figure 6.3 Open channels. The singular values distributions of the transmission matrix for two
data sets and three different methods of processing. The left three panels correspond with the actual
experimental data and the right column with data from random Gaussian matrices. The top row (a
and d) shows the raw data. The middle panels (b and e) show that the bimodal distribution can be
recovered by embedding the matrices, but only for the experimental data. The bottom panels (c and
f) show that the unitarization of the data always results in a bimodal distribution. The unitarized
Gaussian matrices lead to a symmetric distribution, whereas the unitarized experimental data show
the asymmetric DMPK distribution.

known experimental fluctuations such as the variations of pump power over time, relative
detector efficiencies, and output losses of the chip. The phases of the matrix elements
are characterized by sequentially measuring two-photon interference in the network for a
given set of combinations of two input and two output modes [133, 178, 179].

To reduce experimental measurement time, we only characterized the phases of the
transmission matrix, not of the reflection matrix. The matrix amplitudes are measured for
the entire S matrix so that the 1-photon output distribution can be normalized.

6.2 Open Channels.
Figure 6.3a) shows the experimentally obtained singular-value distribution of the trans-
mission matrix. The shoulder near the singular value τ2 = 1 in Fig. 6.3a) is indicative
of the expected peak, this by itself is not enough to claim observation of open chan-
nels. Ideally, energy conservation results in singular values between 0 and 1. However,
experimental noise resulted in a non-normalized S matrix. The intensities of the rows
sums up to 1.00± 0.053, whereas each individual column sum up to exactly 1 due to the
normalisation of the measured output distribution.

The open channels are recovered in Fig. 6.3b) using a no-gain assumption by em-
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Figure 6.4 Mode Filtering. The singular value distribution of the transmission matrix for the
embedded matrices. Each panel corresponds with a different number of ’observed’ modes. The
observed distributions match the (zero-free-parameter) predictions from Goetschy and Stone [52]
well, as indicated by the red dashed lines. The insert in the last panel shows the observation and
theory predictions for the situation where the control over the input channels is not reduced, a
situation in which the (non-square) transmission matrix starts asymptotically resembling a random
matrix.
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bedding the transmission matrix in a larger, unitary matrix. This embedding matrix can
physically be understood as a matrix that also incorporates the losses and coupling to the
environment [68]. We can then apply the no-gain assumption to this larger embedding
matrix and again extract the new transmission matrix T. More details on the embedding
method can be found in Appendix 6.B.

The singular value distribution now has a large and relatively broad peak at τ2 = 0
and a smaller peak at τ2 = 1 indicating the open channels. Furthermore, the distribution
follows the ideal DMPK curve indicated by the red, dashed line is given by [208]

ρ(T) = A
g

2T
√

1− T
, (6.2)

where A is a zero-free-parameter scaling factor that converts the probability density func-
tion to counts. The extracted average transmission 〈T〉 = 31% = l∗

L is close to the
expected transmission (37%). The value of the average transmission indicates that the
system is approximately in the diffusive regime as l∗ < L, where l∗ is the transport mean
free path [209] and L the characteristic system size. The average dimensionless conduc-
tance g = ∑i τ2

i = 1.9± 0.5, where the uncertainty indicates the standard deviation over
all 200 independent conductance values.

Another data processing option is to impose unitarity, or energy conservation on the
experimentally reconstructed scattering matrices. This is shown in Fig. 6.3c). This panel
shows that the bimodal behavior with the open channels is again recovered.

It is tempting to simply unitarize the experimental scattering matrix to mitigate the
noise. However, because the essence of observing open channels is to not miss any modes,
applying unitarization to a noisy scatteringmatrix amounts to imposing the desired solution
of the data as it artificially imposes (long-range) correlations in the transmission matrix.
However, these new correlations do no longer correspond with a DMPK system, but
with that of a chaotic cavity [48]. To emphasize this effect, we will compare our data
analysis procedure of our data with that of artificial data, generated by computer from
random complex Gaussian matrices with the same mean and variance as observed in our
experimental data. This artificial data is shown in Fig. 6.3d).

Figure 6.4e) shows the singular value distribution of the random Gaussian data after
applying the same embedding procedure of Fig. 6.3b). The high peak at τ2 = 1 almost
reaches 200 and is the result of the renormalization of almost all 200 Gaussian matrices.
Despite the presence of the high peak at τ2 = 1, the distribution still clearly does not follow
the one expected from DMPK statistics, which proves that it is possible to differentiate
between actual and random data when the embedding procedure is used. This highlights
the robustness of our data processing.

Finally, Fig. 6.3f) confirms the insight that the unitarization of random Gaussian
matrices indeed results in a bimodal distribution of the singular values. The resulting
distribution has lost its asymmetry, but this subtlety is eluded in experiments with limited
data to sample the distribution.
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6.3 Mode filtering.
The observation of open channels in Fig. 6.3 is only possible because of the complete
control over the number of modes. Missing out even one mode is already sufficient to hide
the open channels [52]. Figure 6.4b-f) shows that the correlations inside the transmission
matrix disappear when the fraction of observed modes at both the input and the output
is decreased. The resulting filtered distributions match the predictions of Goetschy and
Stone [52], which are indicated by the red dashed lines. This emphasizes the demanding
restriction that almost all modes must be included in measurement in order to observe the
open channels.

When the fraction of either controlled input or output modes is decreased, then the
singular values will become uncorrelated and the open channels again disappear. The
singular-value distribution will asymptotically follow theMarcenko-Pastur (MP) law since
this describes the singular values of random rectangular Gaussian matrices [205]. The
inset in the bottom right panel of Fig. 6.4 shows the observed distribution associated
with the 1× 6 rectangular matrices. The Goetschy-Stone prediction is drawn in red for
reference. The distribution already shows a maximum at intermediate singular values, a
key characteristic of the MP distribution.

6.4 Discussion
In summary, we have successfully solved a long-standing problem by showing experi-
mental proof of the bimodal behavior of the transmission singular values of scattering
systems. This was enabled by having access to all input and output modes of our system.
The singular value distributions with a reduced number of modes follow the predictions
of Goetschy and Stone [52] with a near-perfect quantitative agreement. This confirms the
long-standing hypothesis that the open channels can only be recovered when all modes
can experimentally be accessed. Our work fits in a trend of using well-defined photonic
systems to investigate scattering physics [159, 210–214]. Our large, low loss and fully
tunable processor can be used to study, for example, multi-photon interference effects
in disordered systems, universal conductance fluctuations, or Anderson localization [47].
Another future direction could be to use recirculating mesh design, which allows for a
more natural correspondence to the physical scattering systems [155].
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Appendix 6

6.A Simulation of scattering systems
The simulation of the 12-mode S-matrices follows the model as proposed by Dorokhov,
Mello, Pereira and Kumar [49, 50], which models the scattering system into a perfect 1D
waveguide short segments. Each segment is shorter than the transport mean free path
l∗ and longer than the wavelength. Adding a new segment can now be described as a
perturbative correction [47]. We follow the transfer method of Ko and Inkson [207] for
numerical stability.

In our case, the matrices are computed by simulating a one-dimensional 6-mode
waveguide with perfectly reflecting boundary conditions. The waveguide is divided into
40 equally sized sections over the length of the waveguide. Each section has a probability
of 10% to have a scatterer placed at a random coordinate inside this waveguide segment.
This probability corresponds to the weak scattering regime.

The probability to encounter a scatterer relates to the transport mean free path l∗.
Furthermore, given l, the number of segments N determines the average transmission
efficiency. In our case, we chose N = 40 and 〈T〉 = 0.37 as this allows us to observe open
channels with 200 random instances of these waveguides. Stronger-scattering waveguides,
i.e. with more segments and scatterers, have lower average transmission such that an
insufficient number of singular values can be sampled to resolve the open channels. The
limit of 200 matrices is chosen for experimental convenience.

6.B Matrix embedding
Our matrix embedding procedure with the no-gain assumption implies that all singular
values of the entire S matrix should be smaller than or equal to 1. This is achieved by
embedding the 6× 6 transmission matrix inside a larger 12× 12 matrix [166]. In this
section we describe this procedure.

The n × n scattering matrix S can always be decomposed by the singular value
decomposition: svd(S) = UΣV∗. Here, the unitary matrices U and V∗ describe some
basis transformation to the eigenvectors of the matrix. The matrix Σ is a diagonal matrix
with the singular values and describes the ’weight’ of the eigenmode. Ideally, the network
is lossless and as a result, S must be unitary. In that case, the diagonal elements of Σ are
all of the form of eiθn , with θn some phase of the nth singular value. In case the amplitude
of a singular value is< 1, then the corresponding eigenmode is lossy and if it is> 1, then
it has gain.

In our case, we only have access to a noisy version of the transmission matrix. The
noise eludes the observation of the open channels, so it is essential to mitigate the noise
on T. We achieve this by embedding the transmission matrix T inside a larger, unitary
matrix which is constructed using the matrices of the singular value decomposition.
This is necessary as it is not possible to impose unitarity. The process of embedding
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the transmission matrix inside a larger, unitary matrix can physically be understood by
interpreting loss as a beam splitter where one of its output modes directs the light to an
unobserved, inaccessible mode [68]. The exact splitting ratio corresponds directly to the
loss in the system. This indicates that the larger unitary matrix should be at least twice the
size of the physical system, so that each mode can have at least one loss channel available.
Note that gain is nonphysical in our system as there is no additional light source present,
besides the injected photons.

The goal now is to first construct a new unitary matrix S′ that incorporates the coupling
to the environment and then to impose the no-gain assumption. For the first step, we
construct new matrices U′, Σ′ and V′, which together form S′ = U′Σ′V′∗, which
incorporates the coupling to the environment. Recall that svd(T) = UΣV∗.

The new matrix U′ can be constructed by:

U′ =
[

U 0
0 I

]
, (6.3)

where the bottom right of U′ is filled with an identity matrix for convenience. In principle,
any unitary matrix can be used as there is no input or output in any of the unobserved
modes anyway. The matrix for V′ is constructed similarly.

The matrix Σ′ now denotes not just the singular values, but also the coupling to the
unobserved modes, i.e., the loss channels. This results in four quadrants, each quadrant
is a diagonal matrix. The off-diagonal quadrants denote the coupling to the environment
and are constructed such that the energy is conserved in an L2 (Euclidian) norm. The new
matrix is given by

Σ′ =

[
Di Do
Do Di

]
, (6.4)

with Di and Do matrices given by:

Di =


cos 2θ1 0 . . . 0

0 cos 2θ2
...

...
. . . 0

0 . . . 0 cos 2θn

 , (6.5)

and

Do =


sin 2θ1 0 . . . 0

0 sin 2θ2
...

...
. . . 0

0 . . . 0 sin 2θn

 . (6.6)

In these matrices, cos 2θi = τ′, with τ′ the singular values after the no-gain restriction.
The no-gain restriction entails that no τ > 1 as it is nonphysical in our system. Hence
the maximal allowed singular value is τ = 1, meaning that all singular values of a matrix
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should be rescaled to τ′ = τ/maxτ. Imposing no gain in the transmission values is a
sufficient error correction strategy for suppressing experimental noise and retrieving the
bimodal distribution without going so far as imposing unitarity on S. These renormalized
singular values are then used to compute Σ′ in Eq. 6.4. The resulting new singular values
are shown in Fig. 6.3b) of the main text.





7 An efficient, one-sided
device-independent photonic
indistinguishability witness

Quantum photonics has shown substantial potential as a platform for near-term quantum
information processing, culminating in the recent demonstrations of a quantum advantage
in boson sampling [11, 25], i.e., of experiments in which a quantum device outperforms
a classical one at a certain computational task. In these experiments [11, 18–21, 23, 25,
64, 162, 171], photons are generated by a series of sources and sent through a large-scale
linear interferometer, which can be implemented either in static form (typically in bulk
optics) or as a tunable interferometer in integrated optics. An advantage arises because
it is believed to be classically computationally hard to draw samples from the probability
distribution that arises when the output state of the interferometer is measured in the Fock
basis [15, 215].

These experiments operate at the edges of what is technologically possible, requiring
very high-quality optical systems. Low-quality components introduce noise, which may
open up a loophole, making the system susceptible to efficient classical simulation [66,
70, 75]. In particular, it is required that the optical system have low loss [59, 67, 68, 216],
and that the photons have a high degree of indistinguishability [66], i.e. that the photons
are identical in those aspects of their wave function not perturbed by the interferometer,
such as wavelength, polarization, and temporal structure.

Indistinguishability is central in linear-optical information processing, both in the bo-
son sampling paradigm and for universal linear-optical quantum computation [15, 42, 217],
because it enables the creation of entanglement between non-interacting particles. This
entanglement arises due to the requirement that a quantum state comprised of multiple
indistinguishable bosons must have an overall symmetric wave function. The Hong-Ou-
Mandel effect [133] is the archetypical example of this process, and the quantum advantage
experiments of [11, 25] can be thought of as multiphoton, multimode generalizations of
this effect. Accurate measurements of the photon indistinguishability are therefore cen-
tral to the discussion surrounding the classical simulability of recent quantum advantage
experiments [54–56, 153, 173, 218–224]. This must be done in an experimental configu-
ration as close to that in which a quantum advantage is obtained, and ideally on all photons
simultaneously.

To address this problem, Brod et al. [56] introduced the notion of an indistinguisha-
bility witness. Analogous to entanglement witnesses [225], for a given linear network, an
indistinguishability witness is an observable Ĉ(U) whose expected value C(U) has some
upper bound Cc(U) for distinguishable particles, but whose value for indistinguishable
particlesCq(U) exceeds that bound. WhenwemeasureC in an experiment and find a value
that exceeds Cc(U), we can therefore infer that the photons used are indistinguishable.

This chapter is based on the following submitted paper: R. van der Meer et al., Arxiv:2112.00067

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.00067
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However, Shchesnovich [226] pointed out that such witnesses are susceptible to im-
plementation loopholes: for a specific combination of linear network U and a witness C,
it is possible that there will be some other linear network U′ which has a larger value
of Cc(U′) > Cc(U). If this is the case, then if the linear interferometer is set to U′

instead of to U, indistinguishability would be falsely certified if Cc(U′) > Cq(U). This
is analogous to the situation in entanglement witnesses, which can be compromised if an
adversarial party takes over a trusted detection apparatus [227] or if the control over the
experimental apparatus is imperfect [46].

For the analogous problemof certifying other quantumproperties such as entanglement
or randomness, a wide array of approaches have appeared which relax the assumptions
made on the measurement apparatus. The most dramatic of these are fully device-
independent protocols [228, 229], which rely on bell nonlocality [230], to provide a
highly rigorous level of certification but which are extremely experimentally challenging
[231, 232]. The plethora of intermediate methods that trade practicality for additional
assumptions and characterization are known as semi-device-independent [233–242].

In this chapter, we present a robust solution for witnessing indistinguishability, namely
to maximize Cc(U) over U, i.e. to find the largest achievable value of C over all linear
networks, and choose that as the threshold value. In this sense, the witness is semi-
device independent: if the matrix settings are corrupted, the experiment will simply fail
to certify indistinguishability, but it will never incorrectly certify a set of distinguishable
photons as being indistinguishable. We show that this witness, which is based on two-
mode correlators, can be efficiently measured in an experiment. We implement this
witness in an experiment using a tunable integrated photonic interferometer [46] and
a multiphoton source, and use it to certify the indistinguishability of three photons.
Furthermore, we show that the degree to which this witness violates its classical threshold
can be used to lower bound the degree of indistinguishability between the photons. We
have therefore introduced an efficient method of unambiguously certifying multiphoton
indistinguishability.

7.1 Indistinguishability witness
The basis of our method are the Ursell functions [243], which are referred to as n-
mode correlators in a quantum optical context. These functions measure the degree of
excess correlation among a subset of the optical modes of the interferometer. The use
of these functions in this context was pioneered by Walschaers et al. [55], where the
two-mode correlation function was used to perform a statistical certification of photon
indistinguishability. Our goal is to show that by looking at the extremal values of these
correlators, one can transform this probabilistic certification method into a deterministic
one.

The two-mode correlators of [55] are given by:

Ci,j =
〈
n̂in̂j

〉
− 〈n̂i〉

〈
n̂j
〉

, (7.1)
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Figure 7.1 Experimental setup. A 775 nm pulsed laser (blue) pumps the two periodically poled
KPT (ppKTP) spontaneous parametric down-conversion sources. Each crystal probabilistically
generates a pair of two photons with orthogonal polarization (red). One of these four photons
is used as a herald and the remaining three are injected in the first three modes of our 12× 12
integrated universal programmable processor. The processor output is sent to a small fiber-beam-
splitter and SNSPDs acting as pseudo-number counting detectors. In the processor, the top 4
modes are used to implement the transmission matrices. The zoom-in shows a unit cell of a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer that implements one of the programmable beam-splitters. The inset shows
a photograph of the fiber-connected integrated optical chip used for this experiment.

where 〈.〉 denotes the expected value, and n̂i is the photon number operator acting on
optical mode i. Considering the case of a linear optical circuit given by a transformation
matrix U, with one photon injected at each of the first n input ports, this equation can be
evaluated by noting that 〈n̂i〉 follows from single-photon transmission probabilities:

〈n̂i〉 =
n

∑
k=1
|Uk,i|2. (7.2)

Furthermore,
〈
n̂in̂j

〉
can be determined by summing all combinations that result in photons

in output modes i and j and the partial distinguishability between the photons [244]:

〈
n̂in̂j

〉
=

n

∑
k 6=l=1

(
|Ui,k|2|Uj,l |2 + 〈ψk|ψl〉|2Ui,kUj,lU∗i,lU

∗
j,k

)
. (7.3)
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Combining the above equations leads to the following expression for the correlator:

Ci,j =−
n

∑
k=1
|Ui,k|2|Uj,k|2

+
n

∑
k 6=l=1

||〈ψk|ψl〉|2Ui,kUj,lU∗i,lU
∗
j,k,

(7.4)

whereU is the transfermatrix of the linear optical system, and x2 = 〈ψk|ψl〉|2 is a quantity
measuring the degree of indistinguishability in terms of the internal wave functions of the
photons, with x = 0 corresponding to distinguishable photons and x = 1 corresponding
to completely indistinguishable ones. Note that the first term in eq. 7.4 corresponds with
classical transmission of light, since it is not affected by the degree of distinguishability,
whereas the second term describes the quantum interference. Without loss of generality,
we restrict ourselves to the first two modes in the network, hence we drop these indices
in the notation. We will now show that this two-point correlator can be used as a semi-
device-independent witness.

The correlator can function as a semi-device-independent distinguishability witness if
and only if its value to a lower bound on the degree of indistinguishability, regardless of
the implemented network. We must therefore maximize eq. 2 for distinguishable photons,
i.e. when the second term is zero. It is straightforward to see that a matrix that obeys the
condition ∀k ≤ n, (Ui,k = 0) ∨ (Uj,k = 0) maximizes C for distinguishable particles at
Cc = 0. An example of such a matrix is the identity matrix. The fact that all terms in
the first sum in eq. 2 are negative implies that this solution is optimal. This proves that
regardless of the matrix implemented, Cc(U) ≤ 0. This result has a simple interpretation:
in the absence of entanglement, the only correlation allowed between particles is via the
total photon number, which is conserved. Therefore, if a particle is observed in a particular
mode, it decreases the probability of observing any particle in another mode.

Next, we must find a matrix which has Cq > 0. In principle, any matrix which
obeys this condition suffices. However, we believe we have found the optimal matrix
based on symmetry arguments: even if we do not assume all pairs of photons are equally
indistinguishable, we still do not know in advance which pairs will be more or less
indistinguishable, and therefore all modes containing a photon must be treated on the
same footing. Furthermore, we observe that the second term in eq. 2 is maximized if
all elements are in phase. Our conjectured solution, which is supported by numerical
evidence 1, is a matrix of size N = n + 1, with a highly symmetric form:

Umax =


1√
2n
· · · 1√

2n
1√
2

1√
2n
· · · 1√

2n
− 1√

2
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗

 , (7.5)

where a ∗ denotes elements that do not enter in the correlator. Note also that since we are
only interested in the correlator between the first and second mode, we need only specify

1 See Appendix 7.B
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the first two rows of the matrix; if these are orthogonal (which is enforced by the n + 1st
column, the Gram-Schmidt process guarantees that we can always complete the matrix in
an orthogonal fashion.

The correlator for this matrix as a function of the indistinguishability x follows trivially
from eq. 7.5:

C(x) =
x2

4
− 1 + x2

4n
, (7.6)

where ∑n
k 6=l=1 |〈ψk|ψl〉|2 = n(n− 1) x2 is used. The threshold is Cq = 1

4 −
1

2n , which
is larger than Cc = 0 for all n greater than 2; therefore, using this method, we can certify
indistinguishability between 3 or more photons.

To see that this witness is efficient, observe that the probability that the average photon
flux on either of the two modes of interest is 1

2 , irrespective of the number of photons.
This means that the probability that a given a given run of the experiment contributes to
the measurement statistics of C is 3

4 . This quantity is independent of n and m. Finally,
we note that the precision required to certify indistinguishability between n and n + 1
photons grows quadratically with n. These facts together prove that the scheme is efficient
in the number of measurements required.

It is also intuitive that when drawingmatrices uniformly according to theHaarmeasure,
the probability of being close toUideal decreases withmatrix size, a fact which is supported
by numerical simulations. This result shows that control over the interferometer is required
to implement this witness; the probability of it arising naturally is small.

Finally, we discuss the limits of this witness: it cannot certify indistinguishability if
there are only two photons present, and it cannot certify indistinguishability if the average
value x2 ≤ 0.5.

7.2 Setup
To measure this semi-device-independent entanglement witness, we carry out an ex-
periment using a tuneable linear optical interferometer, a photon source and a bank of
single-photon detectors.

Fig. 7.1 shows our experimental setup. The optical network is a 12-mode quantum
photonic processor [46] implemented in silicon nitride waveguides [176]. The chip
consists of a grid of unit cells, as shown in Fig. 7.1 [177]. Each cell consists of a
Mach-Zehnder interferometer with two 50 : 50 static beam splitters and two tunable phase
shifters. Together, these elements can implement any arbitrary pairwise mode interaction.
The network is fully tunable using the thermo-optical effect. The total optical transmission
through the chip varies between 54% to 60%, depending on the particular combination of
input and output modes. In our experiment, only the top four modes of the chip are used.

The photon source consists of two 2mm ppKTP crystals in a Type-II degenerate
configuration. The crystals are pumped with 60mW of 120 fs pulsed light at 775 nm.
Each crystal generates a pair of photons probabilistically at 1550 nm [245]. We herald one
photon and postselect on fourfold coincidences to herald the input state |ψin〉 = |1110〉.
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The photons are 93% indistinguishable when they originate from the same crystal (signal-
idler), and 78% indistinguishable when they are from different crystals (signal-signal).
This corresponds to an average three-photon indistinguishability of x2 = 0.81. The
average fourfold coincidence rate is 250Hz without the chip.

The photons are detected using 12 superconducting single-photon detectors [246, 247].
Each output mode of the chip directs the photons towards three detectors, which are placed
in parallel. This effectively functions as a pseudo-photon-number-resolving detector [248].
The relative detection efficiencies and splitting ratios are calibrated by sequentially sending
photons from input mode 1 to all 4 output modes and comparing the relative count rates.
The detectors are read out using standard correlation electronics. See Appendix 8.C
for more details on the quasi-photon-number-resolving detectors and characterization of
relative detection efficiencies.

7.3 Results
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Figure 7.2 Experimental results. The distribution of the two-point correlator is never larger
than 0 for a) two identical photons and b) three distinguishable photons. For three indistinguishable
photons (c), several instances of positive correlators are observed. The insets show a zoom-in at
C = 0. All positive correlators and the corresponding error bar (1 standard deviation) are shown in
an ordered fashion in d).

We begin with examining the statistical distributions of the two-point correlator for
Haar-randommatrices. We implement 500 randomly chosen 4× 4 Haar-randommatrices.
For each implementedmatrix, all (4

2) = 6 two-mode correlators aremeasured for 3minutes
2.

2 In data analysis, it became apparent that due to a communication error, that the second phase shifter of the
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Figure 7.3 Ideal matrix. The correlator for the ideal matrix with imperfect matrix control. The
red dashed line indicates the maximal correlator possible with the ideal matrix. The inset shows
how the effective indistinguishability was varied by changing temporal overlap of the third photon
with respect to the other two photons before injecting them into the chip.

Figure 7.2a shows the experimentally observed distributions when two indistinguish-
able photons are injected into the first two modes of the interferometer. All correlators
are negative, as expected, and the distribution follows the expected shape, peaking at the
cutoff of Cc = 0 [55]. The inset shows a zoom-in at the correlators around this cutoff.
The overall shape of the distribution is as expected for two photons.

In Fig. 7.2b, the correlator distribution for 3 fully distinguishable photons is shown.
This distribution is similar to that of two photons, but has shifted somewhat towards
negative values, As expected, no positive correlator C > 0 is observed in this distribution.

Finally, Fig. 7.2c) shows positive two-point correlators when three partially indistin-
guishable photons are injected into the network. This is the only case where matrices with
C > 0 are observed, certifying indistinguishability.

Fig. 7.2d shows a bar chart of all cases where we observe positive correlators in the
experiment with three indistinguishable photons. The label ’ideal’ refers to the matrix
given in eq. 7.5. The error bars indicate the standard deviation assuming Poissonian noise.
Multiple data points, including the one corresponding toUmax are statistically significantly
above the threshold value Cc = 0. The largest observed correlator is C = 0.027 > Cc,
exceeding the threshold by 7σ. Therefore, we can certify indistinguishability between
these three photons.

We now turn out attention exclusively to the matrix Umax. To test the robustness of
our witness, we decrease the degree of distinguishability between one of the three photons

top-left unit cell was not actuated on during measurements. This does not significantly affect the results of the
Haar measurements.
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and the other two by varying the time of arrival in the interferometer.
Figure 7.3 shows that the correlator increasesmonotonically when the temporal overlap

of the photons is increased by varying the time of arrival of the third photon in the
interferometer. The correlator reaches a maximal value Ci,j = 0.0206± 0.0038. As
expected, no data points are observed above the ideal red dashed line when x2 > 0.5,
which emphasizes the optimal nature of our matrix.

The maximal observed correlator is lower than the expected Cmax = 0.052 for the
effective indistinguishability x2 = 0.81, and the rate at whichCi,j increaseswith increasing
indistinguishability is also lower than expected. Both the reduced slope and correlator
can be understood by imperfect chip control. Implementing the ideal matrix with a
fidelity of 98% already reduces the average correlator to Ci,j = 0.024± 0.007 for partial
indistinguishable photons. Fully indistinguishable photons have a maximal Cmax =
0.060± 0.008 in case 98% implementing fidelity 3. This behavior is typical for a semi-
device independent witness: imperfect control over the system reduces the parameter
regime in which quantumness can be certified, but it never opens up a loophole where
quantumness will be claimed if it is not there.

7.4 Outlook
We leave it as an open question to what extent the device independence assumptions
introduced here can be further relaxed, for example by removing the requirement that the
photons are in single-photon Fock states at the input.

We note that it is straightforward to modify our scheme into an adversarial setting
where one party provides photons that are claimed to be indistinguishable, and the other
party either tests this fact or uses those photons to generate a sample from a given boson
sampler.

7.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we present an experimental demonstration of a semi-device-independent
indistinguishability witness for multi-photon interference. The witness requires only the
measurement of a single two-point correlator behind two fixed output modes of a tunable
optical network. This correlator is shown to be maximal for the so-called ideal matrix.
Consequently, any imperfect implementation of this ideal matrix will inevitably reduce
the correlator, demonstrating its suitability as a semi-device independent witness. Similar
to the entanglement witness, this result can function as a diagnostic tool in experiments.
For example, this work opens the way to robust, efficient in-situ characterization of boson
sampling experiments and experiments derived from boson sampling.

3 See Appendix 7.A for more details on the error analysis.
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Appendix 7

7.A Noisy ideal matrix
A Monte-Carlo simulation has been performed to investigate the effect of limited matrix
implementation on the chip in the experiment. A total of 15 000 instances of the ideal
matrix with random complex Gaussian noise have been generated. Each noisy matrix has
been unitarized by a polar decomposition and then the fidelity has been calculated by:

F =
1
N
Tr(|U†

t Uexp|). (7.7)

Figure 7.4 shows how the fidelity affects the C1,2 correlator of the ideal matrix.
Figure 7.4a) shows different outcomes for C1,2 for three fully distinguishable photons.
Figure 7.4b) shows the same for photons with partial distinguishability as observed in
our experiment and finally 7.4c) shows the correlators for three indistinguishable photons.
In all cases, none of the observed correlators are above the maximal allowed value as
indicated by the red dashed line.

This integrated optical network is reported to have an average amplitude fidelities of
about 90% for Haar-random matrices of the full 12× 12 network [46]. In our experiment,
only a part of the processor is used and the fidelities are close to 99%. For such fidelity, the
average C1,2 = 0.03± 0.003 for the partial distinguishable photons. The propagation of
partial distinguishability through the network has been calculated with the tensor method
of Tichy et al. [153].

7.B Monte-Carlo search for the ideal matrix
A second Monte-Carlo simulation has been performed to explicitly search for a 4× 4
unitary matrix that can yield higher correlators than provided by the ideal matrix as given
in eq. 7.6. To this end, the average photon indistinguishability is varied from x = 0 to 1 for
both n = 2 and n = 3 photons. All photons are assumed to be equally indistinguishable
from all other photons. A total of 107 Haar randommatrices are generated for each average
photon indistinguishability. For each average indistinguishability, the matrix that gives
rise to the highest correlator Ci,j is saved.

The maximum correlators found for each average indistinguishability are plotted in
Fig. 7.5. The correlators corresponding to the ideal matrix are shown in a dashed
black line going diagonally through the plot. The maximum correlators for each average
indistinguishability up to x2 = 0.5 is (just) under 0 for both n = 2 and n = 3 photons.
After x2 = 0.5, the correlator for two photons remains smaller than 0, the highest observed
correlator is C = −1.6 ∗ 10−4. In the case of three photons, the correlator increases after
x2 = 0.5 and follows the correlators corresponding to Uideal . At no point, the correlators
found by the Monte-Carlo simulation exceed the correlators associated with Uideal. This
strengthens the notion that the ideal matrix is indeed optimal.
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Figure 7.4 A Monte-Carlo simulation of imperfect implementation of the ideal matrix for a)
distinguishable, b) partial indistinguishable and c) fully indistinguishable photons. The simulated
partial indistinguishability is set to what is observed in our lab. Each panel shows how the two-point
correlator improves with the fidelity of the matrix implementation. The red dashed lines indicate
the maximal allowed value for C1,2, the grey dots are individual results and the yellow error bars
indicate the mean and standard deviation for a selected number of matrix fidelities.

Figure 7.5 still clearly has a discrepancy in the range for x2 ≤ 0.5. The correlators
found by the Monte-Carlo simulation are substantially higher than the ones from the
ideal matrix. Upon closer inspection, it seems that the optimal matrix corresponding
with distinguishable photons is the identity matrix. It is easy to show that the maximum
correlator with the identity matrix is indeed 0. Hence, the applicability of our ideal matrix
method is limited to the case where the photons have an average indistinguishability of at
least x2 = 0.5. Nonetheless, this limitation will not result in misleadingly high correlators
and the protocol is still robust.
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Figure 7.5 AMonte-Carlo search for the ideal matrix. The highest correlators from a total of 107

random matrices are plotted for each partial indistinguishability. None of the data points for n = 2
and n = 3 photons exceed Uideal.





8 Quantum
photo-thermodynamics on a
programmable photonic
quantum processor

One of the long-standing puzzles of theoretical physics is how notions of statistical physics
and of basic quantum mechanics precisely fit together [249]. Statistical mechanics speaks
in probabilistic terms of stationary ensembles that maximize entropy under external con-
straints. Elementary quantummechanics, in contrast, describes the deterministic evolution
of the quantum state of closed systems under Hamiltonians that specify the physical sit-
uation at hand. It has become clear that these seemingly contradictory premises can
be resolved by accepting that global unitary dynamics and local relaxation are perfectly
compatible; after all, all that needs to be explained is how expectation values of local
observables take values as if the entire system had globally relaxed. Theoretical work
in the last decade has much contributed to a better understanding of equilibration and
thermalization in closed quantum many-body systems [57, 250–252]. This work is par-
ticularly clear in situations in which the initial state holds a memory of a non-Gaussian
initial state, but where the actual Hamiltonian dynamics is governed by a non-interacting
quadratic bosonic Hamiltonian. Here, indeed, physical systems are expected to “Gaussify”
in time, i.e., to converge seemingly to Gaussian states that would maximize the entropy
given all second moments of the state [253–255]. For local Hamiltonian dynamics, such
behavior can be proven to occur in all rigor, constituting an example of a situation in which
convergence can be shown to a so-called generalized Gibbs ensemble [253, 256–259], i.e.
a thermal ensemble under further constants of motion.

Notwithstanding this comparably clear situation from a theoretical perspective, exper-
imental evidence is largely lacking [58, 260–266]. This is primarily due to the fact that
it is challenging to create sufficiently isolated experimental systems to rule out that the
observed relaxation is not due to quantum information leaking to the environment.

In this chapter, we report experimental results that show reversible Gaussification
under experimentally well-controlled conditions. The setting in which we achieve this is
integrated photonics (see Fig. 8.2). We use the high degree of control available in optical
systems both to implement the desired optical transformation with high accuracy, and to
implement a set of verification measurements that certify that the observed relaxation is
due to the internal dynamics of our multimode quantum state and not due to interaction
with the environment.

Boson sampling [15] experiments and their Gaussian analogs [32] already show that
photonic devices bear the potential of performing non-universal quantum computations
beyond classical means [25]. Here, we contribute to going a substantial step further and

This chapter is based on the following submitted paper: F. Somhorst et al., Arxiv:2201.00049

https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.00049
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Figure 8.1 Photonic simulation of quantum equilibration. A closed, many-body quantum sys-
tem, initialized in a product state and undergoing unitary evolution generated by a Hamiltonian,
necessarily remains in a pure state. However, local observables may exhibit a generalized thermal-
ization. Entanglement builds up between sub-systems until after some time teq, each sub-system
appears to have approximately relaxed into a maximum entropy state. The paradigmatic case of
a non-Gaussian bosonic state evolving under a quadratic Hamiltonian can be probed via a pho-
tonic simulation platform. A fully programmable linear optical chip can provide ‘snapshots’ of the
local and global system dynamics for arbitrary times and interaction ranges by implementing the
appropriate unitary U(V) = e−iHt with V ∈ U(m) for m modes.

investigate to what extent the newly found levels of control can be exploited in notions
of photonic quantum simulation [160, 267–270]. These steps are urgently required in the
development of photonic quantum technologies, to uplift systems set up from primarily
paradigmatic devices to ones that have a clear operational purpose. To contribute to
the vision of firmly placing optical circuits in the realm of quantum technologies, we
contribute methods of efficient certification [271], valuable in their own right. Here we
develop a flexible and tuneable platform for photonic quantum simulation allowing for
simulating processes of equilibration.

8.1 Local equilibration and thermalization
In any setting governed by closed-system Hamiltonian dynamics, equilibration can only
happen locally for local observables, since the global entropy must be preserved in time.
In the setting considered, the global system is a multimode linear-optical system initially
prepared in a highly non-Gaussian state ρ on m bosonic degrees of freedom, namely
|ψ〉〈ψ| with |ψ〉 = |1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0〉 of n = 3 single photons in m = 4 optical modes.
The bosonic modes are associated with annihilation operators b1, . . . , bm. The subsequent
integrated linear optical circuit is given by a unitary V ∈ U(m) that linearly transforms
the bosonic modes. In state space such linear optical circuits are reflected by ρ 7→
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σ := U(V)ρU(V)†, where U(V) is the physical implementation of the passive mode
transformation V 1. Finally, the output distribution is measured in the Fock basis using
quasi-photon-number-resolving detectors, giving measurements of the form µ 7→ P(µ)
with

P(µ) = 〈n1, . . . , nm|U(V)ρU(V)†|n1, . . . , nm〉, (8.1)

where µ = (n1, . . . , nm) is a given pattern of detection events.
For our purpose of showing local equilibration, we interpret the evolution U(V) =

e−iHt as a fictitious evolution under a Hamiltonian H for time t > 0, which distributes
information. In the linear optical system at hand, we will implement two Hamiltonians,
a quadratic bosonic translationally invariant ‘hopping’ Hamiltonian, resembling the non-
interacting limit of a Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian, and a Haar random transformation
V ∈ U(m) corresponding to a Hamiltonian with random long-range interactions.

As the fictitious time t gets larger, increasingly longer-ranged entanglement builds up.
This means that the expected moments of the local photon number n̂j := b†

j bj of each of
the output modes labeled j = 1, . . . , m of the state σ will increasingly, in the depth of the
circuit, equilibrate and lead to a distribution that resembles that of a (generalized) Gibbs
ensemble. In other words, as seen in Fig. 1, one encounters local equilibration in that the
reduced quantum states of a subset of the modes, or individual modes, equilibrate and take
thermal-like values.

To be specific, here, the initial state is a product state (and hence has obviously short-
ranged correlations) - albeit not being translationally invariant - and the bosonic quadratic
Hamiltonian will on the one hand be translationally invariant before it undergoes a time
evolution generated by U(V) = e−iHt (or the Haar-random V ∈ U(m)). The Gibbs
or canonical state reflecting thermal equilibrium is given by ω = e−βH/tr(e−βH) for
a suitable inverse temperature β > 0 that is set by the energy density. In data shown
later, the local photon numbers are being compared with that of a Gibbs state. For non-
interacting bosonic systems, local equilibration for subsystems consisting of several modes
is expected to happen to a generalized Gibbs state: This is particularly transparent in our
situation where H is a hopping Hamiltonian which is translationally invariant. Defining
the momentum space occupation numbers as

N̂k :=
1
m

m

∑
x,y=1

e2πik(y−x)/mb†
xby (8.2)

one finds that the generalized Gibbs ensemble is then given by the maximum-entropy state
ω given by

ω = argmax{S(η) : tr(ηN̂k) = 〈ψ|N̂k|ψ〉 for all k}, (8.3)

associated with an inverse temperature per momentum mode. For an infinite system,
convergence to such a state is guaranteed [253–255]. For finite systems, it has been
rigorously settled in what sense the state is approximated by such a generalized Gibbs
ensemble [253, 256–259] before recurrences set in. For the Haar-random unitaries, we

1 V 7→ U(V) is referred to the metaplectic representation in technical terms.
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still find Gaussification in expectation, creating an interesting state of affairs, as here the
theoretical underpinning is less clear.

For subsystems consisting of a single bosonic mode only, canonical or Gibbs states as
well as generalized Gibbs ensembles both give rise to identical photon number distribu-
tions reflecting Gaussian states: The state ‘Gaussifies’ in time. The situation at hand is
particularly simple in the situation where the expectation value of the photon number is
the same for each of the m output modes. Then for a Gaussian state, the probability of
observing k photons reduces to

p(k) =
Dk

(D + 1)k+1

{
1 + O

(
1
m

)}
, (8.4)

where D = n/m is the photon density per mode -see Appendix 8.B for the derivation of
this formula. In the experiment, system sizes are relatively small, and it is interesting to
see how strong signatures of local equilibration and Gaussification are encountered.

Interestingly, generalized Gibbs ensembles are still not quite thermal or canonical
Gibbs states, which would be maximum-entropy states given the expectation value of
the energy, but a generalization of that state, due to the non-interacting nature of the
Hamiltonian. For example, in full non-equilibrium dynamics under large-scale interact-
ing Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonians (as can be probed with cold atoms in optical lattices
[262]) one expects an apparent relaxation to a Gibbs state. In contrast, a generalized
Gibbs ensemble maximizes the von-Neumann entropy under the constraint of the energy
expectation and the momentum space occupation numbers which are preserved under the
non-interacting translationally invariant evolution t 7→ e−iHt. Therefore, one can say that
each of the momentum modes is then associated with its own temperature, as sketched
in Fig. 8.1, and the system ‘thermalizes’ up to the constraints of the momentum space
occupation numbers being preserved.

8.2 Certification
A crucial aspect of our results is demonstrating that the resulting thermalization is not
due to entanglement with the environment (i.e. decoherence), but rather to entanglement
between the photons. We make use of the intuition that entanglement between the photons
is reversible whereas decoherence is not (at least in this setting), to introduce a certification
protocol for our thermalization experiment.

General idea. Our certification method is a fidelity witness [272] that certifies
the fidelity, F(ρ, |ψt〉) = | 〈ψt| ρ |ψt〉 |, between the experimental state, ρ, and a pure
target state, |ψt〉 = U |ψ〉, for an arbitrary linear optical unitary and single-photon input
states. The procedure requires a well-calibrated, programmable measurement unitary and
number resolving (but not spectral-mode resolving detectors). It consists of two settings
for the measurement unitary: the inverse of the target unitary and a the inverse followed
by a Fourier transform. The constant number of measurement settings and polynomial
classical computation resources required mean the procedure is efficiently scalable to
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arbitrary system sizes. Here we give a brief outline of the certification protocol, which is
explained further in the Appendix 8.C.

Fidelity estimation. Here, we consider three photons (possibly in distinct temporal
modes) in four spatial modes. The target pure state is defined as a target unitary acting on
an initial state with one photon in each of the first three spatial modes and all photons in
the same temporal mode.

Given full mode resolution and a well-calibrated, programmable measurement unitary,
F(ρ, |ψt〉) can be directly estimated by measuring the photon number of the state U†ρU
[272]. Whilst the requisite linear optical measurement unitary be efficiently characterized
in detail, offline and using only classical light [273], in our architecture, the photon
detectors cannot perfectly resolve temporal and spectral degrees of freedom. Neglecting
this and naively carrying out the above procedure could result in certifying a large fidelity
even with photons in distinct temporal modes, i.e. distinguishable states.

To rule this out we employ two additional measurement settings: 1) we implement U†

and count photons 2) we implement U† followed by a Fourier transformation and count
photons. From the first setting, we upper bound the probability, p1, of seeing one photon
in each of the first three spatial modes and no photon in the fourth. From the second, we
upper bound p2, the overlap probability of ρ with the distinguishable subspace. This is
done by monitoring the fraction of observed interference patterns that would be forbidden
for truly indistinguishable photons following a Fourier transform [274–276].

In this way we arrive at a fidelity bound of the form

F ≥ p1 −
9
4

p2 − δ(ε) (8.5)

which holds with a probability of at least ε = ε1ε2 where the probabilities arise from esti-
mating p1 and p2 from the observed photon counting statistics and δ is the corresponding
statistical penalty. For a full derivation see 8.A.

Entanglement witness. If one is merely interested in establishing the presence of
entanglement in the system, one can derive a simple entanglement witness W from the
estimated fidelity. We use the following definition of an entanglement witness [277]

W = λ2
maxI− |Ψt〉 〈Ψt| (8.6)

where λ2
max is the maximal Schmidt coefficient in the decomposition of |Ψt〉, whose

classical computation is not scalable, but feasible in our case.

8.3 Integrated photonic platform
We use an integrated quantum photonics architecture to serve as our experimental platform
(see Fig. 8.2). Integrated quantum photonics constitutes a platform for non-universal
quantum simulation based on bosonic interaction between indistinguishable photons [20,
156, 160, 161, 171, 278]. In integrated quantum photonics, quantum states of light are
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Figure 8.2 Overview of the setup. On the left the double spontaneous parametric down-
conversion (SPDC) source is sketched, in which blue pump photons are spontaneously split in
two red photon pairs. One of these four photons is used as a herald and the other three are injected
in the first three modes of our 12× 12 integrated universal programmable processor. The processor
output is sent to small fiber-beam-splitter networks and SNSPDs acting as pseudo-number counting
detectors. In the processor, we program the unitary U1 used to simulate the temporal dynamics
(the blue block). In addition, we can program a second unitary U2 for the verification process
(the yellow block). The zoom-in shows a Mach-Zehnder interferometer that implements one of
the programmable beam-splitters. The inset shows a photograph of the fiber-connected integrated
optical chip used for the experiment.
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fed into a large-scale tunable interferometer and measured by single-photon-sensitive
detectors.

Our interferometer is realized in silicon nitride waveguides [46, 176], and has an
overall size of N = 12modes and an optical transmission of 2.2− 2.7 dB, i.e. 54%− 60%
depending on the input channel. Reconfigurability of the interferometer is achieved by
a suitable arrangement of unit cells consisting of pairwise mode interactions realized
as tunable Mach-Zehnder interferometers [177]. Each unit cell of the interferometer is
tunable by the thermo-optic effect. The average amplitude fidelity F = 1

N Tr(|U†
set||Uget|)

is F = 0.98. The processor preserves the second-order coherence of the photons [46].
In this experiment, we use the large size, coherence-preserving properties and high

degree of experimental control over the interferometer to simultaneously implement a
quantum simulation of thermalization and a verification experiment, in two separate sec-
tions of the interferometer. These two areas are indicated in blue and yellow, respectively
in Fig. 8.2; the area below the dotted line in Fig. 8.2 is not used. These two areas both
form individual universal interferometers on the restricted space of four optical modes,
allowing us to apply two arbitrary optical transformations U1 and U2 in sequence. We use
U1 to simulate time evolution of our input state. We select two families of Hamiltonians
to simulate: a hopping Hamiltonian which consists of equal-strength nearest-neighbor in-
teractions between all modes, which simulates the superfluid, non-interacting limit of the
Bose-Hubbard model, and a set of 20 randomly chosen long-range Hamiltonians, which
we generate by applying the matrix logarithm to a set of Haar-random unitary matrices
generated by standard techniques [279].

The second section of the interferometer, indicated in Fig. 8.2 in yellow, is used for
certification. When we wish to directly measure the quantum state generated by the first
area, we set this area to the identity, leaving the state after U1 untouched. However, we
can also use this second interferometer to make measurements in an arbitrary basis on the
quantum state generated by U1, which allows us to certify the closeness of our produced
quantum state to the ideal case. In particular, when we chose U2 = U−1

1 , we undo the
dynamics of the first interferometer. In the context of this experiment, this is a rather
powerful choice of measurement setting, since if we can undo the evolution of U1 we
have demonstrated that any entanglement generated in the first time evolution was due to
interaction between the optical modes as opposed to the interaction between the modes
and the environment. This intuition forms the basis of our certification protocol.

Our photon source is a pair of periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (ppKTP)
crystals operated in a Type-II degenerate configuration, converting light from 775 nm to
1550 nm [245]. Each crystal produces a two-mode squeezed vacuum state at 1550 nm, with
a bandwidth of ∆λ ≈ 20 nm. By using a single external herald detector and conditioning
on the detection of 3 photons after the chip, we postselect on the state vector |Ψ〉 = |1110〉
[20].

By tuning the relative arrival times of our photons, we can continuously tune the degree
of distinguishability between our photons. Off-chip measurements via the Hong-Ou-
Mandel [133] effect lower bound thewave function overlap of our photons to |

〈
ψi
∣∣ψj
〉
|2 =

88.5% between sources, 93.2% for photons from the same source. Photon detection is
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achieved with a bank of 13 superconducting single-photon detectors [246, 247], which are
read out with standard correlation electronics. For each of our four modes of interest, we
multiplex three detectors to achieve quasi-photon number resolution [248].

8.4 Results
Figure 8.3 shows the results of our quantum simulation of the hopping Hamiltonian and
20 random instances of longe-range Hamiltonians, in subfigures a) and b), respectively.
The two subfigures each have a tabular structure, where the columns indicate the different
simulated timesteps, with the simulation time indicated at the head of the column, and
the rows indicate different measurement settings, i.e., either the experiment itself or the
corresponding certification measurements. The data in these figures was acquired over 20
minutes for the photon number distribution, 320 minutes per certification measurement
for the hopping Hamiltonian and 220 minutes for each certification measurement of the
long-range Hamiltonian.

The first row of the two subfigures displays the single-mode photon-number statistics
P(k) as generated after the application of U in the first section of the processor. The
output statistics were measured for the first output mode. The experiment was carried
out for both distinguishable (blue points) and indistingusihable (red points) photons. The
grey bars in the background denote the expected thermal distribution, also known as the
canonical distribution, for our finite-size universe 2.

For both Hamiltonians, initially, the input state is still clearly present, as indicated
by the high probability to observe exactly one photon in the observed output mode.
However, entanglement builds up as time evolves, since the photons increasingly mingle.
Consequently, for the indistinguishable photons, the initial input state evolves to a thermal-
like state at τ = 1. For the hopping Hamiltonian, at later times, (τ = 2, τ = 5), the
reversibility of the system, together with the finite size of our Hamiltonian gives rise to a
recurrence, i.e. the state evolves back towards the initial input state [253, 254]. For the
long-range Hamiltonian, in contrast, the long-range interactions push away recurrences to
later timesteps. For both Hamiltonians, the distinguishable photons (which do not generate
entanglement) do not approach the canonical thermal state, demonstrating the intrinsic
link between entanglement and thermalization.

The second row of the two subfigures shows full the output-state distribution P(µ)
after only the application of U, measured with indistinguishable photons. The bars in the
background correspond to the expected distributions. For the long-range Hamiltonian,
representative data from a single of our 20 independent Hamiltonians is plotted. From
this data, it can be clearly seen that at the point of thermalization, the photons are spread
over many possible output configurations, whereas a recurrence manifests as a transition
back to fewer possible output configurations.

The third and fourth rows show the output-state distributions after the first and second
certification measurement, respectively. In these rows, the output configurations which

2 See the Appendices
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Figure 8.3 a) Hopping Hamiltonian: In the top panels, the time evolution of photon-number
probability distribution in spatial output mode 1 is plotted. The black poins (squares) show the the-
oretical prediction for indistinguishable (distinguishable) particles, while colored points correspond
to experimental data. The second to fourth rows show the observed output distributions. These rows
correspond to the output distributions of the hopping Hamiltonian, the first certification measure-
ment U−1 and the second certification measurement FU−1. The green-colored data corresponds
with outcomes that benefit the certification protocol, whereas the red data is forbidden, i.e. ideally
should not occur. b) Long-range Haar random model: In the top panels the time evolution of
photon-number probability distribution in spatial output mode 1 for 20 different random Hamilto-
nians are plotted. The black points (squares) show the theoretical prediction for indistinguishable
(distinguishable) particles, while colored points correspond to experimental data. The second to
fourth rows show the observed output distributions for the first longe-range Hamiltonian. These rows
correspond to the output distributions of the hopping Hamiltonian, the first certification measure-
ment U−1 and the second certification measurement FU−1. The green-colored data corresponds
with outcomes that benefit the certification protocol, whereas the red data is forbidden, i.e. ideally
should not occur.
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contribute positively to the fidelity witness are indicated in green, and those which con-
tribute negatively are indicated in red. The first certification measurement undoes the
entanglement generated by U and ideally only results in |ψout〉 = |1110〉. The second
certification measurements also applies a three-mode Fourier UF to the generated states.
Ideally, this results in only four allowed output configurations. These certification mea-
surements show good agreement with the ideal allowed states, demonstrating the high
degree of control over the experiment. For the second certification measurement, most
of the deviations from the expected distribution can be attributed to the known photon
indistinguishabilities. From the data presented in the third and fourth row, we extract the
values of p1 and p2, respectively, which are used in the fidelity witness (Eq 8.5).

8.4.1 Certification
Figures 8.4a) and 8.4b) show the lower bounds of certification fidelities with a probability
ε = 0.95 of both the hopping Hamiltonian and the first random long-range Hamiltonian,
respectively. The dashed and dotted lines are the thresholds of the uneven and even
entanglement witness, respectively. Any experimental data point above either of these
lines constitutes to a certification of entanglement for that time step. There are two
different witness fidelities. The even bipartition witness is the fidelity corresponding
to the situation where the photons in two output modes are entangled with photons in
the remaining two output modes. The uneven bipartition entanglement witness certifies
entanglement of photons in one output mode with those in the remaining three output
modes.

Figure 8.4a) shows that entanglement is certified for τ = 1 in the hopping Hamiltonian
system. The observed fidelity F = 0.359± 0.005 is above the threshold of the second
entanglement witness, with 1 sigma. Similarly, Fig. 8.4b) shows an unambiguous certifi-
cation for the first long-range Hamiltonian at τ = 2. The fidelity F = 0.363± 0.014 is
well above the certification threshold.

The certification fidelities are limited by imperfect control over the processor. This
follows from the certification fidelity at τ = 0.2 for the long-range Hamiltonian. This
fidelity F = 0.463± 0.012 is significantly higher than others. Closer inspection shows a
near optimal value for p2, which is now only limited by the partial distinguishability of the
generated photons. This implies that the certification at other time steps is limited by im-
perfect chip control, i.e. a limited fidelity at which any measurement can be implemented.
A second factor limiting the certification is detector blinding, which affects the obtained
values of p1. 3

8.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have experimentally shown that a pure quantum state in a closed
environment can locally behave like a thermal state because of entanglement with the

3 See the Appendices for more details on detector blinding and the convergence of the certification statistics.
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Figure 8.4 a) Certification of entanglement in hopping Hamiltonian (superfluid): The lower
bound certification fidelity estimations for the hopping Hamiltonian are plotted against the simulated
time for both an even and uneven bi-partition of the system. b) certification on entanglement in
long-range Hamiltonian (Haar-random): The lower bound certification fidelity estimations are
plotted against the simulated time for both an even and uneven bi-partition of the system. In both
plots, the error bars correspond with 1 sigma deviation of uncertainty and the background color
saturation is proportional to the total entanglement generated at that time step.

other modes. To this end, we simulated both the non-interacting limit of a Bose-Hubbard
hopping Hamiltonian and 20 random long-range Hamiltonians on a programmable 12-
mode photonic processor. Previous experiments in this direction were irreversible since
creating a sufficiently isolated quantum system is notoriously difficult. However, our
experiments is -just like quantum mechanics itself- fully reversible. This reversibility
allowed us to certify that the thermalization is due to entanglement between the quantum
particles rather than with the environment.
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Appendix 8

8.A Derivation of fidelity witness
A fidelity witness provides guarantee that the fidelity of some target state with an exper-
imental output is at least a certain threshold value [272]. Here we present a derivation
of such a witness, including finite-size statistics, that is efficient in terms of experimental
effort and classical computation. A natural question that arises is, what is a meaningful
threshold. In this experiment, where the key feature of interest is the role of entanglement
in producing local entropy production, we will use previously established relationships
between fidelity and entanglement (see e.g. [277] to establish useful benchmarks). The
idea is that the fidelity between a separable state and an entangled target state |Ψt〉 cannot
exceed a certain threshold, which is set by the largest Schmidt coefficient. If the fidelity
exceeds that threshold, i.e. if F > λ2

max, entanglement must be present. Because the size
of the largest Schmidt coefficient decreases with the amount of entanglement, for more
entangled states lower fidelities are sufficient to witness the presence of entanglement.

Ideal case: Fully-mode-resolving detectors. The fidelity between a quantum state ρ
and a target state σ = |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| is defined as

F(ρ, σ) = tr(ρσ) = 〈Ψ| ρ |Ψ〉 . (8.7)

In our case, the target state is an n photons state |n〉 evolved by a unitary U, i.e. σ =
|Ψ〉 〈Ψ| = U |n〉 〈n|U†. Thus, the fidelity can then be written as

F = F(ρ, U |n〉 〈n|U†) = F(U†ρU, |n〉 〈n|) (8.8)

and is lower bounded in terms of photon number operators by [272]

F(n) =

〈
(n + 1− n̂)

n

∏
j=1

n̂j

〉
U†ρU

. (8.9)

When one pre-selects the photon source for a same global photon number in each run
(which we do in our experimental setup, to n = 3), then 〈n̂〉 = n and the bound simplifies
to

F(n) =

〈 3

∏
j=1

n̂j

〉
U†ρU

, (8.10)

where n̂j = ∑∞
nj=0

∣∣nj
〉 〈

nj
∣∣ are projective photon number operators, whose eigenvalues

are the number of photons in mode j. Note that the only calculation necessary is to
compute the hermitian conjugate of the given matrix, U.

Real case: Partially-mode-resolving detectors. In our experimental setup we do
not have fully-mode-resolving detectors, meaning that we have no physical equivalent of
n̂j = ∑∞

nj=0
∣∣nj
〉 〈

nj
∣∣. In particular, our detectors can only resolve spatial modes and no

temporal ones. This leaves an uncertainty regarding the exact mode of the photon after
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the measurement. Instead of projecting onto a unique mode (a single pure quantum state
Mk = |k〉 〈k|), our detectors project onto a set of states, which are spread out over the
temporal degrees of freedom and, without further work at least, cannot be distinguished.
This uncertainty severely limits the fidelity that can be established. For three temporal
modes, the measurements at each of the four spatial modes correspond to the following
set of operators,

M0 = |000〉 〈000|
M1 = |100〉 〈100|+ |010〉 〈010|+ |001〉 〈001|
M2 = |200〉 〈200|+ |020〉 〈020|+ |002〉 〈002|

+ |101〉 〈101|+ |110〉 〈110|+ |011〉 〈011|
M3 = |300〉 〈300|+ |030〉 〈030|+ ...,

(8.11)

where M0 measures no photons and M1, M2 and M3 measure one, two and three photons,
respectively, in a given spatial mode. Since we set up our experiment such that the ideal
initial and the target state consists of one photon per spatial mode, our measurement oper-
ator of interest will be M1 and our certification scheme will be based on the measurement
of MA

1 ⊗MB
1 ⊗MC

1 ⊗MD
0 , where A, B, C and D label the four spatial modes. We will

want to verify whether the initial state is being recovered after implementing the unitary
and its inverse, i.e. that the three photons are in the same temporal mode and each in a
different one of the first three spatial modes.

The problem with using these measurement and naievely applying the bound in
Eq. (8.10) is that, considering Eq. (8.11), it is clear these measurements can produce
the ideal click pattern even if the photons were completely distinguishable and no quan-
tum interference or entanglement was present.

At this point we introduce some alternative notation that will come in handy later:
The numbers in the ket-vector label the occupied temporal mode (there are three temporal
modes, so the numbers go from 1 to 3) and the subscript 1 indicates that each spatial mode
is occupied by one photon only (which is the case for M1). For example, all photons being
in the first temporal mode reads |1, 1, 1〉1 = |100, 100, 100, 000〉. The first photon in the
first, second photon in the second, and third photon in the third temporal modes reads
|1, 2, 3〉1 = |100, 010, 001, 000〉.

Now that we have pointed out the ambiguity of just counting photons in spatial modes,
and equipped with useful notation, we next turn to the question of how to overcome the
uncertainty regarding the temporal degree of freedom. An answer lies in the observation
that certain interference patterns can be clearly associated with non-synchronous, i.e.
distinguishable, photon states (similar to a HOM dip [133]) - we call those interference
patterns forbidden patterns, M f . We make use of this effect in practice by implementing
a Fourier transform UF after the unitary U and its inverse and use the overlap between
the distinguishable subspace of states and the image of the forbidden patterns M f under
the Fourier transform F to sharpen the lower bound on the fidelity. It is worth mentioning
that this overlap is not 1:1 and some ambiguity will remain. It does, however, reduce the
ambiguity significantly and thereby increases the estimated fidelity in a useful way.
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We now give a full derivation of the fidelity bound. The bound, as in Eq. 8.5 has two
components. 1) A lower bound p1 on seeing one photon per spatial mode and 2) an upper
bound p2 on the overlap of ρ with the distinguishable subspace. Together these two pieces
of information give insights into i) whether the implemented unitaries are in fact unitary
and ii) what entanglement pattern is present between the unitary and its inverse. The two
components correspond to two different measurement settings:

1. Implement the unitary and its inverse and count photons

2. Implement the unitary and its inverse, implement a Fourier transform (an interfer-
ence experiment) and then count photons

First measurement setup. For simplicity and without loss of generality we fix MA
1

to the first temporal mode, i.e. MA
1 = |100〉 〈100|. The first measurement setup can

be expressed as the operator product |100〉 〈100| ⊗ MB
1 ⊗ MC

1 ⊗ MD
0 . The overlap of

the state U†ρU with |100〉 〈100| ⊗MB
1 ⊗MC

1 ⊗MD
0 , i.e. the probability of seeing one

photon in each of the first three spatial mode (regardless of the temporal modes), can be
estimated experimentally with accuracy ε1. This estimation takes the form of a lower
bound p1 - the result of the first round of measurements.

tr[U†ρU(|100〉 〈100| ⊗MB
1 ⊗MC

1 ⊗MD
0 ] ≥ p1 (8.12)

which expanded yields

tr
[
U†ρU(

|1, 1, 1〉1 〈1, 1, 1|1 + |1, 1, 2〉1 〈1, 1, 2|1 + |1, 1, 3〉1 〈1, 1, 3|1 +
|1, 2, 1〉1 〈1, 2, 1|1 + |1, 3, 1〉1 〈1, 3, 1|1 + |1, 2, 2〉1 〈1, 2, 2|1 +
|1, 3, 3〉1 〈1, 3, 3|1 + |1, 2, 3〉1 〈1, 2, 3|1 + |1, 3, 2〉1 〈1, 3, 2|1)

]
≥ p1.

(8.13)

The first term (black) reflects the fidelity given by F = tr
[
U†ρU(|1, 1, 1〉1 〈1, 1, 1|1)

]
. The

other terms correspond to the overlap of U†ρU with those states where one (blue) or two
(red) photons are distinguishable. We summarize those states as P̂1 and P̂2, respectively,
and call P̂ = P̂1 + P̂2 the distinguishable subspace. With that shorthand notation Eq. 8.13
simplifies to

F ≥ p1 − tr
(
U†ρUP̂

)
. (8.14)

We can calculate p1 by counting the relative number of instances of M1 in our first mea-
surement setup.

Second measurement setup. Next, in order to improve the fidelity bound in Eq. 8.14
we need to upper bound its second term tr

(
U†ρUP̂

)
, which enters the fidelity bound with

a minus sign. This term contains the overlap of ρ with the distinguishable subspace P̂. We
upper bound it by implementing a Fourier interference experiment UF, for which some
counting patterns (the forbidden patterns) corresponding out states M f are impossible for
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perfectly indistinguishable photons [274–276]. This kind of discrimination is something
we could not do in the first setup. The bound we can establish experimentally with our
second measurement setup is

tr
(
UFU†ρUU−1

F M f
)
≤ p2, (8.15)

where p2 is the the overlap of U†ρU with the image of the forbidden states based on the
photon counting measurements (in particular the fraction of forbidden patterns).

In this case, the forbidden patterns are all those which are not either of |1110〉, |3000〉,
|0300〉, |0030〉 [274–276]. We can use the cyclicity of the trace to obtain

tr
(
U†ρUU−1

F M f UF
)
≤ p2 (8.16)

and interpret the bound as one of the overlap of ρ with the image of the forbidden states
M f under the chosen Fourier transform. As mentioned before, some states within that
image clearly correspond to distinguishable states, that is, states in P̂ and other do not. To
be more clear, we can express Eq. 8.16 in terms of the distinguishable subspaces Pi ∈ P̂
(i ∈ {1, 2}) in the following way

tr
(
U†ρU ∑

i
λiPi

)
≤ tr

(
U†ρUU−1

F M f UF
)
≤ p2, (8.17)

where λi = tr(PiU−1
F M f UF) is the probability that a state in the distinguishable subspace

Pi ∈ P̂ results in a forbidden pattern. For symmetry reasons (the Fourier transform is
highly symmetric) all states both within P1 and P2 have equal probabilities λ1 = 4/9
and λ2 = 2/3 respectively. To calculate these probabilities all that really matters is the
number of mutually distinguishable photons. For example, to calculate the probability
of the forbidden state |2010〉 with one photon distinguishable from two other identical
photons, one first computes the probability of the indistinguishable photons resulting in a
state that could be transformed into a forbidden pattern the by the third photon. For this
example that would be the outputs |1010〉 or |2000〉. Then one computes the probability
that the final, distinguishable photon, would fall in the correct mode to produce the
forbidden output, namely |1000〉 and |0010〉 respectively. The transition probabilities for
distinguishable and indistinguishable photons through a Fourier matrix can be computed
via [275]. Note that although the complexity of this computation is not completely clear,
this computation should not be counted in the cost of the certification scheme since it is a
one-off calculation that depends only upon the properties of a Fourier transform, not the
unitary evolution to be certified and can hence be done offline.

Next we make use of the following property of the trace of sums of projections with
scalar pre-factors λi ≥ 1,

tr
(
U†ρU(P1 + P2 + ...)

)
≤ tr

(
U†ρU(λ1P1 + λ2P2 + ...)

)
, (8.18)
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With this we can express Eq. 8.16 as

tr
(
U†ρU

(4
9

P1 +
2
3

P2
))
≤ p2,

Tr
(
U†ρU

(
P1 +

3
2

P2
))
≤ 9

4
p2,

(8.19)

where we have divided by 4
9 and not by 2

3 , as the latter would have led to a pre-factor
λi ≤ 1.

We can use Eq. 8.19 as an upper bound on tr
(
U†ρUP̂

)
= tr

(
U†ρU(P1 + P2)

)
, which

is what we originally set out to do. We find that

tr
(
U†ρUP̂

)
≤ tr

(
U†ρU(P1 +

3
2

P2)
)
≤ 9

4
p2 (8.20)

and thus arrive at the following final expression for the fidelity bound in Eq. 8.14:

F ≥ p1 − tr
(
U†ρUP̂

)
≥ p1 −

9
4

p2. (8.21)

Finally, we turn to the question of finite-size statistics. This scheme is manifestly efficient
in the number of measurement settings (two) but we must also consider the total sample
size for each probability estimate. Many tools have been developed for this situation, and
here we will make use of Chebyshev’s inequality which states that given k samples and
an observed fraction p1 we can say that the ‘true’ probability of that outcome, p̄1, must
satisfy

Pr [| p̄1 − p1| ≤ δ] ≥ ε, δ(ε) =

√
2V

k log(1/ε)
, (8.22)

where V is the variance of the distribution and c is the number of measurements. This
can be put together to obtain Eq. (8.5) which holds with probability , ε = ε1ε2, and
δ(ε) = δ(ε1) + δ(ε2) arising from applying Eq. (8.22) to the experimental observations
of p1 and p2.

8.B Local Photon Statistics in Finite-size systems
Local equilibrium photon statistics is determined by mutual photon (in)distinguishability.
Temporal degrees of freedom are exploited for controlled tuning between distinguishable
(asynchronized arrival time) and indistinguishable (synchronized arrival time) photons.
Since the photonic quantum processor is limited to spatial transformations, temporal
tuning allows for conveniently switching on and off any possible effects of spatial entan-
glement. Therefore, our photonic quantum processor is a convenient platform to study the
effect of entanglement in multimode systems.

Behind one particular mode, the local maximum entropy state appears as if the global
state ρ is actually maximally mixed in all m bosonic degrees of freedom. Switching to
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the ordered mode assignment list representation (m1, . . . , mn) (equivalent to Fock state
representation |n1, . . . , nm〉), the reduced global state is simply found by counting the
number of lists in which the first k boson are placed in (without loss of generality) mode
1, while all n− k leftover bosons are not. By construction, the latter allows for m− 1
possibilities, resulting in a local maximum entropy state given by

Ω =
n

∑
k=0

(n−k+m−2
n−k )

(n+m−1
n )

|k〉〈k|, (8.23)

where Ω describes the statistics for a local equilibrium characterized by mean boson
number n̄ = n

m (all probabilities are normalized by global state space dimensionality
(n+m−1

n )). In the experiments, a system size of m = 4 spatial modes is realized to
illustrate the effect of entanglement on local equilibrium photon statistics. Moreover,
we will show that for sufficiently large m and conserved mean boson number the local
maximum entropy state follows Bose-Einstein statistics

Ω =
n

∑
k=0

n̄k

(n̄ + 1)k+1

{
1− 1

1 + n̄
k2 − k

2n̄
1
m

+O
(

1
m2

)}
|k〉〈k|. (8.24)

For indistinguishable photons, a maximally mixed global state predicts that all three-
photon output states are equiprobable. Based on Eq. 8.23, the local photon number
distribution for indistinguishable photons is given by

Pindistinguishable(k) =
(n−k+m−2

n−k )

(n+m−1
n )

. (8.25)

For distinguishable photons, the local photon number statistics can be thought of as a
Bernoulli trial repeated n times with success rate 1

m . The local equilibrium is reflected
in the success rate 1

m , as in equilibrium each photon is equiprobable to be found behind
each spatial mode. This results in a local photon number distribution for distinguishable
photons given by

Pdistinguishable(k) =
(

n
k

)( 1
m

)k(
1− 1

m

)n−k
. (8.26)

Although both (in)distinguishable local photon number distributions predict a mean pho-
ton number n̄ = n

m , the distributions are different. This difference is illustrated in Fig. 8.5
for a finite-size system of n = 3 photons and m = 4 modes.

To explore the local maximum entropy state in the asymptotic limit of infinite bosonic
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Local statistics n = 3 and m = 4
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Figure 8.5 Expected equilibrium local photon number distributions for n = 3 photons and m = 4
modes. P(k) = 1 is more likely for distinguishable photons as quantum interference suppresses
anti-bunching.

degrees of freedom m, we rewrite Eq. 8.25 as

(n−k+m−2
n−k )

(n+m−1
n )

= (m+n−k−2)!
(m−2)!(n−k)!

(m−1)!n!
(m+n−1)! (8.27)

= (m− 1) n!
(n−k)!

(m+n−k−2)!
(m+n−1)! (8.28)

= m−1
m+n−1

n!
(n−k)!

(m+n−k−2)!
(m+n−2)! (8.29)

= 1
ṅ+1

n!
(n−k)!

(
(m+n−2)!

(m+n−2−k)!

)−1
, (8.30)

where ṅ ≡ n
m−1 and additionally n̈ ≡ n

m−2 are defined for convenience.

A common factor (n − k)! cancels out in the second fraction of Eq. 8.30 resulting
in

n!
(n− k)!

= n·(n−1)·...·(n−(k−1))·(n−k)!
(n−k)! (8.31)

= ∏k−1
j=0 (n− j) (8.32)

= ∏k−1
j=0 n

(
1− j

n

)
(8.33)

= nk ∏k−1
j=0

(
1− j

n

)
. (8.34)

Similarly,

(m + n− 2)!
(m + n− 2− k)!

= (m + n− 2)k ∏k−1
j=0

(
1− j

m+n−2

)
. (8.35)
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Substituting Eq. 8.34 and Eq. 8.35 in Eq. 8.30, we find

(n−k+m−2
n−k )

(n+m−1
n )

= 1
ṅ+1

( n
m−2

1+ n
m−2

)k
{

∏k−1
j=0

1− j
n

1− n
m+n−2

j
n

}
(8.36)

= 1
ṅ+1

( n̈
n̈+1
)k
{

∏k−1
j=0

1− j
n

1− n
m+n−2

j
n

}
(8.37)

≈ n̄k

(n̄+1)k+1

{
∏k−1

j=0
1− j

n

1− n
m+n

j
n

}
(8.38)

≈ n̄k

(n̄+1)k+1

{
∏k−1

j=0
1− 1

n̄
j

m

1− 1
1+n̄

j
m

}
, (8.39)

for sufficiently large m. Anticipating the asymptotic limit, expanding the argument be-
tween curly brackets around 1

m = 0 gives

k−1

∏
j=0

1− 1
n̄

j
m

1− 1
1+n̄

j
m

= ∏k−1
j=0

(
1 +

(
1

1+n̄ − 1
)

j
m +O

(
1

m2

))
(8.40)

= ∏k−1
j=0

(
1− 1

1+n̄
j

m +O
(

1
m2

))
(8.41)

= 1− 1
1+n̄

(
∑k−1

j=0 j
)

1
m +O

(
1

m2

)
(8.42)

= 1− 1
1+n̄

k(k−1)
2

1
m +O

(
1

m2

)
(8.43)

= 1− 1
1+n̄

k2−k
2n̄

1
m +O

(
1

m2

)
. (8.44)

Substituting Eq. 8.44 in Eq. 8.39 eventually results in

Ω =
n

∑
k=0

n̄k

(n̄ + 1)k+1

{
1− 1

1 + n̄
k2 − k

2n̄
1
m

+O
(

1
m2

)}
|k〉〈k|. (8.45)

which, for fixed mean photon number n̄ = n
m , converges to Bose-Einstein statistics for

sufficiently large bosonic degrees of freedom m.

By definition, the temperature T of a thermal equilibrium between a local system and
multimode environment is given by evaluating the energy derivative of the local system
entropy S at its expected energy level 〈E〉:

1
T

=
dS
dE

∣∣∣∣
E=〈E〉

(8.46)

The non-interacting local Hamiltonian acting on the local state gives H|k〉 = εk|k〉,
such that 〈E〉 = εn̄. The local system entropy when occupied by k photons can be
found by noting that for the maximum local entropy state, all global states |n1n2n3n4〉
are equiprobable. Therefore, the number of global states W corresponding to k photons
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locally is given by taking the inverse of Eq. 8.45. Thus, the system’s Boltzmann entropy
is given by

S(k) = kB ln(W) (8.47)

= −kB ln( n̄k

(n̄+1)k+1

{
1− 1

1+n̄
k2−k

2n̄
1
m +O

(
1

m2

)}
) (8.48)

= −kB {k ln(n̄)− (k + 1) ln(n̄ + 1) + R(k)} , (8.49)

where R(k) = ln(1− 1
1+n̄

k2−k
2n̄

1
m +O

(
1

m2

)
). Using this expression, the temperature is

given by

1
T

= dS
dE

∣∣∣∣
E=〈E〉

(8.50)

= dS
dk

∣∣∣∣
k=n̄

(
dE
dk

∣∣∣∣
k=n̄

)−1

(8.51)

= kB
ε

{
ln( n̄+1

n̄ )− R′(k)|k=n̄

}
. (8.52)

Expanding R′(k) gives

R′(k) = − 1
1 + n̄

2k− 1
2n̄

1
m

+O
(

1
m2

)
, (8.53)

which results after substitution in

1
T

=
kB
ε

{
ln(

n̄ + 1
n̄

) +
2n̄− 1

2n̄(1 + n̄)
1
m

+O
(

1
m2

)}
. (8.54)

For sufficiently large m, it is easily shown that Ω ∝ e−
H

kBT .

8.C Experimental methods
Simulating time evolutions. Arbitrary time evolutions of a bosonic multimode state
|n1n2n3n4〉 subject to non-interacting quadratic Hamiltonians are mimicked by directly
programming the corresponding unitary transformation U of the bosonic ladder operators,
bout = Ubin. Here, the unitary transformation mimicks time evolution

U = e−iHt, (8.55)

where the Hamiltonian H can be any arbitrary non-interacting quadratic Hamiltonian

H = ∑
i,j

cijb†
i bj, (8.56)

with an m-by-m Hermitian parameter matrix C with entries cij. Physically, entries cij
represent (inter) modal on-site and hopping energies. In principle, there is no experimen-
tal limitation on the programmable range of values for cij for time evolution simulations
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except for Hermitian requirement c†
ij = cji. In this work, the time evolution of a simple

non-interacting Bose-Hubbard system is simulated by choosing cij = 1 for i = j and
nearest neighbor modes (periodic boundary conditions applies) while cij = 0 otherwise.
A classical computer is used to compute the target unitary and corresponding settings for
our photonic quantum processor for experimental implementation.

Exploiting the experimental freedom of choosing arbitrary (inter) modal energy strengths
cij, we choose multimodal Hamiltonians by drawing random unitary matrices from the
Haar-measure and connecting them implicitly by defining U = e−iH . Haar-random
unitaries UHaar) are generated according to [279], while corresponding time evolution
unitaries are clasically computed by taking matrix exponents as U = (UHaar)

t. This
particular choice of choosing Hamiltonians is motivated by the notion that input state in-
formation is expected to be wiped out for Haar-random unitaries, resulting in an expected
uniform distribution over the global output states [89]. Since the input state information
is expected to be wiped out, it seems reasonable to expect that recurrence timescales are
well beyond local equilibration timescales. This is promising in experimentally simulating
relaxation towards local equilibrium. Since target time evolution unitaries are classically
computed, our platform allows for studying the effects of time-reversal. Time-reversal is
easily achieved by substituting t→ −t in all classical preparatory computations of target
unitaries.

Switching between quantum and classical photon statistics is realized by engineering
the spatiotemporal input mode. An (in)distinguishable |1110〉 state is prepared by herald-
ing two combined free-space spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) sources
and introducing time delays for different spatial modes. Indistinguishability is prepared by
matching all temporal modes. The prepared input state is subject to a user-programmed
unitary operation coherently transforming spatial modes. Finally, spatial mode photon
number resolving detectors count the occurrence rate of all microstates. This measured
microstate frequency is used to estimate the global microstate probability distribution from
which a local photon number probability distribution is inferred. Although the detectors
cannot resolve temporal modes, temporal distinguishability still prevents spatial interfer-
ence and thus precludes the effects of quantum interference within the observed statistics.
Each simulation step is measured for 300s (pure measurement time excluding initializa-
tion overhead), such that estimated statistics is based on >30,000 samples resulting in a
negligible small relative error.

Initial state preparation. (In)distinguishable |1110〉 states are generated by a multi-
photon source formed by two free-space SPDC sources. Two non-linear 2mm length
ppKTP crystals (Raicol Crystals) are pumped by a Ti:Sa mode-locked laser (Tsunami,
Spectra Physics) at 775 nm with a spectral bandwidth of 5.4 nm FWHM. Pulses are gen-
erated with a repetition frequency of 80MHz and 150 fs pulse duration. Each crystal is
pumped by approximately 10mW pump power, generating degenerate signal-idler pairs
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at 1550 nm with generation probability< 1% per pulse. Typical heralding efficiencies for
individual crystals are around 40− 45%, while typical two-photon event rates are ∼ 0.20
MHz coincidence counts at 40mW pump power.
Pumping a single ideal SPDC source results in a two-mode squeezed vacuum state (TMSV)
given by

|ψSPDC〉 =
√

1− λ2
∞

∑
n=0

λn |nsni〉 . (8.57)

Signal-idler pairs are generated with orthogonal polarization because of type II SPDC.
Therefore, half wave plates are used to match polarization degrees of freedom. However,
energy and momentum conservation results in spectral signal-idler correlations because
of the periodically-poled structure of the non-linear crystals. These correlations are sup-
pressed by using a spectral bandpass filter of 25 nm.

By combining two identical SPDC sources, generating Fock states |2200〉 , |1111〉 or
|0022〉 is equiprobable. Therefore, one of the modes is used for heralding while the
other three modes are fed to the processor. Three motorized linear stages (SLC-2475,
Smaract GmbH) are used to control relative photon arrival times, used to switch between
(in)distinguishable photons. In the absence of severe experimental losses, post-selecting
on heralded three-photon events results in selecting events initiated by input state |1110〉
with high certainty. To characterize the quality of our prepared indistinguishable |1110〉
input state, wemeasured inter-modal HOM-effects (Fig. 4.4). We find an average visibility
of V > 88%.

Number resolved detection. Spatial pseudo-number resolution detection is realized
by multiplexed superconducting nanowire single photon detectors (SNSPDs), since in-
dividual SNPSDs are threshold detectors. 13 SNSPDs (PhotonSpot) are biased close to
their critical current (8 to 22 uA range), operating close to quantum efficiencies of 90%
for 1550 nm photons with typical 200Hz dark counts. Fourfold coincidence rates within a
750 ps window are monitored by a timetagger device (Timetagger Ultra, Swabian). There-
fore, less than one in a million measured fourfold coincidence events are expected to be
triggered by a dark count. Each output mode is connected to an effective 1-to-3 fibre beam
splitter terminated by SNSPDs, realizing quasi three photon number resolving detection
(q3PNRD) behind each spatial mode and leaving one SNSPDs for herald detection. Po-
larization maintaining (PM) fibers are used in combination with polarization controllers
to optimize and stabilize output counts in each channel.

Non-uniform relative output losses are characterized to reduce biased microstate sam-
pling. Although in-coupling efficiencies of each spatial mode might not be uniform, this
is not relevant because each sampled microstate event originates from the same prepared
input state |1110〉. Therefore, each measured microstate event suffers from the same
input losses. Furthermore, we assume that on-chip losses are reasonably uniform which is
evidenced by the high matrix amplitude fidelities. At the output side, however, microstate
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events have different output losses. Non-uniform losses such as outcoupling efficiencies,
splitting ratios and detection efficiencies cause unequal output losses for each measured
microstate event apart from probabilistic multi-photon detection effects. Hypothetically,
some microstates may appear to be more likely than others due to different output losses
despite the applied unitary transformation dictates equiprobability.

Non-uniform detection channel losses are characterized by fully transmitting heralded
single photons from input mode 1 to all four output modes consecutively. Probing each
output mode separately leaves the possibility to check how much light actually leaks into
the other ‘forbidden’ output modes. We can arbitrarily choose input mode 1, since on-chip
losses are assumed to be uniform and each measured microstate event originates from the
input |1110〉 in which the first mode is filled. In each of these four consecutive experi-
ments, the heralded singles count rate of each detector in the q3PNRD behind the output
mode of interest is measured. All measured heralded singles count rates Si originate from
the same on-chip uniform heralded single photon rate R1, therefore it is convenient to pool
all non-uniform losses such as outcoupling efficiencies, detection efficiencies and splitting
ratios for each detection channel i in a lumped factor pi:

Si = piR1. (8.58)

Since we cannot obtain R1 from these measurements, we introduce relative weight factors
for each detection channel. These weight factors are normalized with respect to the
maximum measured heralded singles rate and defined by:

wi =
Si

Smax
. (8.59)

Effectively, we find pi = wi · pmax. These weight factors are important to reduce bias
in microstate sampling. In our experiments, we achieved excellent weight factor stabil-
ity. Typically, we observed less than 1% relative fluctuations over more than 15h time span.

Since the SNSPDs are threshold detectors, 1-to-3 fibre beam splitters are used to map
a microstate |n1n2n3n4〉 onto a click/no click basis |c1c2 . . . c12〉, where ci ∈ {0, 1} and
∑i ci = ∑i ni. In the main experiments, we measure heralded threefold coincidence
events CCxyz for which detectors x, y and z and the herald detector clicked simultaneously
within a 1000 ps time interval. We place a q3PNRD behind each mode i, which is formed
by three detectors xi, yi and zi. Our main question is how to map click events CCxyz
onto unbiased microstate events CC|n1n2n3n4〉. Based on combinatorial arguments, we find
that a microstate |n1n2n3n4〉 maps to a specific combination of detector clicks. These
specific click-combinations are obtained by choosing for each mode ni detectors out of
the corresponding q3PNRD detector set {xi, yi, zi} and form combinations. All allowed
combinations are described by ∑(x,y,z) CCxyz. We estimate the microstate probability
based on occurrence frequencies:

P(n) =
CC|n1n2n3n4〉

∑n CC|n1n2n3n4〉
. (8.60)
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Since P(n) is normalized, only relative weight factors are important for unbiased sampling
corrections as p3

max drops out. Therefore, we will omit pmax.

For probabilistic multi-photon detection, the probability of measuring j photons behind
mode i when k photons are injected, is given by Pi(j|k). We note that for Pi(1|1) and
Pi(2|2) there are three permutations possible, while for Pi(3|3) there is just one permuta-
tion. More explicitly, we find:

Pi(0|0) = 1, (8.61)

Pi(1|1) = wxi + wyi + wzi , (8.62)

Pi(2|2) = 2!(wxi wyi + wyi wzi + wzi wxi ), (8.63)

Pi(3|3) = 3!wxi wyi wzi , (8.64)

where wxi + wyi + wzi ≤ 1 due to incorporated losses. Since all Pi(j|k) are independent
probability events, we eventually find for unbiased microstate event rates:

CC|n1n2n3n4〉 =
∑(x,y,z) CCxyz

P1(n1|n1)P2(n2|n2)P3(n3|n3)P4(n4|n4)
. (8.65)

These results are used to correct raw measurement data.

Detection limitations. Although post-selection on heralded three-photon events al-
lows for extracting events based on |1110〉 input states, by-product states are omnipresent
because of the probabilistic nature of SPDC sources. Unwanted by-product states cause
detector blinding, which in combination with imperfect matrix fidelities biases observed
photon statistics. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 8.6 for the identity matrix transfor-
mation. Therefore, observed photon statistics is dependent on used pump power levels.
Especially photon statistics for unitary matrix transformations close to the identity matrix
transformation are affected as can be seen in Fig. 2 (main text), as detector blinding is
more likely due to the reliance on a limited set of detectors.

8.D Statistics of certification
The thermal-like states are certified with a probabilistic lower fidelity bound:

F ≥ p1 − δ1 −
9
4
(p2 + δ2), (8.66)

and the error bounds on p1 and p2 are given by:

δx =

√
2px(1− px)

Nxln(1/
√

ε)
, (8.67)
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Figure 8.6 Detector blinding. Probability of measuring |1110〉 for the identity matrix transfor-
mation. For higher pump-power levels, the detrimental effect of by-products is increased. In case
of perfect realized unitary fidelity, measurement probability is independent of pump power. Data is
fitted by P(|1110〉) = −0.0020 · Ppump + 0.9534 with pump power Ppump in mW. The statistical
error is within symbol size.

with x = {1, 2}, p1 (p2) the observed success (fail) factor in the certification experiment
with N1 (N2) heralded three-photon events, respectively.

The certification fidelity only becomes meaningful when the error bounds are suf-
ficiently small. This requires prolonged measurement times to accumulate sufficient
statistics. Moreover, the detector blinding (see Fig. 8.6) limits the average pump power
for the fidelity certification measurements to only 5mW per crystal. Such low pump
power results in a fourfold coincidences rate of around 4Hz. To prevent a bias caused
by longterm drift, all certified timesteps are measured ’interleaved’, i.e. each certification
measurement is repeated throughout multiple times for short run time.

Figures ?? and 8.7 show how the certification fidelities converge when the total mea-
surement time is increased. Each datapoint is the result of a 20minute measurement
per certification measurement, i.e. 40minutes per timestep. The x-axis is linearized by
1/
√
Time, since Nx ∝ Time. The red horizontal dashed (dottes) lines are the even (un-

even) bipartition fidelities required to certify the thermal-like state. Finally, the blue solid
line is a linear fit through the datasets. The fit is extrapolated to 100 hours of measure-
ment time. The number at the end (left) of the fit is the corresponding maximum fidelity
expected based on this extrapolation.

Figure ?? shows the convergence of the certificiaton fidelity for the non-interacting
Bose-Hubbard, or superfluid, Hamiltonian. Each panel corresponds with one of the
six simulated timesteps. There are a total of 16 batches, which is sufficient to certify
τ = 1.0 against the even bipartition. Furthermore, the extrapolations indicate that longer
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measurement times are not going to certify the remaining simulated timesteps.
Similarly, the first long-range Haar-random system’s certification converges as shown

in Fig. 8.7. Here, the simulated timestep of τ = 2.0 is clearly certified against the even
bipartion and the linear fit through the data promises a possible certification against the
uneven bipartition. The latter, however, requires a significant increase in measurement
time. Unfortunately, the other timesteps will not be able to reach the required certification
fidelities when the measurement time is increased.
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9 Summary and outlook
9.1 Summary
When the work on this Ph.D. project started in 2018, the possibility of demonstrating a
quantum advantagewas being discussed, but this was mainly an academic discussion. The
maximum number of photons in any experiment could still be counted on a single hand,
the number of channels in the interferometers was barely any larger than the number of
photons and the losses were simply too high. The situation has changed dramatically in
recent years, which culminated in a claimed observation of the photonic quantum advan-
tage. This triggered a surge in new developments towards larger low-loss interferometers,
better multiphoton sources and detectors. This thesis is placed in this setting. It offers
new insights into developments in photon sources, interferometers and demonstrates first
applications thereof.

We firstly introduce an optical network that incorporates many modes with low losses.
The network can be realized using a surface scatterer or phase plate. This network is not
arbitrarily reconfigurable, but this is not strictly needed for boson sampling. This can be
understood easily from the essence of boson sampling: it is not about doing something
useful, it is about cutting as many corners as possible while maintaining computational
complexity. Hence, we show the computational complexity of a surface scattering network
by both theoretical and numerical results. Given the computational complexity, this type
of network can be used to perform an improved photonic quantum advantage experiment
that yields significantly lower losses while granting access to significantly more modes.

The next missing piece to do multiphoton experiments is a source that can generate
many indistinguishable photons simultaneously. The traditional workhorse of quantum
optics is spontaneous parametric downconversion, or SPDC in short, which uses nonlinear
crystals. The suitability of SPDC for multiphoton experiments was an open question. We
show the suitability of a few selected nonlinear crystals for SPDC. The optimal source
turns out to be an aperiodically poled KTP crystal at 1582 nm. This source can be
multiplexed to produce 11500 photons that can still meaningfully interfere. These insights
are incorporated in the design of our 1550 nm SPDC source. It has two periodically
poled KTP crystals that each generates photon pairs at a rate of 0.2MHz, with a heralding
efficiency 0.45 and a purity of 0.89. The photon quality of the source is good enough to
interfere 11 photons quantum mechanically.

Multiphoton experiments require a large interferometric network to benefit from all
these photons. The most promising way to build large, low-loss and tunable interferom-
eters is integrated photonics. We demonstrate a state-of-the-art silicon nitride quantum
processor. This processor has around 2.2 dB loss and can connect all 12 input modes to
all 12 output modes in a fully reconfigurable manner. The fidelity at which any random
interferometer can be implemented is around 0.99 for the amplitude matrix, as measured
with a coherent laser light. The measured fidelity with our single photons is somewhat
lower, just under 0.90. This photonic processor, together with the multiphoton setup,
forms the heart of all experiments of this thesis.

The first experiment performed with the quantum processor is the demonstration of
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open channels in mesoscopic media. Open channels are the counter-intuitive prediction
from the 1980s that wave propagation through disordered media is described by fully re-
flective and fully transmissive eigenmodes, closed and open channels respectively. Despite
significant experimental effort, this prediction had not yet been convincingly observed in
experiments. We show experimental proof of the existence of open channels. This was
possible since the chip naturally allows access to all input and output modes, which turns
out to be a prerequisite for observing these open channels.

With experimental proof that the photonic processor is well-suited for multiphoton
experiments, a natural question arises how one can certify any multiphoton experiment
when both the network and the number of indistinguishable photons are enlarged such that
the experiments are no longer simulable on classical computers. We introduce a one-sided
device-independent photonic indistinguishability witness to do just that. This witness
relies on a computationally efficient two-mode correlator that can be measured using two
photon-number-resolving detectors. The witness is one-sided device-independent since
any experimental deviation from the ideal measurement will automatically reduce the
lower bound of the witness. A three-photon proof-of-principle experiment was conducted
to verify the experimental feasibility of the proposed witness.

Finally, we address the question of why a pure quantum state can show thermalized
behavior in a closed system. We simulate the time evolution of both a non-interacting
Bose-Hubbard superfluid and random long-range Hamiltonians on a photonic processor.
We show that even though the overall state is pure, locally it becomes a mixed state. We
attribute this to entanglement correlations with the unobserved ’universe’, the universe is
the remaining part of the processor. Moreover, we certify this hypothesis to be correct by
exploiting reversibility and undoing the entanglement correlations.

In short, we have realized a top-of-the-line multiphoton source. With this setup,
we have performed the first-ever quantum experiments with a promising new integrated
photonic platform. These experiments have solved a four-decade-old problem of meso-
scopic physics, introduced a one-sided device-independent indistinguishability witness
and finally proved that entanglement causes pure quantum states to locally thermalize.

9.2 Outlook

In this thesis, we have explored potential candidates to implement large optical networks
for quantum optics, limitations of multiphoton sources and finally demonstrated a few
quantum experiments on integrated photonics. There are numerous extensions possible
within of these three themes.

Firstly, we will start with possible directions in the field of photon sources. Secondly,
we then proceed with a discussion of the possible modes. Finally, we end with a discussion
on possible experiments that can be performed with the type of hardware that can be
realized in the foreseeable future.
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9.2.1 Improving the multiphoton source

There are different types of single-photon sources that can be used to scale up to larger
systems. In the long term, it is convenient to integrate multiphoton sources with the optical
networks, since that would both enable scalability and guarantee phase stability. There
are a few options for how this can be realized. In the short term, there are other relatively
straightforward improvements that can be made to the current source.

First and foremost, an interesting upgrade to the current multiphoton source is to
convert it into a picosecond multiphoton source. This has three distinct advantages. The
first advantage is that picosecond pulses allow for spatial mode cleaning, e.g. correcting
beam astigmatism, of the laser with a short single-mode fiber and can consequently
improve the fiber coupling of the generated photons. This will help to increase the
heralding efficiency above 50%.

The second advantage of a picosecond source is that the smaller spectral width of
the photons enables a higher fidelity of the implemented matrix settings. This can be
understood directly from the fact that the optical processor implements a wavelength-
dependent transfer matrix of the photons. A smaller spectral width will make the matrix
more alike for the spectral extremes of the light. This effect is expected to be small, but it
can become necessary for significantly larger systems. For example, it is known that the
matrix amplitude fidelity increases from 0.965 to 0.98 when the spectral with is decreased
from 25 to 10 nm. This improvement seems misleadingly small, but the fidelity for a
three-photons experiment increases from 0.9656 = 0.808 to 0.986 = 0.886, a significant
effect.

The third and final advantage is that longer pulses will allow for time-bin experiments.
Currently, this is not possible as any integrated network has dispersion and hence fem-
tosecond pulses will quickly accumulate spectral chirp. This chirp makes interference
between early and late photons in a time-bin experiment impossible as the photons will
quickly become too distinguishable. Longer and spectrally narrower photons decrease the
effects of dispersion and will be more robust against small path length differences.

An optimal picosecond ppKTP source requires a longer nonlinear crystal since that is
necessary to keep the JSI factorizable. Using the methods of Chapter 3, we find that an
optimal ppKTP source which is pumped with 775 nm and a linewidth of 1 nm consists of a
10mm ppKTP crystal. The spectral purity of the picosecond source is practically identical
to the current setup (81%). The spectral purity can be improved by spectral filtering with a
5 nm bandpass filter, but this comes at the cost of about 10% losses. The associated source
quality increases from α0 = 0.81 to α f = 0.88, indicating that filtering is beneficial from
a computational complexity point of view [280].

A better option to improve the setup is to switch to apodized poled crystals, which are
known to be optimal for multiphoton interference [280]. These crystals can achieve high
spectral purities without the need of filtering and they are also suitable for picosecond
sources. Some examples of SPDC sources based on apodized poled crystals are already
reported in literature [119, 121–123]. A 29mm picosecond aperiodic KTP source is
reported to have a purity of 0.953 and a heralding efficiency of 0.65 (after correcting for
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known detection efficiency and optical losses) [122].
A final and smaller possible upgrade of the current setup could be to deal with detector

blinding. When an output distribution is sampled, then the most likely output modes tend
to be under-sampled because the detector dead time is longer than the pulse repetition rate,
which are 50 ns and 12.5 ns, respectively. Currently, this problem is mitigated by reducing
the pump power sufficiently so that the average time between two photons arriving at the
detector is (much) larger than the detector dead time. However, a pulse picker can be used
to reduce the pulse repetition rate of the laser such that the consecutive laser pulses are
more than 50 ns apart.

Integration of multiphoton sources into integrated photonic networks is an obvious
route to pursue. There are various ways to achieve this. Firstly, it is possible to integrate
SPDC sources in waveguides. A notable example are ppln waveguide sources [141], which
unfortunately creates nondegenerate photons and aperiodically poled ppln waveguides are
not (yet) reported in literature.

A different approach is to use spontaneous four-wave mixing (SFWM). SFWM can be
realized with a high Q-factor ring resonator and a χ(3)-nonlinearity, which is feasible in
integrated photonics. The high Q-factor ensures a high spectral purity, up to 0.99 has been
reported [40]. Furthermore, the losses are insignificant when implemented in SiN [281].
Unfortunately, a third-order nonlinearity is inherently weak, resulting in low generation
rates and the process might be polluted by other weak nonlinear effects [281], although
some techniques have been proposed to suppress this [282, 283]

An entirely different approach would be to use quantum dots. Quantum dot sources
allow for high generation rates of pure and single photons with a long coherence time
[35, 284]. Quantum dot sources are inherently suitable for time-bin experiments since
otherwise a spatio-temporal demultiplexer should be constructed, which is feasible but
nontrivial [285]. However, this limitation can be circumventedwhen quantum dots become
reproducible. There are hints that this might become possible [286].

9.2.2 Future integrated optical networks
A second, major piece of equipment is the integrated photonic quantum processor. For
future experiments, larger low-loss and fully reconfigurable networks will be needed. This
is not just a matter of enlarging the current chip. There are several limitations to the current
processor. An example is the use of thermo-optical switches. Notwithstanding the current
success of these thermo-optical switches, the energy dissipation will continue to increase
to a point when either the power consumption or cooling capacities have reached their
maximum. This problem can be circumvented by adopting other switching methods. An
example are stress-optical modulators using PZT [287, 288] or optomechanics [289, 290].
Other improvements to the integrated processor can be the integration of single-photon
sources and detectors [291, 292]. The latter requires the processor to operate at cryogenic
temperatures.

Thus far, the discussion was restricted to similar architectures to the one presented
in this thesis. Other architectures have their use too. For example, circulating meshes
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can allow to implement a more natural physical simulation of scattering physics. When
scaled up, it could be used to further investigate other well-known physical phenomena
such as Anderson localization in 3D [293] or to study multiphoton scattering physics such
as universal conductance flutuations. Another different direction is to include optical non-
linearities, e.g. via ring resonators or atom-photon interaction, in the photonic processors
[294]. Finally, integrated photonics can also be used to control trapped ions [27] or to
utilize the large optical bandwidth for machine learning [167].
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Nederlandse samenvatting
Aan het begin van dit promotiewerk, begin 2018, werd de mogelijkheid om een zoge-
naamde ’quantum advantage’ volop bediscussieerd in de wetenschappelijke gemeenschap.
Echter, het maximaal aantal identieke fotonen in elk experiment was nog altijd op een hand
te tellen en het aantal optische kanalen in een optisch netwerk was amper groter. Daarbo-
venop waren de verliezen te hoog voor een schaalbaar systeem. Deze situatie veranderde
snel in de afgelopen jaren, hetgeen uiteindelijk leidde tot een geclaimde observatie van
een quantum advantage, eerst met supergeleidende qubits en vlak daarna met fotonen.
Deze ontwikkelingen veroorzaakten een opleving van nieuwe ontwikkelingen in nieuwe
en grotere optische netwerken met lage verliezen, en betere enkel-foton-bronnen en -
detectoren. Dit proefschrift situeert zich in deze context. Het proefschrift biedt nieuwe
inzichten in enkel-foton-bronnen, optische netwerken en geeft een demonstratie van eerste
toepassingen van dergelijke technologie.

Het proefschrift begint met de introductie van een nieuw optisch netwerk dat op een
natuurlijke wijze toegang verschaft tot vele optische modes en weinig verliezen. Dit net-
werk kan gerealiseerd worden met behulp van een oppervlakte verstrooier of faseplaat.
Alhoewel het netwerk niet instelbaar is, is het netwerk nog steeds geschikt voor een
quantum advantage experiment. Boson sampling gaat namelijk om het zoveel mogelijk
uitkleden van een quantumcomputer, onder voorbehoud dat de computationele complexi-
teit van het experiment maar behouden blijft. Om die reden wordt de complexiteit van het
netwerk zowel theoretisch alsmede numeriek bestudeerd. Gegeven deze computationele
complexiteit, dit netwerk is geschikt voor een optische quantum-advantage-experiment
met significant meer modes en een sterke reductie van verliezen.

Het volgende missende puzzelstuk voor een multifoton-experiment is een multifoton-
bron die tegelijkertijd meerdere identieke enkele fotonen produceert. Traditioneel wordt
hiervoor sponteanous parametric downconversion, ook wel afgekort tot SPDC, gebruikt.
Dit type van enkelfoton-bronnen gebruikt een niet-lineair optisch kristal die probabilis-
tisch enkelfoton-paren genereert. De geschiktheid van SPDC-bronnen voor multifoton-
experimenten was lange tijd een open probleem in verband met de verliezen en probabi-
listische generatie. We laten zien dat de optimale SPDC-bron bestaat uit een aperiodieke
gepoolde KTP-kristal die collineair fotonparen produceert op 1582 nm. Deze bron kan op-
geschaald worden tot een maximum van 11500 identieke fotonen die nog steeds quantum
mechanisch kunnen interfereren. De inzichten van deze studie zijn tevens gebruikt om
onze 1550 nm SPDC-bron te ontwerpen. Onze bron bestaat uit twee KTP kristallen met
een periodiek pooling. Elk kristal genereert 0.2MHz fotonparen, met een heralding effi-
ciëntie van 0.45 en een foton-ononderscheidbaarheid van 0.89 zonder spectrale filtering.
Deze bron is goed genoeg om op te schalen naar een totaal van 11 identieke fotonen.

Het laatste puzzelstuk voor multifoton-experimenten is een grootschalig optisch net-
werk waar de fotonen volop gebruik van kunnen maken. Een veelbelovende manier om
een dergelijk groot en instelbaar netwerk te realiseren met weinig verliezen is geïnte-
greerde fotonica. We introduceren een state-of-the-art siliciumnitride quantum-processor.
De processor heeft 12 input en 12 output modes waartussen de fotonen op een arbitraire
manier kunnen worden gestuurd ten koste van gemiddeld 2.2 dB verlies. De implementatie
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van willekeurig gekozen transfer matrices gaat met een gemiddelde amplitude fidelity van
0.99. De fidelity met enkele fotonen is iets lager, rond de 0.90. Deze processor is, samen
met de multifoton-bron, de centrale bouwsteen voor alle experimenten is dit proefschrift.

Het eerst uitgevoerde experiment op de quantum-processor is een experimentele de-
monstratie van de bimodale verdeling en bijbehorende open kanalen in mesoscopische
media. Open kanalen zijn de tegen-intuïtieve voorspelling uit de jaren 80 dat golfpropaga-
tie door een ongeordend systeem beschreven kan worden door kanalen die ofwel volledig
reflecteren, dan wel volledige transmissie vertonen. Deze kanalen worden ook wel res-
pectievelijk gesloten en open kanalen genoemd. Ondanks vele experimentele pogingen,
is deze bimodale verdeling van transmissiekanalen nog nooit overtuigend experimenteel
waargenomen. Wij laten met behulp van quantuminterferentie experimenteel bewijs zien
dat deze bimodale verdeling daadwerkelijk bestaat. Dit experimentele resultaat kan uit-
sluitend gemeten worden als aan alle kanalen van het netwerk gemeten kan worden. De
quantum-processor is een zeldzaam voorbeeld van een optisch systeemwaar dit voor geldt.
Dit resultaat onderstreept de geschiktheid van de processor voor fysische simulaties.

Nu de geschiktheid van de processor voor multifoton-interferentie aangetoond is, kan
men zich afvragen hoe multifoton-interferentie gecertificeerd kan worden in een groot ar-
bitrair netwerk. Immers, de quantuminterferentie van enkele fotonen is een voorbeeld van
een fysisch proces dat een klassieke computer niet efficiënt kan uitvoeren. Als antwoord op
dit probleem introduceren wij een one-sided device-independent photonic indistinguisha-
bility witness. Deze witness is gebaseerd op een numeriek efficiënte twee-mode correlator
die eenvoudig gemeten kan worden met photon-number-resolving detectoren. De witness
is one-sided device independent omdat elke experimentele imperfectie in de processor of
detectoren onherroepelijk resulteert in een reductie van de waargenomen correlator. Dit
betekent dat elke gemeten correlator dient als een ondergrens voor multifoton-interferentie
en dat demethode robuust is tegen experimentele imperfecties. We tonen de bruikbaarheid
van deze witness aan met een drie-foton-experiment.

Tot slot onderzoekt dit proefschrift de vraag hoe een pure quantumtoestand thermisch
gedrag kan vertonen in een gesloten systeem. Hiervoor simuleren we de tijdsevolutie
van zowel een niet interacterende Bose-Hubbard superfluïde, alsmede verschillende wil-
lekeurige long-range Hamiltonianen op de quantum-processor. We laten zien dat met de
tijd, alhoewel de gehele quantum toestand in deze systemen puur is, het alsnog lokaal een
thermische (gemengde) toestand benadert. De lokaal thermische toestand volgt van de
toestands verstrengeling met de fotonen in het ’universum’ -de niet geobserveerde kanalen
van het systeem. Deze hypothese wordt gestaafd door een certificatieprotocol waarbij de
reversibiliteit van het systeem gebruikt wordt om de verstrengeling ongedaan te maken en
aan te tonen dat de fotonen nog steeds niet onderscheidbaar zijn.

In het kort, dit proefschrift beschrijft een state-of-the-art multifoton-bron die gebruikt
is voor de eerste quantum experimenten op een veelbelovend nieuw platform: de geïn-
tegreerde optische quantum-processor. Deze experimenten lossen een vier-decennia-oud
probleem op, introduceren een nieuwe robuuste indistinguishability witness en tot slot
bewijzen dat verstrengeling zorgt dat pure quantum toestanden zich lokaal thermisch
gedragen.
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